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ABSTRACT
Efforts are underway in the greater New Orleans area to raise the elevations of its levee
system to combat the effects of hurricane storm surge. When complete, the majority of the
system will be comprised of a combination of levees, sheet pile I-Walls, floodgates, and pilesupported concrete floodwalls, commonly referred to as T-Walls.
Given the magnitude of the hydrostatic forces associated with storm surge, global
instability is failure mechanism that must be considered in the design of T-Walls. In the past, it
was assumed that these forces would be resisted by the T-Wall’s sheet pile cut-off wall. Recent
literature review and numerical modeling indicate that these forces will be absorbed by the
support piles in lieu of the sheet pile wall. This study will test this hypothesis through combined
experimental and numerical models.
In this dissertation, geotechnical centrifuge models were utilized to study a prototype
floodwall indicative of T-Walls designed for the HSDRRS. The models aimed to: (1) determine
if the vertical hydrostatic forces cause an instable foundation, (2) how the forces associated with
an unstable foundation would be resisted by the T-Wall sub-structure, and (3) assess the impact
of spacing of the support piles. By conducting centrifuge models with no piles, with only
support piles, and with both support piles and a sheet pile wall, the centrifuge models showed
that the unbalanced forces associated with flood side hydrostatic forces could be resisted by the
support piles and that the sheet pile wall only needs be designed for seepage or piping concerns.
Results of these centrifuge models were corroborated by 3D finite element analyses (FEA)
utilizing the software program PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION.
A new methodology for the design of pile-supported T-Walls was developed that
considers both classical forces and unbalanced forces associated with an unstable foundation.

xv

The design methodology is based on findings from studies related to passive loading of piles,
geotechnical centrifuge model tests conducted at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and 3D
FEA models. The end result was the development of a concise design methodology that results
in cost effective and technically accurate T-Wall designs part of the HSDRRS.

xvi

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background and Motivation
On August 29th, 2005, Hurricane Katrina made landfall over the southern coast of the

United States with devastating effects. It was reported that more than 1,800 people lost their
lives, and more than $81 billion dollars in damages occurred. As a result, rebuilding efforts,
especially in the New Orleans area, continue today as those affected by the terrible hurricane
continue to work to regain the livelihood they had before the storm.
A major component of this rebuilding effort is the engineering and construction of the
levees, floodwalls, floodgates, and pump stations in the New Orleans area to reduce flood risks
associated with a 1% storm event. This system is referred to as the Greater New Orleans
Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS). When complete, the majority
of the system will be comprised of earthen levees; however, instances where limited real estate is
available or where cost analyses preclude the use of these earthen structures, pile-supported
floodwalls are commonly a practical solution. These floodwalls are commonly referred to as TWalls since their shape is similar to an inverted “T”; and given the weak near-surface soil
conditions in southern Louisiana, they are typically supported by long concrete or steel piles.
Continuous sheet pile cut-off walls are also incorporated into the design to prevent possible
seepage.
The weak foundation conditions typically present throughout the HSDRRS create the
need for pile foundations for bearing, overturning and sliding stability of a T-Wall. However,
given the anticipated vertical and lateral hydrostatic forces associated with a 1% storm surge,
global instability (slope instability beneath the structure) is another major failure mechanism that
must be considered in the design of these T-Walls. In the past, it was assumed that any lack of
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the soil’s shear strength to resist the forces associated with this potential mode of failure would
in turn be resisted by the sheet pile cut-off wall. Recent literature review and finite difference
modeling indicate that, in fact, these forces may be absorbed by the support piles and that the
sheet pile wall will in fact provide no resistance at all, but merely “go along for the ride”. In this
scenario, the support piles may be loaded in a passive manner (soil moves toward the piles)
rather than in an active manner (pile is moved against the soil). For most passive pile loadings,
such as tunneling, consolidation, or slope movement, the induced vertical and horizontal soil
stress and movements are coupled; however, few methods exist at present to analyze the pile
response due to these coupled passive pile loadings.
This dissertation involves developing a new methodology for the design of pile-supported
T-Walls when foundation conditions present the potential for global or slope stability mode of
failure. It is based on the premise that the support piles not only provide resistance to axial and
lateral forces associated with active loading by a storm surge, but can resist the passive forces
associated with an unstable foundation. This research utilizes the results of an experimental
program utilizing geotechnical centrifuge models to determine the most likely modes of failure,
as well as to determine where the foundation forces will be resisted if lack of global stability is
the actual mode of failure.
The end result of this research will be the development of a concise design methodology
that will result in the most cost effective and technically accurate T-Wall designs. This state of
the art and innovative design methodology will not only benefit the rebuilding of the HSDRRS
in the New Orleans area, but can be utilized throughout the geotechnical and structural
engineering community of practice for years to come.

2

1.2.

Local Geology

1.2.1. Regional Geologic Setting
Continental glaciers covered much of North America 18,000 years before the present,
with global sea level approximately 400 ft below the present level and the Gulf shoreline
significantly farther seaward than its present location (Kolb and Van Lopik 1958; Saucier
1994).. The ancestral Mississippi River and its tributaries had entrenched into the Pleistocene
surface and developed a broad alluvial valley approximately 25 miles wide with the axis of this
entrenchment in the vicinity of Houma, LA, approximately 45 miles southwest of New Orleans
(Kolb et al. 1975). Global warming and glacial melting caused eustatic sea level to rise, which
began to stabilize between 4,000 and 7,000 years ago and was 10–15 ft lower than the present
level. The rise in sea level drowned the drainage network of the ancestral Mississippi River and
caused massive deposition of fluvial sediment into this broad valley. Creation of the present-day
deltaic plain began when sea level rise stabilized, but was slightly lower than the current stand
(Saucier, 1994).
The geomorphic development of coastal Louisiana is closely related to the shifting
Mississippi River courses since the slowing of Holocene post-glacial sea level rise (Fisk, 1955;
Frazier, 1967; and Coleman and Gagliano, 1964). The Mississippi River has changed its course
several times, and in numerous places along its alignment during the last 7,000 years. This has
lead to the development of the Mississippi River deltaic and chenier plains. The deltaic plains of
southeastern Louisiana are composed of several major delta complexes. Two of these complexes
are referred to the Plaquemines/Modern and the Atchafalaya and are still active. Dominant
physiographic features of the deltaic plain include abandoned courses and distributaries, their
associated natural levees, swamps, marsh, hundreds of lakes and bays, and barrier islands.
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Recognition that the deltaic plain is formed by an orderly progression of events related to
natural river fluvial development led to the identification and characterization of the “delta
cycle” (Scruton, 1960; Frazier, 1967). The “delta cycle” is a dynamic and cyclic process that
alternates between periods of progradation and a subsequent transgression of deltaic headlands as
deltas are abandoned and reworked by marine waters (Roberts, 1997). Figure 1.1 illustrates the
stages in the development of a major delta lobe through its regressive and transgressive phases,
from stream capture to submarine shoals. Many variables act to determine the phase of the
“delta cycle” active at any one location. Time since initiation of stream capture (the age of
distributaries), sediment supply, rate of accommodation space creation (the area available for
deposition), relative sea level change, and rate of river discharge are some of the variables
responsible for development of the deltaic plain (Roberts, 1997).
Throughout most of the last 7,000 years, the “delta cycle” has created more land by
building deltas (regressive phase) than was destroyed by relative sea level rise and erosional
processes (transgressive phase). Since the early 1900s man has had a major influence on many
of the key elements controlling the “delta cycle”. The Old River Control Structure, in Concordia
Parish, Louisiana, has eliminated the delta switching process by maintaining the Mississippi
River gulfward in its present course. Flood protection levees built in the early 1900s confine the
flow of the Mississippi River eliminating overbank flooding with the concomitant supply of
nutrients and sediments that accompany these floods. Also, the suspended sediment load of the
Mississippi River has declined by approximately 50 percent between the 1930 to 1952 period
and the 1963 to 1982 period (Kesel, 1988). This decline has been attributed to bank stabilization
by revetments, dams constructed on the Missouri River and other large tributaries, and other
erosion control measures.
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Figure 1.1. Conceptual model of the delta cycle showing growth and decay of individual delta
lobes (from Roberts, 1997).
As the natural delta-building process was restrained, transgressive processes began to dominate
the coastal landscape. Within this environment of diminished delta building, man began a period
of extensive development in the coastal zone in the early 1900s such as dredging of navigation
and access canals, construction of roads and levees within the wetlands, and drainage projects.
These altered the natural hydrologic cycle compounding the negative effects of relative sea level
rise and wetland erosion. Land loss rates exceeding 40 mi2/yr (104 km2) were documented for
the 1958 to 1974 period with high rates of loss continuing today (Dunbar et al., 1992). Coastal
Louisiana is characterized by depositional environments and shoreline configurations
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representing various phases of the “delta cycle”. Presently, most of the Louisiana coastal zone is
in the marine-dominated, transgressive phase of the “delta cycle”.

Only the Modern and

Atchafalaya Deltas are in the fluvially-dominated, regressive phase.
1.2.2. Despositional Environments
The deltaic plain of southeastern Louisiana developed in numerous depositional
environments, whose deposits can be characterized by their engineering properties. Primary
engineering properties of interest to this dissertation are soil texture, permeability, unit weight,
water content, organic content, soil stiffness, and shear strength. Differences in soil texture
influence permeability and occur between the high- and low-energy depositional environments.
Sand dominated textures are associated with environments having high current velocities and
wave settings (i.e., point bar, beach, intradelta, nearshore gulf), whereas clay dominated textures
correspond to lower energy fluvial and deltaic environments (i.e., prodelta, bay sound-estuarine,
interdistributary, lacustrine, or inland swamp). Fine-grained natural levee and inland swamp
deposits typically contain lower water contents and higher shear strengths than similar soil
textures associated with shallow water settings. Additionally, a sharp contrast in engineering
properties occurs between the Holocene and Pleistocene sediments because of the intense
oxidation and weathering of the exposed Pleistocene topographic surface during the Late
Pleistocene. Consequently, Late Pleistocene soils typically have lower water contents, little if
any organic soils at this surface, and a marked increase in soil stiffness and shear strength as
compared to the younger Holocene deposits. Major engineering properties for the predominately
normally consolidated soils present in the different deltaic environments are summarized in
Figure 1.2. These units form the basis for the subsequent research.
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Figure 1.2. General Description and Engineering Properties of Delta Plain Depositional
Environments (Kolb and van Lopik 1965; Saucier 1994).
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(Figure 1.2 Continued)

(1) Undrained Shear Strength of Clays Based on
Unconfined Compression Tests
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1.3.

Dissertation Objectives
This research develops a more robust, efficient, and reliable methodology for the design

of pile-supported T-Walls that must not only resist hydrostatic, dead, and live loads, but be able
to withstand subsurface forces resulting from an unstable foundation of deltaic sediments. The
methodology will utilize results from limit equilibrium theory, 50g centrifuge scale models, and
numerical modeling via finite elements from the software program PLAXIS 3D Foundation.
Methods for estimating subsurface loads from global or slope stability analyses (unbalanced
forces) and how those loads are resisted by the overall pile supported structure were analyzed. A
theoretical model is presented to establish how unbalanced forces are transferred to the T-Wall
structure from the foundation. The experimental program will answer questions related to the
stabilization of unbalanced forces beneath floodwalls through weak foundation soils:


Does the presence of the vertical hydrostatic forces associated with storm surge

cause an unstable foundation to be resisted by the T-Wall foundation or stability berms?


What impact does the presence of the sheet pile cut-off wall have on the stability

of the foundation soils?


What impacts do the support piles have on the stability of the foundation soils?



Can the results of physical and numerical models on T-Walls with unbalanced

forces be used in conjunction with limit equilibrium theory to develop a reasonable
design methodology?
The dissertation includes a description of the suggested methodology and its theoretical
derivation. This research results in the development of a new design methodology for pilesupported concrete floodwalls when the potential for unbalanced forces exists in weak
foundation soils.
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1.4.

Dissertation Layout
This dissertation consists of seven Chapters. The first Chapter is an introduction to the

report and brief description of the geology in southeast Louisiana. Chapter 2 presents a literature
review covering the major subjects covered in the dissertation. This second Chapter discusses
aspects of traditional limit equilibrium analyses, previous design methodologies used to design
T-Walls with unbalanced forces, and recent research associated with passive loading of pile
foundations.

Chapter 3 covers the results of the initial finite difference analyses on pile

supported T-Walls with unbalanced forces utilized to justify this study.
Chapter 4 describes the development and results of centrifuge models of T-Walls whose
prototypes had unbalanced forces based on limit equilibrium analyses. It includes the philosophy
behind the initial centrifuge models and the important lessons learned that led to the final
successful centrifuge model tests.

The Chapter continues with the design and results of

centrifuge tests conducted on these updated models. A parametric study was conducted utilizing
the centrifuge models where different aspects of the T-Wall were altered between the various
tests, including pile spacing, presence of the support piles and/or sheet pile cut off wall, and
whether or not lateral hydrostatic forces were applied to the T-Wall stem.
Chapter 5 corroborates of the physical centrifuge models with finite element analyses
utilizing the software program PLAXIS 3D Foundation. Chapter 6 presents the new design
methodology recommended through the results of the physical and numerical models. The
Chapter includes how industry accepted limit equilibrium methods can be used to estimate
unbalanced forces that would likely be imposed on the support piles of the T-Wall and how those
support piles should be analyzed and designed to withstand those additional forces. The last
Chapter presents the conclusions of the performed studies along with recommended future work.
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2. CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1.

Limit Equilibrium Methods for Floodwall Analysis

2.1.1. Slope Stability Analysis
The conventional limit equilibrium methods of slope stability analysis used in
geotechnical practice investigate the equilibrium of a soil mass tending to move downslope
under the influence of gravity. A comparison is made between forces, moments, or stresses
tending to cause instability of the mass, and those that resist instability. Two-dimensional (2D)
sections are analyzed and plane strain conditions are assumed. These methods assume that the
shear strengths of the materials along the potential failure surface are governed or nonlinear
relationships between shear strength and the normal stress on the failure surface.
A free body of the soil mass bounded below by an assumed or known surface of sliding
(potential slip surface), and above by the surface of the slope, is considered in these analyses.
The requirements for static equilibrium of the soil mass are used to compute a factor of safety
with respect to shear strength. The factor of safety is defined as the ratio of the available shear
resistance (the capacity) to that required for equilibrium (the demand). Limit equilibrium
analyses assume the factor of safety is the same along the entire slip surface. A value of factor of
safety greater than 1.0 indicates that capacity exceeds demand and that the slope will be stable. A
value of factor of safety less than 1.0 indicates that the slope will be unstable. The most common
methods for limit equilibrium analyses are methods of slices and method of planes.
2.1.1.1.

Method of Planes

2.1.1.1.1. Basic Principles
In the Wedge Method, the non-homogeneous soil mass is divided into three
segments: an active wedge, a central block and a passive wedge. The different segments are
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divided into separate rigid bodies by imaginary vertical lines (see Figure 2.1). In each of the three
segments, the driving and resisting forces are considered from the weight of the soil in that
segment, the hydrostatic forces, and the shear strength along the failure planes. The factor of
safety is then determined by analyzing various wedges (i.e. possible failure mechanisms) and
equating the horizontal resultant of active and passive forces to the soil shear strength along the
horizontal plane (USACE EM 1110-2-1902, 2003).

For any given configuration of the

segments, there is one critical position of the failure plane which will produce the maximum
amount of active force or least amount of passive resistance. This critical wedge must be
analyzed to ensure the stability of the levee embankment.
2.1.1.1.2. The Active Wedge
The active wedge, shown as triangle ABC in Figure 2.1, produces the driving forces
that tend to initiate movement of the failure plane which is assumed to be inclined at an angle 1,
equal to (45 + /2), where  is the angle of internal friction (Caver, 1973) considered for course
grained soils or effective stress analyses. This wedge is that part of the soil mass which is
gravitationally out of balance and seeking a more stable position. The active wedge, illustrated
in Figure 2.2, is composed of two forces: a component of the weight of the wedge, Da, and the
shear resistance, Ra. Uplift forces must also be considered to reduce the magnitude of Ra and Da
if they are present. The force caused by the weight of the active wedge, referred to as the active
driving force, is given by Equation 2.1:

Da  Wa  tan  1

(2.1)

Where: Wa = the actual weight of the soil mass contained within the theoretical
active wedge.
.
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Figure 2.1. Wedge Method Schematic
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Figure 2.2. Active Wedge Force Diagrams (Wright, 2006)

Obviously, in fine-grained soils with an assumed angle of internal friction equal to zero, Wa is
identical to the weight of the soil in the active wedge. In a layered system, each part of the active
wedge in each soil layer must be considered and their weights (driving forces) calculated
separately. The total driving force is then obtained by summing the individual driving forces for
each layer. The shear resistance is given by Equation 2.2:
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Ra  2 Wa  U a sin  45   tan   2 Su H a tan 45  
2 
2




(2.2)

where Ua is the uplift force, Su is the undrained shear strength, and Ha is the total height of the
active wedge. Certain terms will drop out depending on whether the soil is in a drained or
undrained condition or if there is no uplift force present. If the soil mass is layered, the
individual resistive forces are calculated and added as with the driving force (Wright, 2006).
2.1.1.1.3. The Central Block
The central block, as shown in Figure 2.3 as BDEC, is translated along the plane CE as
the active wedge forces act against it. If the failure plane for the central block is assumed
horizontal, then the resistive force, referred to as Rb is given by Equation 2.3:
Rb  Wb  U b  tan   Su L

(2.3)

where Wb is the weight of the central block, Ub is the uplift force (if present), and Lb is the
horizontal length of the block. Once again, depending on the soil type present in the wedge as
well as at its boundaries, some of the terms may drop out of the equation (Caver, 1973).
L
B

D
Wb

C

cL

Wb - Ub tan

E

Ub
Figure 2.3. Central Block Force Diagram
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2.1.1.1.4. The Passive Wedge
As with the active wedge, the passive wedge (triangle DEF in Figure 2.1) is composed
of a driving force composed of the weight of the wedge, Dp, and a shear resistance, Rp which
also must be reduced by the uplift force. These forces act to resist the active driving force Da
and develop the wedge's plane at the angle 2 equal to (45 - /2). The passive driving force (or
resistance) Dp is given by Equation 2.4:

D p  W p  tan  2

(2.4)

where Wp is the weight of the soil mass inside of the passive wedge. The shear resistance for the
passive wedge, Rp, is given by Equation 2.5:

 



R p  2 W p  U p cos 45   tan   2S u H p tan 45  
2 
2




(2.5)

where Up is the uplift force and Hp is the total height of the passive wedge. The method of
computation for the driving and shear resistive forces for the passive wedge is identical to the
process previously illustrated for the active wedge.
N tan
Pp
Wp

cL
N

N tan

Wp





cL

N
Up

Figure 2.4. Passive Wedge Force Diagrams (Wright, 2006)
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Ua

2.1.1.1.5. The Factor of Safety

The factor of safety against the sliding failure of the soil mass with respect to its shear
strength is given by equation 2.6 (Wright, 2006).

F .S . 

2.1.1.2.

Ra  Rb  R p

(2.6)

Da  D p

Spencer’s Method

2.1.1.2.1. Basics of Limit Equilibrium Theory

Assessing the global stability of earthen slopes and foundations beneath floodwalls
utilizing a method of slices is a practical and popular method utilized by the geotechnical
engineering community of practice. The idea of dividing a potential sliding mass into vertical
slices was introduced early in the 20th century and is consequently the oldest numerical analysis
technique in geotechnical engineering (Geo-Slope International, 2008).

The methods have

evolved over time from one of the first methods presented by Petterson in 1916, where the
stability analysis of the Stigberg Quay in Gothenberg, Sweden was evaluated by assuming the
failure plane to be circular and the sliding mass divided into slices (Geo-Slope International,
2008). Table 2.1 summarizes the various iterations of how limit equilibrium theory progressed
until the mid 1960s when Spencer’s Methods was introduced (Terzaghi et al., 1996). The
differences between the methods are a function of what equations of statics are included and
satisfied (force and/or moment), if interslice forces are included, and the assumed relationship
between the interslice shear and normal forces. Figure 2.5 illustrates a typical sliding mass
divided into slices and the possible forces on the slice. Normal and shear forces act on the slice
base and on the slice sides (USACE EM 1110-2-1902, 2003).
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Table 2.1 Summary of Limit Equilibrium Methods for Slope Stability Analysis
Interslice Interslice
Normal
Shear
No
No

Interslice
Force
Inclination
NA

METHOD
Ordinary Method of Slices

YEAR
1936

Equilibrium
(Force/Moment)
Moment

Janbu

1954

Force

Yes

No

Horizontal

Bishop

1955

Moment

Yes

No

Horizontal

Morgenstern & Price

1965

Force & Moment

Yes

Yes

Constant

Spencer

1967

Force & Moment

Yes

Yes

Variable

The advent of electronic computers in the 1960s made it possible to more readily handle
the iterative procedures inherent in the more complex methods such as the ones presented by
Bishop, Morgenstern & Price and Spencer (Geo-Slope International, 2008). With technological
advances in personal computers of the past three decades, it is now possible to deal with complex
stratigraphy, highly irregular pore-water pressure conditions, a variety of linear and nonlinear
shear strength models, virtually any kind of slip surface shape, concentrated loads, and structural
reinforcement.

Modern software makes it possible to analyze ever-increasingly complex

problems and to better understand the limit equilibrium method. Visualization of data used in the
calculations makes it possible to look beyond the factor of safety and more fully analyzed the
available data. For example, graphically viewing all the detailed forces on each slice in the
potential sliding mass, or viewing the distribution of a variety of parameters along the slip
surface, helps greatly to understand the details of the technique.

These benefits are a key

component to the design of T-Walls on unstable foundations. Initially, the method of slices was
conceived for the situation where the normal stress along the slip surface is primarily influenced
by gravity (weight of the slice). Including external resisting forces (such as geosynthetic
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reinforcement or the effects of passive loading of foundation piles) in the analysis goes far
beyond the initial intention (Clayton, 1993).
2.1.1.2.2. Benefits of Spencer’s Method

The manner in which interslice shear forces are handled and computed is a fundamental
point with most of the methods listed in Table 2.1. The Spencer’s Method uses a constant
function which infers that the ratio of shear to normal forces is a constant between all slices. The
designer does not need to select the function; it is assumed to be a constant function especially in
most software programs when the Spencer’s Method is selected.
The Spencer’s Method encompasses the key elements of the general limit equilibrium
method (i.e., moment equilibrium, force equilibrium and consideration of interslice forces). To
obtain a stable potential failure surface, the Spencer’s Method resolves the problem by utilization
of two factor of safety equations and allows for a range of interslice shear-normal force
conditions. One equation gives the factor of safety with respect to moment equilibrium (Fm)
while the other equation gives the factor of safety with respect to horizontal force equilibrium
(Ff). The idea of using two equations was first published by Spencer in 1967 (Duncan, 1987).

Slope
Weight
Interslice
Normal Forces
Interslice Shear
Forces
Base Normal
Force

Base Shear
Force
Figure 2.5. Typical Slice Forces
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Failure Surface

Finding the shear-normal force ratio that makes the two factors of safety equal, means
that both moment and force equilibrium are satisfied. The Morgenstern-Price Method uses a
more complex function for f(x) as a half sine function (Figure 2.6). Spencer’s Method uses
equation 2.7 to relate the interslice shear (X) and normal (E) forces where the function f(x) is a
constant; that is, the interslice shear-normal force ratio is the same between all slices (Clayton,
1993; Duncan 1987).

  Ef  x 

(2.7)

Where: f(x) = a function,
λ = the percentage (in decimal form) of the function used,
E = the interslice normal force, and
X = the interslice shear force.
As it turns out, with f(x) = 1.0 for Spencer’s Method, a factor of safety versus lambda plot results
in a lambda value of 0.12, where the force and moment equilibrium curves cross. See a sample
plot on Figure 2.7. Therefore the equation relating interslice shear and normal forces is:

X  0.12E

(2.8)

Interslice Force Functions

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

5
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25

Slice #
Specified Fn.

Applied Fn

Figure 2.6. Half-sine Interslice Force Function
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30

The Spencer’s Method factor of safety equation with respect to moment equilibrium is
(Geo-Slope International, 2008):

Fm 

 S R  N  u R tan  '
 Wx   Nf   Dd
'
u

(2.9)

The factor of safety with respect to force equilibrium is represented by Equation 2.10:

Ff

 S


'
u

 cos    N  u  tan  ' cos  

 N sin    D cos 

(2.10)

Where: Su’ = effective shear strength
’ = effective angle of friction
u = pore water pressure
N, W = slice base normal force and weight
D = point load
, R, x, f, d,  = geometric parameters
 = inclination of slice base
One of the key variables in both equations is N, the normal force at the base of each slice. The
normal force is obtained by the summation of vertical forces, thus vertical force equilibrium is
consequently satisfied. In Equation 2.10, the base normal is defined as:

N

W  X R  X L  

S

'
u

 sin   u sin  tan  '

F
sin  tan  '
cos  
F

(2.11)

F is Fm when N is substituted into the moment factor of safety equation and F is Ff when N is
substituted into the force factor of safety equation. A very important point to make here is that
the slice base normal force is dependent on the interslice shear forces XR and XL on either side of
a slice. Fm and Ff are computed for a range of lambda (λ) values. With these computed values, a
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plot similar to Figure 2.6 can be drawn which shows how Fm and Ff vary with lambda (λ) (GeoSlope International, 2008).
1.4

Factor of Safety
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Lambda
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Figure 2.7. Representation of Factor of Safety vs Lambda for Spencer’s Method

In the end, the Spencer’s Method results in an accurate analysis with respect to
theoretically determined slope stability failure surfaces. For these reasons, it has been accepted
throughout the geotechnical engineering community of practice, including the U.S. Army Corp
of Engineers (USACE EM 1110-2-1902, Slope Stability). In addition, if a more innovative
design methodology for T-Walls is to be developed, utilizing a slope stability analysis method
such as Spencer’s Method, will be an integral part of that solution.
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2.1.2. Theory for Pile Capacity
2.1.2.1.

Axial and Lateral Capacity of Single Piles

Depending on the purpose of a structure, such as a pile supported floodwall, applied
forces expected during normal and extreme loading events and the properties of the foundation
on which the structure will be supported, such a structure can either be soil supported (shallow
foundation) or pile supported (deep foundation). As is typical with soils found in Southeast
Louisiana, foundation conditions are such that floodwalls with any notable stem height and
corresponding hydrostatic loading will require pile foundations. This is demonstrated later in the
discussions regarding the initial centrifuge model. Given the geometry of a T-Wall, hydrostatic
and dynamic (wave) forces expected from storm surge can apply both significant axial and
lateral loads on the support piles.
The axial capacity of a pile may be represented by the following formula:
Qult  Qs  Qt

(2.12)

Where: Qult is the ultimate pile capacity
Qs  f s  As is the shaft resistance of the pile due to skin friction
Qt  q  At is the tip resistance of the pile due to end-bearing
fs , q = average unit skin resistance and tip bearing capacity
As, At = shaft surface and pile tip areas in contact with the soil
For piles in coarse-grained soils under drained loading conditions, the skin friction of
piles increases linearly to an assumed critical depth (Dc) and then remains constant below that
depth (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991). Literature suggests that this critical depth varies
between 10 to 20 pile diameters or widths (B), depending on the relative density of soil (such as,
Dc = 10B for loose sands, Dc = 15B for medium dense sands, and Dc = 20B for dense sands
(Prakash et al., 1990). However, the American Petroleum Institute (API), a leader in design and
construction of deep pile foundations, found that these values are conservative. Based on the
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results of numerous pile tests and lessons learned, API suggests the limiting values for
overburden pressure (shown in Table 2.2) to determine the pile skin friction in course-grained
soils.
Table 2.2 Design Parameters for Course-Grained Soil (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991)
Soil-Pile Friction Limiting Skin
Limiting Effective
Friction Values
Overburden Pressure
Soil
Angle, 
kips/ft2 (kPa)
degrees
Kips/ft2 (MPa)
Density
Description
Nq
Very Loose Sand
Sand-Silt
15
1.0 (47.8)
8
3.7(178.4)
Loose
Silt
Medium
Sand
Loose
Sand-Silt
20
1.4(67.0)
12
3.8(183.8)
Medium
Silt
Dense
Medium
Sand
25
1.7(81.3)
20
3.6(174.2)
Dense
Sand-Silt
Sand
Dense
Sand-Silt
30
2.0(95.7)
40
3.5(167.3)
Very
Dense
Very
Gravel
35
2.4(114.8)
50
2.4(163.8)
Dense
The unit skin friction acting on the pile shaft may be determined by the following equation:

f s  K v' tan 




(2.13)

Where: K = lateral earth pressure coefficient
(Kc for compression piles and Kt for tension piles)

’v = effective overburden pressure

 = angle of friction between the soil and the pile

The same critical depth relationship used for skin friction is normally assumed for end-bearing
determinations. The unit tip bearing capacity is determined from equation 2.14:
q   v' N q

(2.14)

For steel H-piles, At is commonly assumed to be the area included within the block perimeter.
However, it is often determined from field load tests that this can be an over estimation,
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especially in looser sands and silts found in Southeast Louisiana. Therefore, it is commonly
assumed that the end-bearing is based on 60% of the block perimeter of the H-pile.
For piles in fine-grained soils and when using total stress snalysis, the skin friction is
actually the resistance due to the undrained shear strength or adhesion of the clay along the pile
shaft.
f s  ca



Where: ca
ca


c

(2.15)
=
=
=
=

c
adhesion between the clay and the pile
adhesion factor
undrained shear strength of the cohesive soil

The values of  as a function of the undrained shear accepted by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers are given in Figure 2.8 (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991). The pile unit-tip bearing
capacity for piles in clay can be determined from the following equation:
q  cN c

(2.16)

Where: Nc = 9
However, the movement necessary to develop the tip resistance of piles in clay soils may be
several times larger than that required to fully develop the skin friction resistance (Coyle et al.,
1966). Therefore, end-bearing in soft fine-grained soils is often ignored unless the undrained
shear strength is at least 1.0 ksf. Even then, the assumed bearing surface area for the pile (At) is
either taken as the area of the steel only or 60% of the block area for piles tipped in very stiff
soils (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991).
Lateral pile stiffness expressions containing Es (modulus of horizontal subgrade
reaction not a function of depth) are assumed constant for overconsolidated clays. Lateral pile
stiffness expressions containing nh (modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction increasing linearly
with depth) are used for sands and normally consolidated clays (Prakash, 1990). Because the
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upper portion (10 pile diameters or less) of the soil profile primarily controls the behavior of
laterally loaded piles (Ensoft, 2008), most onshore clay deposits can be represented with a
constant modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction. Es and nh are not constants. Both vary with
deflection of the pile head. To determine appropriate values of Es or nh, an estimate of lateral
deflection must be made.

adhesion factor, 

1.5

1

0.5

0.5 ksf

0
0

1.5 ksf
1

2

3

4

Undrained Shear Strength, c (ksf)

Figure 2.8. Adhesion factor versus undrained shear strength (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991)
If the calculated values of lateral deflection match the estimated values, then the correct
value of Es or nh was used in the analysis. If not, a new value of Es or nh must be assumed and the
iterative process continues. For design, ranges of Es or nh are used to account for the variation of
pile properties in different directions, variation of lateral pile deflection caused by different
loading conditions, and variation of soil properties. After the analyses are completed, the
calculated lateral deflection should be checked to make sure they correspond to the range of
values of Es or nh assumed (Baguelin et al., 1977; Rao et al., 1996).
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Batter piles are commonly used to support structures subjected to large lateral loads, or if
the upper foundation stratum will not adequately resist lateral movement of vertical piles. Piles
may be battered in opposite directions or used in combination with vertical piles. The axial load
on a batter pile should not exceed the allowable design load for a vertical pile unless a pile load
test is conducted on a battered pile. It is very difficult to drive piles with a batter greater than 1
horizontal to 2 vertical and assumed batters of steeper than 1 horizontal to 6 vertical generally
result in the same structural deflections and critical bending moments as a vertical pile.
The importance of accurate estimations of axial and lateral capacities of piles in the
design of T-Walls cannot be underestimated. The support piles are the backbone of the floodwall
with respect to bearing, overturning and sliding stability and it is anticipated through this
research that the lateral load capacity of the piles will play an important role in stabilizing the
foundation of the walls from global slope stability failures as well.
2.2.

USACE New Orleans District T-Wall Design Methodology (prior to 2005)

The foundations of structures on piles (such as concrete T-Walls) have a variety of loads
that act upon them, especially floodwalls designed to hold back forces associated with hurricane
storm surge. In addition to the lateral forces exerted on the floodwalls from water loads, wind
and wave loads, and potential vessel impact; significant forces can be exerted on the cut-off and
support piles of the floodwalls due to an instable foundation soils (USACE EM 1110-2-2502,
1989). In many cases, these forces result in less than adequate factors of safety with respect to
global slope stability. The additional horizontal foundation resistance required to achieve these
factors of safety is referred to as the unbalanced force. Given the typically weak foundation
conditions found in southeast Louisiana, and the significant floodwall heights required to meet
the requirements of the HSDRRS in the area, these unbalanced forces can be significant. To
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stabilize the foundation, it was assumed, prior to August 2005, that the unbalanced forces would
be transferred to the base of the structure through the sheet pile cut-off wall. These loads would
ultimately be transferred into the support piles via the T-Wall’s base slab as determined by a
structural analysis program such as CASE Pile Group Analysis (CPGA), developed by USACE;
(Hartman et al, 1989). CPGA assumes the T-Wall has a rigid base and the unbalanced forces are
imparted into the support piles accordingly.
2.2.1. Global Slope Stability

The Mississippi Valley Division (MVD) Method of Planes (MOP) analysis was utilized to
analyzed the global stability of the system by incorporating a factor of safety into the soil
strengths of 1.3 and 1.2 for assumed water levels at still water level and water to the top of the
constructed T-Wall, respectively. Although the driving forces in Figure 2.8 are strictly due to
hydrostatic forces and the subsurface soils are fully saturated, shear forces will develop in the
foundation soils due to the differential water pressure between the flood and protected sides of
the structure. Potential slope stability failure surfaces were analyzed throughout the foundation
of the structure to determine if any unbalanced forces existed. The unbalanced force (net driving
force) was determined for each potential failure surface by summing all horizontal driving and
resisting forces of the failure surface obtained from the stability analysis. Any lateral water
pressure above the ground surface would be considered in the structural analysis of the T-Wall
stem and base (i.e. this horizontal water pressure is carried solely by the T-Wall above the base –
Figures 2.8 and 2.9). Therefore, all lateral water pressure above the ground surface (commonly
referred to as the free water) was subtracted from the overall driving forces in the slope stability
analysis. Equation 2.17 was utilized to determine the unbalanced force for each potential failure
surface. See Section 2.1.1.1 for description of the Method of Planes terms.
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UL  D A  DP   R A  RB  RP   FW

(2.17)

  D    R   FW

Where: FW = free water
UL = unbalanced force to meet the required factor of safety
For a potential failure plane at the T-Wall base, RB was assumed to be zero for the width of the
base since settlement may occur below the base, and there may be no contact between the TWall base and the soil. Figure 2.9 illustrates estimation of the free water and unbalanced forces.
Negative unbalanced forces would be considered to be zero in the T-Wall design.

El. +10.0
FwB

w = 64.0 pcf

FwA
El. 1.0

El. 0.0

El. -5.0
RB = 0

El. -30.0
Failure
Surface
A-1
B-1

4000

Free Water
(Fw)
2592

Unbalanced
force
-1592

16800

3200

5000

Elevation

D

R

-5.0

5000

-30.0

25000

Figure 2.9. Example of Free Water and Unbalanced force Calculations
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2.2.2. Case 1 – No Unbalanced forces

If no unbalanced soil loads existed (resisting forces are greater than driving forces), the
structure was only required to carry the net at-rest loads acting above the base. These loads were
to be carried axially by the piles below the base. The sheet pile below the base was required
based on seepage analysis to control flow or piping below the T-Wall.
2.2.3. Case 2 – Unbalanced Forces Exist
2.2.3.1. Determination of Unbalanced forces

If unbalanced forces did exist, the structure was designed to carry the net at-rest loads
acting above the T-Wall base plus the resultant of the unbalanced force transferred to the base
through the sheet pile cutoff wall. These loads were carried axially by the support piles.
2.2.3.2. Sheet Pile Design Requirements

An anchored retaining wall analysis was required for the sheet pile cutoff wall using the TWall base as the anchor. A uniform pressure distribution composed of all unbalanced soil loads
determined by the MOP (equation 2.17) was imposed onto the wall system from the ground
surface to the current failure plane. For the anchor wall analysis, a factor of safety of 1.5 was
incorporated into the soil shear strength below the lowest failure surface giving an unbalanced
soil load, essentially factoring the active loading and passive resistance of the soil below the
critical failure surface. An anchored retaining wall analysis was then performed for the sheet pile
cutoff wall. The bottom of the structure base would be the top of the retaining wall as well as the
anchor location to determine the required tip elevation and maximum moment. A second analysis
was performed with a factor of safety of 1.0 applied to the soils below the lowest failure plane to
determine the anchor load transmitted to the base slab. This anchor load was then applied to the
structure pile foundation in addition to the net-at-rest loads during the structural analysis (using
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CPGA). The factor of safety of 1.0 was justified for the determination of the anchor force
because a larger factor of safety would be applied to this force during the structural analysis.
The shear forces, applied moments, required tip elevation, and induced anchor force were
determined utilizing Coulomb theory for active and passive earth pressures. The USACE
software program, CWALSHT, was typically utilized to perform the retaining wall analysis.
Utilizing the CWALSHT program, anchored bulkhead analysis would incorporate the uniformed
unbalanced soil load below the base as a horizontal distributed load determined by the Method of
Planes, an anchor at the base slab, and horizontal ground surface at the lowest failure surface
giving an unbalanced force. The net passive resistance for the clay stratum would be 4c/F.S.
Summing moments about the base of the structure (neglecting load above base) would
determine the sheet pile tip elevation incorporating a factor of safety of 1.5 into the soil
undrained shear strengths. To determine the required anchor load, the same bulkhead analysis
would be performed utilizing a factor of safety of 1.0. For passive pressures in silt and sand
layers below the lowest unbalanced soil load, the effective overburden pressures were modeled
in the analysis to achieve accurate active and passive pressures in these strata. See Figure 2.10
for sample calculations (units in pounds and feet).
2.2.3.3. Pile Foundation

Because the foundation soil above the critical failure surface (the deepest potential failure
plane with an unbalanced force) has the potential to be mobilized due to the insufficient factor of
safety for slope stability, it was assumed that the bond between the soil and the pile would be
broken. Therefore, all frictional pile capacity above the critical failure surface was ignored. The
elevation of the lowest failure surface giving an unbalanced force was determined. This is the
slip plane where:
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Figure 2.10. Sample Unbalanced force Calculations (Case 2)
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 D    R   F

w

0

(2.18)

For determining modulus of horizontal subgrade reaction or p-y curves, the entire embedded
length of the piles is considered to be laterally braced. This assumption may be unconservative
and consideration of more realistic p-y values are addressed in this dissertation.
2.3.

Passively Loaded Pile Groups

2.3.1. Introduction

Many civil engineering designs require that structures are supported by pile foundations.
The majority of these piles are designed to support “active” loadings. These active loadings are
typically forces that are applied axially to the piles by the weight of the structure or laterally
from horizontal forces via wind, waves, impact loads, etc. However, there are many cases in
which the piles have to withstand “passive” loadings, i.e. loads induced by the action of soil
moving past the piles vertically and/or horizontally. Examples include consolidation of clay,
tunneling, excavations, and slope movement (Xu et al., 2001). In the case of pile supported TWalls being designed and constructed as part of the Greater New Orleans HSDRRS, these Twalls can be subjected to lateral forces created by vertical pressures from storm-surge water.
These vertical and lateral loads in the foundation result in unbalanced forces – additional
destabilizing forces that result in stability factors of safety below what is required. If properly
designed, the support piles beneath the T-Wall structure may be able to provide the necessary
resistance to the unstable soil so that it does not flow around them. In this scenario, the piles
may be loaded in a passive manner (soil moves toward the piles) rather than in an active manner
(pile is moved against the soil) as occurs in a typical pile foundation (Bransby et al., 1996). The
following Sections will present observations made regarding ultimate stress for a single pile,
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safety factors appropriate to use with the ultimate stress, and then reductions to be applied due to
group effects.
2.3.2. Ultimate Stress on a Single Pile

It has been suggested that the ultimate tip resistance on a single passively loaded pile is 9
times the undrained shear strength, Su (Poulos et al., 1997).

Commonly, this value has been

used in geotechnical engineering practice. Other studies utilize the results of finite element
analyses of passively loaded piles where elastic-plastic soil (such as the bilinear stress-strain) and
power law (non linear) soil behaviors were analyzed (Bransby et al., 1999). Bransby et al. stated
that the theoretical limit pressure of a single pile in an elasto-plastic material is 11.94 Su as
shown in Figure 2.11.
From the literature review summarized above, the ultimate pressure on a single pile could
therefore be conservatively taken as 9 Su. The question arises regarding what value to use for an
allowable pressure to resist unbalanced forces, if it is determined that the T-Wall support piles
will resist these forces. To develop a reasonable methodology, several items were considered:

Figure 2.11. Load-transfer curve for a single pile in elastic-plastic soil (Bransby et al., 1999)
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a. For the design of pile supported T-walls, the piles should be able to resist the
unbalanced force reliably.

This reliability is established through achieving an

appropriate factor of safety.
b. Limiting deflections will be a major consideration for selecting an appropriate
factor of safety with respect to the slope stability analysis. Therefore, the passive
resistance of the piles must also limit deflections. Limit equilibrium analyses could
indicate that adequate resistance exists to support unbalanced forces from the piles
and the soil (Poulos et al., 1999, 1973, 1971). However, if deflections exceed the
static deformation limits and plastic deformations are experienced, this condition
would not represent an acceptable design.
c. The design unbalanced force carries an intrinsic factor of safety, because it is the
force that provides a factor of safety (1.4 or 1.5 depending on loading condition) for
global slope stability. The actual passive loads that may be induced on the piles
(resulting from an unbalanced force needed to achieve a factor of safety of 1.0) would
be less and could range from:
i. 0 in situations where the factor of safety is greater than or equal to 1.0.
ii. a significant portion of the design unbalanced force for situations where
the factor of safety is less than 1.0 (some of the unbalanced force would
have to be supported by the soil below the critical failure surface).
2.3.3. Factor of Safety

Based on the factors described above, the following allowable pressure is suggested:
Pall 

Pult
1 .5

(2.19)
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Where: Pult = 9Su before application of group reduction factors for piles
trailing each other. This value is at the conservative end
of suggested values for single piles.
This would provide an allowable pressure of 6 Su to compare against the design unbalanced
force, which itself provides a factor of safety of 1.4 or 1.5 from the slope stability analysis. The
service loads (unbalanced force computed with a factor of safety of 1.0) may range from 0 to
possibly as much as 0.75 times the design unbalanced force depending on the factor of safety
without piles. If the design unbalanced force is limited to 6 Su as proposed above, the equivalent
service load could then range from 0 Su to 4.5 Su. Looking at the stress-strain curves in Figure
2.10, the deflections will be adequately limited by this factor of safety and meeting the
requirements of EM 1110-2-2906.

In addition, this would provide adequate reliability for

ultimate capacity.
2.3.4. Group Reduction Factors

Reduction in lateral load carrying capacity of piles due to group spacing effects have
been described in literature based on pile spacing both parallel and perpendicular to the direction
of loading (Chen et al., 1997, 1994, 1991; Randolph, 1984, 1981; Springman, 1994). Plots of
pressure vs. displacement for piles spaced in a row perpendicular to the loading are shown in
Figure 2.12 for the elastic – plastic soil (Bransby et al., 1999). This indicates that spacing piles
closer together in the same row (smaller values of spacing to diameter - sx/d) causes the soil to
react more stiffly, although the ultimate pressure is the same. Pan et al. (2000) present model
study results for passively loaded coupled piles. Their research expanded on the study by Poulos
et al. in 1999 for single piles that found a maximum pressure of 10.6 Su on the piles. Results for
two piles spaced at a distance of 5 pile diameters perpendicular to the direction of loading are
shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.12. Load-transfer curves for pile rows in elastic-plastic soil (Bransby et al., 1999)

The results indicate some reduction in maximum pile stress from that on a single pile, (8.6 Su
instead of 10.6 Su). Tests at a spacing of 3 pile diameters resulted in a maximum stress of 7.1
Su. For piles loaded and moved against the soil (active loading), pile reductions are suggested in
the Ensoft Group 7 Manual (Ensoft, 2008) as shown in the Figure 2.15. There is little or no
reduction at 3 pile diameters or greater.

The need for group reduction for pile spacing

perpendicular to the load direction is therefore unclear; although during the design of the Twalls, it is reasonable to assume that group factors for lateral spacing are probably not required.
Most research studies show little or no reduction at pile spacing that is commonly used.
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The

factors of safety applied to the slope stability and pile capacity analyses account for these
uncertainties.
The information above shows that the lateral spacing of the piles does not have great
effect on the ultimate capacity of the piles. However, the literature is consistent with respect to
the fact that there is a reduction required for piles trailing one another. Figure 2.14 and Figure
2.15 show the mechanisms found from analyses performed for only two rows of piles (Chen et
al., 1997, 1994, 1991; Randolph, 1984, 1981; Springman, 1994). Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17
illustrates the effects of trailing and leading piles where two piles were spaced at a distance of 3
pile diameters (Pan et al., 2000). The results show an ultimate stress on the lead pile of almost 9
Su for the lead (near) pile and 4.2 for the trailing (far) pile. Tests at a spacing of 5 pile diameters
resulted in a maximum stress of 7.1 Su for the lead pile and 8.1 for the trailing pile (Pan et.al,
2002; Broms, 1964; Cox et al. 1984; Goh et al., 1997).

Figure 2.13. Normalized soil pressure – soil displacement curves (Pan et al., 2000)
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Figure 2.14. Reduction Factors for Piles in a Row (Side by Side) (Pan et al., 2000)

Figure 2.15. Group Effects Resulting From Two Rows of Trailing Piles (Bransby et al., 1999)
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The technical manual for the Ensoft Group 7 program (Ensoft, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008)
describes pile reduction factors for piles groups with piles trailing each other. Figure 2.18 and
Figure 2.19 show proposed equations for group modification used in that computer program and
supporting data for their derivation. These factors are intended for the active pile loading case.
Rollins et al. (2006) presents data on group reduction factors. In this Rollins et al.’s paper, three
full-scale lateral pile group load tests in stiff clay with spacing ranging from 3.3 to 5.65 were
conducted and computer analyses were performed to back-calculate group reduction modifiers.
Results from these studies are shown in Figure 2.20 compared with other studies. The pmultiplier below is equivalent to Group Pile Efficiency in the Ensoft Group 7 graphs.

Figure 2.16 Normalized soil pressure – soil displacement for “front” pile (Pan et al., 2000)
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Figure 2.17 Normalized soil pressure – soil displacement for “trailing” pile (Pan et al., 2000)
Equations were developed to compute the group reduction factor fm for each of the curves
shown in Figure 2.18.
The equations for each case are
s
f m  0.26 ln   .05  1.0 (first, lead, row piles)
b

(2.20)

s
f m  0.52 ln   1.0 (second row piles)
b

(2.21)

s
f m  0.60 ln   0.25  1.0
b

(2.22)

Where: s = pile spacing (center to center)
B = pile diameter
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Figure 2.21 compares: (a) results of the Bransby and Springman (2001) (b) results from
Pan et al. (2000), (c) reduction equations from the Ensoft Group 7 technical manual multiplied
by an ultimate stress of 9 Su, and (d) the equations from Rollins et al multiplied by an ultimate
stress of 9 Su. The results are the average pressure on two piles in line. For the Ensoft (2008)
and Rollins et al. (2006) data, pressures on a leading and trailing pile were added and then
averaged. The plot shows that the trend of the group reduction factors is similar, although the
theoretical data from the analyses by Bransby and Springman (2001) does deviate from the other
three studies. The indication from these comparisons is that a value of Pult between 7Su and 9Su
would be a reasonable design assumption. In addition, Figure 2.18 through Figure 2.20 also
illustrate that if the piles spacing ratio (sx/d) is greater than about 6, no group reduction factor
would be necessary.
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Figure 2.18 Reduction Factors for Leading Piles (Ensoft, 2008)

Figure 2.19 Reduction Factors for Trailing Piles (Ensoft, 2008)
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Figure 2.20. Calculated p multipliers for:(a) leading row;(b) trailing row (Rollins et al., 2006)
14.0
12.0

Ensoft Group 7
Manual Pile Group
Reduction x 9 Cu
Bransby and
Springman

Ult. Pressure / Cu

10.0

9Su
8.0

7Su

6.0

Pan et al

4.0

Rollins et al x 9 Cu

2.0
0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Pile Spacing / Pile Diameter

Figure 2.21. Average Ultimate Pressure on Two Piles in a Line (Trailing Piles)
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3. CHAPTER 3.
INITIAL FINITE DIFFERENCE MODELING OF
A T-WALL WITH UNBALANCED FORCES
3.1.

Introduction

The widely accepted design methodology used by the geotechnical and structural
engineering communities of practice for T-Walls prior to 2005 was conducted with a decoupled
approach (Geomatrix, 2007).

In other words, pile and foundation loads were analyzed

independently. The pile system was analyzed using programs for evaluating the ability of a pile
group to resist external forces (imposing axial and lateral loads on the piles); while the
foundation soils were analyzed separately to assess their factor of safety with respect to global
slope stability. Any stabilizing force considered in a slope stability analysis needed to achieve
the required factor of safety is referred to as the unbalanced force. This unbalanced force would
ultimately be included as an external load in the structural design to be resisted by the foundation
of the T-Wall.
To determine the validity of more in-depth study or coupled approach, the question of
whether or not the sheet pile cut-off wall resists the unbalanced force must be answered. A
coupled finite difference analysis of the design was performed that encompasses soil, T-Wall,
and pile parameters in a numerical model. Geomatrix Consultants, Inc, in Oakland, CA, assisted
in the development of an initial finite difference analyses using FLAC (Fast Lagrangian Analysis
of Continua) software program. An integrated, coupled analysis of the soil-pile interaction and
load transfer mechanisms for the T-Wall design was investigated under the direction of the
USACE. These initial finite difference analyses were utilized to establish the likely mechanism
by which unbalanced forces can be expected to be transferred to the base of the T-Wall structure,
i.e., either through passive loading of the support piles or through the sheet pile cut-off wall.
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Further, numerical modeling was conducted for more direct comparisons to the centrifuge
models if indeed. The initial finite difference analysis determined that the sheet pile does not
resist the unbalanced forces.
The FLAC analyses were performed on a T-Wall model developed by the USACE that
represent a typical 15 ft tall T-Wall design and foundation conditions in the New Orleans area
(Figure 3.1). Soil profile information consisting of soil type, undrained shear strength, and unit
weight; floodwall geometry and pile dimensions; as well as storm surge elevations typically
associated with the modeled floodwall were provided by the USACE. Soil profiles and the
configuration of the floodwall are provided in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Foundation soils typically
found in the New Orleans area generally consist of peat (PT), high plasticity clays (CH) and low
plasticity clays (CL) of various consistencies (very soft at shallow depths to very stiff in much
deeper Pleistocene deposits), silts (ML), silty sands (SM) and poorly graded sands (SP). For the
modeled T-Wall, the foundation consists of relatively weak CH clays to El. -70.0 ft-NAVD with
a thin silt stratum at El. -23.0 ft-NAVD. Pleistocene CH deposits begin at El. -80.0 ft-NAVD
with a notable SP stratum between El. -86.0 to El. -111.0 ft-NAVD. The upper clay strata were
considered as normally consolidated where the undrained shear strength generally increases with
depth with the shallowest stratum considered as organic clays and peats similar to those found
along the 17th Street Canal in New Orleans (undrained shear strength of 120 psf and unit weight
of 80 pcf). The support piles were assumed to be tipped at El. -91.0 ft-NAVD in the dense sand
stratum. To avoid the possible boundary effects in the FLAC analysis, the clay layer below the
sand stratum was extended to El. -140.0 ft-NAVD (Geomatrix, 2007). The soil properties (unit
weight and undrained shear strength) are summarized in Table 3.1.
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2.0 ft
El. +12.5 ft

9.5 ft

1.5 ft

El. +1.0 ft

El. -2.5 ft
El. -2.0 ft

5.0 ft

2.5 ft

El. -91.0 ft

SHEET PILE
EL. -41.0
HP 14X73

Figure 3.1. T-Wall Schematic
Table 3.1 Soil Strength and Modulus for Mohr-Coulomb FLAC Analyses
From Triaxial Tests
From Pressuremeter
G
K
El.
Su
E
G
K
’

E/Su G/Su
G/Su
(ksf)
(ksf)
(ft) (pcf) (pcf) (psf) (ksf)
(ksf)
(ksf)
-2 17.5
80 120
48
16
1.9
96.0
100
12.0
596.0
-14 37.5 100 120
92
31
3.7
184.0
130
15.6
775.0
-23 54.5 117 369
92
31
11.4
565.2
130
47.9 2,380.0
-26 37.5 100 200
92
31
6.2
306.7
130
26.0 1,290.0
-31 37.5 100 250
92
31
7.7
382.7
130
32.4 1,610.0
-39 37.5 100 482
92
31
14.9
739.1
160
77.1 3,830.0
-65 47.5 110 610
92
31
18.8
935.3
160
97.6 4,850.0
-70 47.5 110 780
92
31
24.4 1,211.3
160
12.6 6,280.0
-80 57.5 120 790
92
31
24.4 1,211.3
160
12.6 6,280.0
-86 59.5 122 1934
423
142.0 7,054.0
142.0 7,050.0
-90 59.5 122 1264
423
142.0 7,054.0
142.0 7,050.0
-111 59.5 122 980
68
23
22.4 1,110.7
160
157.0 7,790.0
-117
Fill 47.5 110 400
48
16
6.6
320.0
180
72.0 3,580.0
E = Young’s Modulus
E/Su was based on the IPET report, Soil-Structure Interaction Analysis of the Floodwall at the
17th Street Canal, 2006.
G, K = Shear and Bulk Moduli
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Table 3.2. T-Wall and Pile Properties
Weight (pcf)
G (ksf)
T-Wall
(concrete)
H-Piles
(HP 14x73)
Sheet Pile
(PZ-22)

3.2.

E (ksf)

I (ft4)

491

2.179x106

0.0350

491

2.179x106

0.0041

150

K (ksf)

1.84x105

13.07x105

Development of Soil and T-Wall Properties

To develop a comprehensive finite difference model, soil moduli as well as soil
properties such as undrained shear strength and unit weight were properly identified. The soil
properties assumed for the FLAC analyses were developed from the results of field and
laboratory tests. The laboratory test program consisted of basic soil classification tests (such as
visual classification, moisture content tests, and Atterberg Limits) as well as unconsolidatedundrained triaxial test (herein referred to as Q-Tests) that was developed from samples trimmed
from of 5 inch diameter Shelby tube samples taken from the 17th Street Canal and London
Avenue Canal floodwall alignments. The foundation conditions for the 17th Street and London
Avenue canals are very similar so data from both sites were used together to develop the soil
properties for the FLAC model. The undrained shear strength, unit weight, and strata profile
were developed from the 5 inch boring log data as well as the laboratory Q-Tests. The field test
program consisted of pressuremeter tests performed at five sites in the New Orleans area (three
along the 17th Street Canal and two along the London Avenue Canal floodwall alignments). Two
separate FLAC analyses were ultimately performed, one utilizing soil moduli established from
the Q-Tests and another using soil moduli established from the pressuremeter test data.
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3.2.1. Triaxial Test Results From Shelby Tube Samples

Values of Young’s modulus normalized by the undrained shear strength (Su) for the peat
layer at 17th Street Canal were derived from stress-strain data for peat specimens tested to failure
in an undrained shearing mode in laboratory triaxial tests. The value of E50 is defined as the
secant modulus at 50% stress level. A value for E50/Su of 48 was estimated for the peat layer
based on the mean from 27 triaxial tests. For the FLAC analysis, a shear modulus (G) is used.
The relationship between shear modulus, G, and Young’s modulus, E, is given by: G=E/(1+ν),
where ν is Poisson’s ratio (estimated as 0.35). For undrained conditions, G = E/3, and thus G/Su
= 16 for peat. For the lacustrine clay at 17th Street Canal, a value of E50/Su of 92 was obtained
from the mean of 57 triaxial tests. The corresponding value of G/Su for lacustrine clay is 31
(Geomatrix, 2007).
3.2.2. Pressuremeter Test (PMT) Results

In situ pressuremeter tests (PMT) were performed at five sites in New Orleans, three of
which were along 17th Street Canal, and two of which were along London Avenue. The PMT
data were used to develop shear modulus that was based on the first unloading-reloading loop,
and shear modulus/undrained shear strength G/Su ratios. From the above data, a G/Su = 100 was
selected for the clay layer above elevation -14 feet. For the clay layers below elevation -14 feet,
G/Su ratios between 130 and 160 were applied to clays having increasing undrained shear
strength. These values are listed in Table 3.1.
3.3.

T-Wall Model

The concrete base slab of the T-Wall has a thickness of 2.5 feet and is located at elevation
-5 ft-NAVD. The concrete wall stem of the floodwall is 2 feet wide and has a top elevation of
+12.3 ft-NAVD. The floodwall is supported by three battered piles which are connected to the
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base slab. The flood side pile (referred to herein as the left pile) is battered at 1H:3V toward the
flood side (as it is expected to be loaded in tension); the two protected side piles (referred to
herein as the middle and right piles) are battered at 1H:3V toward the protected side (as they are
expected to be loaded in compression). The piles are tipped at elevation -91 ft-NAVD into the
sand layer. Between the left and middle piles is a sheet pile cut-off wall which is connected to
the concrete slab and that extends to elevation -41 ft-NAVD. The piles are embedded in the
concrete to a depth of only about one pile width, so that a pin connection condition at the base of
the slab is reasonably assumed in both finite difference and limit equilibrium analyses. In the
FLAC analyses, the concrete T-wall will be simulated using elastic material zones. A pile
spacing of 5 feet was used in all analyses and the piles were simulated using pile elements. The
T-Wall and pile properties are shown in Table 3.2.
3.3.1. Development of Pile Shear and Normal Coupling Springs

In order to properly model the T-Wall in FLAC and acquire relative displacements
between the pile elements and surrounding soil, shear and normal coupling were established and
modeled in the FLAC program. Empirically developed t-z and p-y curves were considered
appropriate to estimate the pile shear and normal spring constants.
3.3.2. Determination of Shear Coupling Springs

Estimates for pile skin friction were based on the USACE method (see Section 2.1.2).
The load transfer (t-z) curves can be simplified as:
Z/B = 0.01
t/Qs = 1.0 for clays
Where: Z = axial displacement
B = pile diameter
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A typical curve for the t-z response is presented in Figure 3.2. For the pile elements in FLAC, the
shear coupling springs can be determined based on these axial load transfer curves (assuming As
= 4b and b = D, for a square-section pile):
cs _ scoh  Qs  4cB
cs _ sstiff  100

(3.1)

Qs
 400c
B

(3.2)

In the evaluated T-wall design, the last 6 feet of the pile tip penetrates a sand layer. The USACE
method for estimating the shear coupling spring for sand is as follows:
Fs  1.5 v' tan 0.75  therefore,
cs _ scoh  Qs  6 B v' tan 0.75  for compression

(3.3)

Fs  0.5 v' tan 0.75  therefore,
cs _ scho  Qs  2 B v' tan 0.75  for tension

(3.4)

Ultimate resistance is reached at 0.03D:
cs _ sstiff  300

Qs
D

(3.5)

As described earlier, it is reasonably assumed that the left pile will experience tension
forces, so that it is appropriate to utilize Equation 3.4 for evaluation of the flood side piles. Note
that the original method for estimating the shear coupling spring for course-grained soils
assumes a critical depth beyond which the skin friction is assumed constant with depth
(Geomatrix, 2007). This method is commonly utilized in engineering practice and justified for
this study. The shear coupling spring and ultimate resistance constants, computed for each soil
layer, are presented in Table 3.3.
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Figure 3.2. Empirical t-z Curve and Simplified Bilinear Curve for Pile-Clay Shear Response

Table 3.3. Pile-Soil Coupling Springs and Ultimate Resistance

Top
El.
-2
-14
-23
-26
-31
-39
-65
-70
-80
-86
-91

Average
Shear
Strength
(psf)
120
120
369
200
250
482
610
790
790
1934

G/Su
100
130
130
130
130
160
160
160
160

E50/Su
300
390
390
390
390
480
480
480
480

e50
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.005

y50 =
2.5e50b
0.010
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.008
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.006
0.015
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cs_nstiff =
9cB/2/y50
64800
84240
258762
140400
175219
416448
527040
682560
682560
696284

cs_ncoh
= 9cB
1313
1313
4032
2188
2730
5272
6673
8642
8642
21157

cs_sstiff
= 400c
48000
48000
147443
8000
99840
192800
244000
316000
316000
989000

cs_scoh
= 4cB
583
583
1792
972
1213
2343
2966
3841
3841
27200

3.3.3. Determination of Normal Coupling Springs

The normal coupling spring constants required in the FLAC analysis were obtained using
the p-y curves developed by Matlock (1970) and reported in the LPILE Manual (Ensoft, 2008).
 y
p
 0.5
pu
 y 50
where: p
y
y50
pu





1

3

(3.6)

= lateral force on the pile
= lateral pile displacement
= lateral pile displacement at half the ultimate soil resistance pu
= ultimate soil resistance (a function of soil shear strength)

The value of p reaches pu and remains constant at and beyond y = 8y50. This empirical p-y curve
is shown in Figure 3.3. To obtain a normal spring constant, a straight line was used to represent
this nonlinear curve (the slope of this line is the spring constant, cs_nstiff, required for FLAC).
At small displacements, the secant modulus represented by this line should be slightly “softer”
than empirical p-y curves, so that the straight line can approximate the curve in an average sense.

Figure 3.3. Empirical p-y Curve and Simplified Bilinear Curve for Pile-Clay Normal Response
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It is assumed that a secant modulus line reaches pu at y = 2y50. The normal spring constant is:
cs _ nstiff  0.5

pu
y 50

(3.7)

The simplified spring constant needed for the FLAC analysis also is shown in Figure 3.4 and
compared with the p-y curve from Matlock (1970). From Matlock:
y 50  2.5e50 b

(3.8)

where: b = width of pile.
Here, e50=Su/E50, and typical values of e50 are 0.02 for soft clay, 0.01 for medium-stiff clay, and
0.005 for stiff clay. For the model T-Wall, piles are deep under the wall and berms, so that:
cs _ ncoh  pu  9cb

(3.9)

where: c = Su = shear strength.
These normal coupling springs and ultimate resistances, computed for each soil layer, are
presented in Table 3.3 (Geomatrix, 2007).
3.4.

Initial Finite Difference Model Results

The finite difference analysis was performed in several steps, including the build-up of
soil layers, the set-up of the T-wall and piles, and the application of water loads. The results of
the analyses are presented in terms of movements of the soil and T-wall, pile responses, and soilpile interactions.
3.4.1. Procedures for Finite Difference Analysis

The finite difference analysis was performed using the following steps (Geomatrix,
2007):


The shear strength and unit weights of the soil layers and T-wall/pile elements

were provided by the USACE, as noted previously.
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The shear modulus was determined using G/Su ratios and the corresponding Su for

each soil layer in the profile. These values, which differ for each clay layer, were based
on results of pressuremeter field tests or triaxial laboratory tests, as described in
Appendices B and C, respectively.


The bulk modulus was then determined using a Poisson’s ratio of 0.49 .



The Coulomb’s failure criterion was used in the analysis.



The initial stress state was established based on a layer-by-layer build-up to the

ground surface, by turning on the gravity.


The water table was then applied at the ground surface (elevation -2 feet).



Then, the HP14x73 piles were simulated using FLAC’s 2D pile elements

specified as having 5-foot spacing. The sheet pile was simulated using FLAC’s beam
elements. The T-wall was simulated using elastic material zones with interface elements
on the bottom and two sides below the soil surface.


Piles were pin-connected at the base of the T-wall. Sensitivity analyses will be

performed later to either corroborate this assumption or change to a rigid connection.


The spring constants and ultimate resistance for the pile-soil interaction first were

estimated using empirical p-y and t-z curves. FLAC’s empirical p-y curves for normal
resistance were modified to account for the effect of the 5 foot pile spacing.


After the soil layers were established, the structural elements were specified, and

stress/strain conditions were re-balanced.


Initial displacement and velocity were set to zero, then the berms were modeled as

constructed to elevation +1 foot and conditions re-balanced.
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The preceding steps produced a model of the T-wall and berm construction,

providing the initial state before water loads were added. Displacements and velocity
were set to zero before water loads were simulated.


The water load on the flood side was increased incrementally from elevation -2 to

+10 feet to compute stresses, forces, and moments in the structure and soils.


Because the upper soil layers are clay and assumed to be impermeable for a short-

term loading case, excess pore water pressure will not change as water levels rise to
elevation +10 feet, so the water table was kept at ground surface.


The completed numerical grid model for the FLAC analysis is shown in Figure

3.4, with different colors representing the various soil layers and grid lines representing
individual finite grid elements. The detail of the grid around the T-wall is shown in
Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.4. Finite Difference and Structure Model for Initial FLAC Analyses (Geomatrix, 2007)
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Figure 3.5. Finite Difference T-Wall Model and Pile Connections (Geomatrix, 2007)

3.4.2. Foundation Response and Load Transfer Mechanism

The water pressure on the water-side ground surface peaked at an elevation of +10.0 ftNAVD and caused the T-wall system to move to the right (rotated counter-clockwise). A
summary of the T-Wall displacements and pile responses (shear forces and moments) for the two
analyses (the first assuming soil moduli from the pressuremeter tests and the second from the
triaxial tests) are shown in Table 3.4. The computed soil displacement vectors, axial and shear
forces, and induced moments are illustrated (at a magnified scale) in Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7,
Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.9, respectively. Displacement vectors indicate over 2 inches of vertical
and lateral movement in the foundation soils; verifying the assumption that the undrained shear
strength of the model soils were insufficient to prevent rotational or global stability failures.
Shear and moments in the support piles indicate that those piles resist a substantial portion of the
load due to the unstable foundation. Given the potentially disturbed nature of the soil samples
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from the field borings (5-inch Shelby tubes) and resulting conservatism of the undrained shear
strength of those soils, numerical modeling based on soil moduli extrapolated from those
undrained shear strength values were not presented in this study. Only the results from the finite
difference models utilizing soil properties achieved from pressuremeter tests were included.
Table 3.4. T-Wall Displacement And Pile Response
Soil Moduli
Pile Head
Pile Head Shear
Pile Head Axial
Maximum Moment
Determined
Displ.
Force
Force
(ft-kips)
From
(ft)
(kips)
(kips)
L
M
R
L
M
R
L
M
R
Pressuremeter
0.19
-6.5 -3.8 -2.0 -32.0 -95.3 -7.9 -40.1 -27.1 -20.5
Triaxial Tests
0.54
-9.3 -5.8 -4.6 -63.5 165.7 -28.7 -89.6 -70.8 -64.3

Figure 3.6. Computed Displacement Vectors near T-wall (in feet, magnified) (Geomatrix, 2007)
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Figure 3.7. Computed Axial Forces in Piles (lb) (Geomatrix, 2007)

Figure 3.8. Computed Shear Forces in Piles (lb) (Geomatrix, 2007)
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Figure 3.9. Computed Moments in Piles (lb-ft) (Geomatrix, 2007)
When a smaller soil modulus is used in the analysis (as in the case of the G/Su ratios based on
triaxial test results), the induced movements in the soil and piles are significantly higher than
when using the higher soil modulus values derived from the pressuremeter tests. The direction
of the pile responses also changes. The axial force in the middle pile is increased, whereas the
right pile takes significantly less load. These results demonstrate that the estimated soil
movement and pile responses are sensitive to the selected Young’s Modulus.
3.4.3. FLAC Results

Standard T-Wall design requires the use of a sheet pile whether unbalanced forces are
present or not – the purpose being for seepage control. In the FLAC model, the sheet pile is a
continuous wall from elevation -5 down to -41 feet, however, soil movement due to water loads
could cause measurable deflections of the sheet pile and soil surrounding the wall. The
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movement of soil in the land-side direction will impose pressures on the sheet pile wall that also
will be transferred to the T-wall.
To investigate this effect, a separate analysis was performed in which the sheet pile was
removed. The purpose of this analysis was to assess the function of the sheet pile in the load
transfer mechanism of the T-wall system. Figure 3.10 through Figure 3.12 compare the axial
forces, shear forces, and moments in the three piles for cases with and without the sheet pile.
Only minor changes were computed for the pile displacement (not shown), moments, and axial
forces when the sheet pile was removed (Geomatrix, 2007). The results from this comparative
analysis appear to indicate that the lateral, shear and moment capacity of the pile-soil system due
to the loading of the unstable foundation is indeed supported by the battered T-Wall piles in lieu
of the sheet pile wall. This is in contrast to the design methodology described in Section 2.2; and
therefore, further study via centrifuge models and FEA is justified.

Figure 3.10. Computed Axial Forces in Piles With or Without Sheet Pile (Geomatrix, 2007)
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Figure 3.11. Computed Shear Forces in Piles With or Without Sheet Pile (Geomatrix, 2007)

Figure 3.12 Computed Moments in Piles With or Without Sheet Pile (Geomatrix, 2007)
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4. CHAPTER 4
PHYSICAL MODELING OF PILE SUPPORTED T-WALLS WITH UNBALANCED
FORCES UTILIZING THE GEOTECHNICAL CENTRIFUGE
4.1.

Introduction

A geotechnical centrifuge is used to conduct model tests to study geotechnical problems
such as the strength, stiffness and capacity of foundations for several engineering problems such
as design and load response of bridges and buildings, embankments (stability and settlement),
effects of overburden pressure and consolidation on undrained shear strength, and earth retaining
structures such as cantilever, anchored and pile supported walls (i.e. T-Walls). The primary
objective of the centrifuge models is to provide insight to applied loads and the structural
response (stresses, moments, and deflections) to those applied loads, when studying non-linear
problems on full-scale models is not practical.
Foundation soils have nonlinear mechanical properties depending on effective confining
stress and stress history. The centrifuge applies an increased "gravitational" acceleration to
physical models (typically 50g and the model scale is 1/50 of the full prototype problem) to
produce identical self-weight stresses in the model and prototype. The one-to-one scaling of
stress enhances the similarity of geotechnical models and makes it possible to obtain accurate
data to help solve complex problems such as soil-structure interaction, which is the concern for
T-Wall designs in Southeast Louisiana. Centrifuge model testing provides data to improve the
understanding of deformation and failure and provides benchmarks useful for verification of
numerical models.
Geotechnical centrifuge tests can also be used to obtain experimental data to verify a
design procedure or a computer model. For example, comparison between the centrifuge and
numerical models were heavily used by the Interagency Performance Evaluation Team (IPET)
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during their forensic evaluation of the reasons for the sheet pile wall instabilities in the New
Orleans area during Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Having the exceptional R&D infrastructure of
the USACE Engineer Research Development Center (ERDC) available to the IPET was a major
advantage and enabler for their work. Priority access to the Department of Defense Major Shared
Resource Center’s most capable supercomputers for hydrodynamic analysis dramatically
accelerated the progress and enhanced the IPET efforts to model surges and waves (IPET, 2008).
The ability to accomplish parallel numerical stability and seepage analyses at both the ERDC and
at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University accelerated the analysis and provided an
invaluable check and balance on the results. Having priority access to the Army centrifuge at
ERDC and the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) centrifuge enabled physical modeling for
the breach sites to occur in an unprecedented time frame and also provided independent results
for comparison. The result of this innovative study allowed IPET to verify failure modes not
considered in the geotechnical engineering community of practice prior to 2005. These findings
are an integral part of the design process of cantilever retaining walls throughout the country by
both government and private engineering organizations.
For this study, the benefits of utilizing a geotechnical centrifuge are substantial. In order
to fully study the problem at hand, i.e. what impact do support piles and a sheet pile cut-off wall
beneath a T-Wall have on the overall stability of the system, this will require several model tests.
The model would require testing the T-Wall system with no piles, with only support piles, and
finally with support piles and the sheet pile cut-off wall. In this way, the individual contributions
of the support and sheet piles regarding system stability can be ascertained and the required
design methodology validated.

Considering an extremely low T-Wall construction cost of

$4,000/meter and assuming a full-scale model T-Wall with dimensions of 50m x 50m would be
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constructed for study (to avoid end effects), then the total cost for a full-scale study would be
approximately $800,000 – not considering the cost of instrumentation and data reduction. In
small-scale tests, construction cost is substantially reduced and it is much easier to change or
maintain soil properties, structural elements, and other process parameters. However, problems
arise concerning the stress-dependent behavior of soil. Further, the applied loads can be so low
that measurements are not sufficiently accurate to visualize either deformations or the effects of
changes to the model parameters. These restrictions can be overcome by performing the small
scale-test in a geotechnical centrifuge, where the stress dependent behavior of the soil is
accurately accounted for by increasing the gravitational forces on the model from 1g to as much
as 150g. Considering benefits regarding soil behavior and assuming the average cost of a
centrifuge model to be approximately $20,000 (including model construction, instrumentation,
and data reduction), the technical and cost advantages to the geotechnical centrifuge are
overwhelming. In order to complete the centrifuge model portion of the study, the USACE
retained the expertise of the personnel and centrifuge laboratory at Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute (RPI), NY.
4.2.

Initial Model Results, Prototype Design, and Lessons Learned

4.2.1. Initial Centrifuge Model – Soil Founded (No Support Piles)

To ascertain the stabilizing benefits of the support piles and/or sheet pile cut-off wall beneath a
T-Wall structure, the services of RPI were acquired by the USACE to conduct the geotechnical
centrifuge model tests. USACE worked closely with RPI during the design of the models and
the final testing plan. As part of RPI’s contract with USACE, some of the photographs and
figures (such as model dimensions or pile bending moment plots) presented in this Chapter were
furnished by RPI.
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The first centrifuge test was designed without support piles or sheet pile to determine if
hydrostatic pressures from water on the flood side of the T-Wall would destabilize the
foundation soils. The centrifuge model would be filled on the flood side of the T-Wall such that
both vertical and lateral hydrostatic forces would be imposed on the foundation soils and T-Wall
structure, respectively. The general dimensions of the initial centrifuge model for this study are
given in Figure 4.1 (Abdoun et al., 2007). The initial centrifuge model was conducted with no
piles in order to get a baseline for the wall stability.

Figure 4.1. Initial Centrifuge Model Dimensions (dimensions are in inches)(Abdoun et al., 2007)
The centrifuge tests were performed at 50g. Accordingly, a model was prepared at a 1:50
scale representation of the prototype geometry. From the progress report supplied to the USACE
by RPI in August 2007, the foundation soils in the model consisted of:
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A clay soil layer underlain by a layer of sand. The clay layer was prepared by

consolidation of kaolin clay slurry at initial water content of 70%. The clay layer is
soft with undrained shear strength depicted in Figure 4.2. Note that undrained shear
strengths measured at the ground surface were higher than those just below. This is
likely due to the inability for the soil to fully consolidate near the ground surface.


A saturated sand layer (approximately 3 m thick) using Nevada 120 sand

compacted at 60% relative density.


Pore water pressure transducers were placed in both sand and clay layers.

Figure 4.2. Undrained Strength Profiles From Initial Centrifuge Test
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The prototype concrete T-wall was constructed with uniform aluminum plate (the unit
weight of aluminum and concrete are relatively close). The model T-wall has thickness of about
0.5 inches (12.7 mm) and height of about 6 inches (152.4 mm). The height of the model T-wall
is equivalent to a 25 ft (7.62 m) high prototype wall. The 25 ft-wall model allowed the wall to be
loaded to hydrostatic pressures typically seen in recent T-Wall designs apart of the HSDRRS. In
addition, higher hydrostatic pressures would also permit the propagation of passive loading of
the piles due to a likely unstable foundation with respect to global slope stability. As a result, the
total weight of the model T-wall is approximately 30% greater than the prototype wall.
When the model was ready for testing, the centrifuge was spun up to 50g by spinning the
model slowly multiple times to consolidate the clay underneath the wall (after 4 hrs of clay
consolidation with saturated sand, the T-wall was installed and the consolidation continued for
another 4 hours - Abdoun et al., 2007). It was found that the consolidation with the T-Wall in
place was effective and uniform undrained shear strength of clay (about 160 psf) underneath the
wall was observed after consolidation.

Minimal wall rotation during spin-up and during

hydrostatic loading did occur but was not a determent to the purpose of the initial centrifuge run.
The RPI team was able to verify the method of the fixation of an aluminum plate (allowing only
vertical movement) and the alternative way to prevent the leakage of water underneath the plate
during the initial spin-up. Figure 4.3 shows the plot of water level versus time for the initial
model run. No shear failure plane was observed during the model run even though the water
level only made it to 4.5 feet (1.07m). It was also determined that the use of the rubber
membrane appeared to effectively prevent water leakage (Abdoun et al., 2007).
At 50g, the water level was increased to 4-5 prototype feet (1.22 – 1.52 m) in the model
and the wall immediately started to fail as, see Figures 4.3 and 4.4. A combined mode of failure
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was observed that was similar to a classic bearing capacity failure of the foundation and an
overturning failure of the floodwall without a pile foundation (Abdoun et al., 2007). The clay
underneath the wall was not strong enough to support the weight of the wall and the water; and
the counterclockwise rotation of a wall without support piles was expected due to the lateral
hydrostatic forces against the wall stem.
Preliminary calculations confirmed the bearing capacity mode of failure observed during
the initial test.

This initial test was therefore successful in showing that without a pile

foundation, the wall and foundation soil would not be stable with only 3.5 ft (1.07 m) of water.
It was therefore confirmed that the consolidated kaolin clayey soil utilized in this model test
would adequately model typical foundation conditions experienced in southeast Louisiana.
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Figure 4.3. Water Level in Model vs Time During Hydrostatic Loading (Abdoun et al., 2007)
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Figure 4.4. Wall Failure Mechanism During Hydrostatic Loading (Abdoun et al., 2007)

4.2.2. Model Design Using Limit Equilibrium Analysis

As part of the ongoing design and construction of pile supported T-Walls apart of the
HSDRRS in the Greater New Orleans area, a database of the various floodwall dimensions and
foundation conditions is being developed. From this database, a representative model T-Wall
was developed using the current design criteria for the centrifuge testing. By designing the
prototype T-Wall with the current design criteria, a reasonable level of confidence was achieved
that the centrifuge T-Wall would 1) experience a low water level for which it would be stable
and 2) experience a higher water level for which the system would fail. A centrifuge T-Wall
exposed to this range of water levels would provide critical deformation and stress information
with respect to the T-Wall components as well as the foundation soils.
The initial step in the prototype T-Wall design was the global stability analysis.
Applying vertical hydrostatic forces to the foundation soils, Spencer’s Method was utilized to
determine the water level corresponding to a factor of safety (FOS) equal to 1.0. Discussions
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with RPI indicated that the soil parameters achieved by consolidating the Kaolin clay slurry used
in the initial centrifuge test (described in Section 4.2.1) could be reasonably recreated.
Therefore, those soil parameters were used to model the Spencer’s Method stability analysis for
a T-Wall with a wall stem 25 ft (7.62 m) high, base width of 10 ft (3.05 m), and two rows of
support piles (one row battered on a 1V:2H slope toward the flood side and the other with the
same batter toward the protected side). The result of the initial stability analysis is shown on
Figure 4.5 and indicates incipient failure (FOS = 1.0) of the prototype T-Wall with a water level
of approximately 9.7 ft (2.95 m). The theoretical critical failure mechanism established by this
stability analysis indicates a traditional rotational failure plane beneath the base of the T-Wall
due to the driving forces of the flood side water level. This failure plane had a radius of
approximately 28 ft (8.53 m) (Figure 4.5). Notice in the figure that the water was not allowed to
directly contact the T-Wall stem. It is assumed, for this particular failure mechanism, that the
lateral hydrostatic forces against the wall stem are transferred directly into the support piles of
the actual field T-Wall; and therefore not included in the analysis.
For comparisons with future centrifuge models and finite element analyses, stability
analyses were conducted for this T-Wall system assuming various water levels from 5 ft (1.52 m)
to 30 ft (9.14 m). Since the centrifuge models and finite element analyses are generally run to
ultimate failure, the slope stability analyses at each water level were conducted such that a FOS
= 1.0 was achieved for each analysis. The unbalanced forces were determined through a trial and
error process where a line load was varied until a FOS of 1.0 was achieved. The largest
unbalanced force did not necessarily coincide with the failure surface with the lowest factor of
safety; therefore, multiple failure surfaces at various elevations were analyzed to determine all
possible unbalanced forces. This was accomplished by including a horizontal resisting force in
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the foundation half way between the upstream ground surface and the base elevation of the
critical failure surface. This force represents the required flow through resistance of the support
piles. The results of these stability analyses are provided in Table 4.1. A sample stability
analysis including an unbalance force is shown in Figure 4.6.
Table 4.1. Results of T-Wall Prototype Stability Analyses
Water Level, ft (m)
Failure Plane Elev., ft (m)
9.7 (2.96)
-21.9 (-6.66)
15.0 (4.57)
-21.9 (-6.66)
20.0 (6.10)
-25.0 (-7.62)
25.0 (7.62)
-25.0 (-7.62)
30.0 (9.14)
-25.0 (-7.62)

Unbalanced Force, lb (kN)
None
7200 (32.0)
14700 (65.4)
22700 (101.0)
30500 (135.7)

4.2.3. Lessons Learned – Initial Pile Supported T-Wall Test
4.2.3.1.

Model Description

Using the results of the prototype design described in Section 4.2.2, a centrifuge model
was constructed with similar soil parameters to the initial centrifuge test and T-Wall dimensions
of the prototype wall. This test was the second major centrifuge model for the T-wall study and
conducted in October 2008. For this experiment, the centrifuge test was performed at 50g; and
therefore, the model was prepared at a 1:50 scale representation of the prototype geometry. The
prototype dimensions, pore water pressure transducers locations, and laser sensors (to monitor
wall deflection) layout are shown in Figure 4.7. The piles for this model were spaced every 5 ft
(1.52 m) along the T-wall and pin-connected to the bottom of the centrifuge container.
Connecting the piles in this manner simulated infinite end-bearing capacity and ensured that the
piles would have adequate axial capacity during the test (theoretical calculation indicated a factor
of safety well below 1.0 if the piles were to only rely on skin friction). This in-turn avoided the
potential for axial pile failure – a mode of failure that was not relevant for this study.
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23 ft

Figure 4.5. Prototype T-Wall – Initial Slope Stability Analysis Utilizing Spencer’s Method
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Figure 4.6. Prototype T-Wall – Sample Slope Stability Analysis With An Unbalanced Force
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Figure 4.7. Centrifuge Model of T-wall with Pile Foundation and Pore water Pressure Sensor
Locations (dimensions are prototype and units are in feet)
The piles were battered on a 1H:2V and were pinned connected to the base of the T-Wall. The
pin connectors at the bottom were secured to the container via a base plate as shown in Figure
4.8. The sheet pile cut-off wall was embedded 20 ft (6.10 m) into the clay layer.
4.2.3.2.

Material Properties

The model has a clay soil layer underlain by a sand drainage layer. The sand layer was
prepared by compacting Nevada 120 sand to 60% relative density. The sand layer was top-entry
saturated using de-aired water. The clay layer was prepared by placing lifts of Kaolin clay at
initial water content of 70%. Pore water pressure transducers were placed in the clay layer as
shown in Figure 4.7. The consolidated clay layer was very soft with the estimated undrained
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shear strength ranging from 70 – 125 psf (3.35 – 5.99 kPa). The field concrete T-wall was
modeled with a machined aluminum plate because the unit weight of aluminum and concrete are
relatively close, 169 pcf versus 150 pcf (2707 kg/m3 vs 2403 kg/m3), respectively. The model Twall was equivalent to a 25 ft (7.62 m) tall prototype wall resulting in models dimensions of
about 0.5 in (12.7 mm) wide and about 6 in (152.4 mm) tall. The prototype sheet pile wall was
also idealized with a uniform aluminum plate. The model sheet pile wall has thickness of
approximately 0.125 inches (3.175 mm) which was equivalent to 6 in (152.4 mm) prototype.
The prototype piles were modeled with rectangular brass tube. The physical properties of the
model, prototype and field piles are presented in Table 4.2. At 50g, the axial stiffness (EA) and
bending stiffness (EI) of the prototype pile and the field pile are comparable.

Figure 4.8. Pile Pinned Connections to Centrifuge Container and T-Wall Base
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4.2.3.3.

Sensors and Instrumentation

The clay layer was instrumented with pore water pressure transducers at various locations
as shown in Figure 4.7. This layout captures the pore pressures at three depths and four locations.
The sensors were labeled according to their depth and distance from the wall.
Table 4.2. Centrifuge Model Material Properties
Pile
Model
Properties
Type of Material
Brass
Modulus of Elasticity, psi (kPa)
1.5e7 (1.03e8)
Width, in (mm)
0.1875 (4.76)
Length, in (mm)
0.375 (9.53)
Thickness, in (mm)
0.014 (0.356)
4
4
Moment of Inertia, in (cm )
2.69e-4 (0.0112)
Area, in2 (mm2)
0.015 (9.68)
EI
4023
EA, lb (kN)
224490 (998.6)

Prototype

Field

Brass
1.5e7 (1.03e8)
9.375 (238.13)
18.75 (476.25)
0.70 (17.78)
1676.25 (6.98e4)
37.42 (2.41e4)
2.51e10
5.61e8 (2.50e6)

Steel (HP 14x73)
2.9e7 (2.0e8)
14.59 (370.59)
13.61 (345.69)
0.51 (12.95)
729 (3.03e4)
21.4 (1.38e4)
2.11e10
6.21e8 (2.76e6)

The brass piles and sheet pile wall were instrumented with strain gauges in order to
measure axial load and bending moment during the test.

Figure 4.12 illustrates the sign

convention for bending moments in the model. Soil markers were placed on the clear side of the
container at three depths, see Figure 4.18. These markers displace with the soil as it fails and
were used to highlight the failure plane. Figure shows a photograph of the model preparation
procedure and Figure 4.10 shows the final prepared model prior to the test. Two upstream piles
were instrumented with a soil movement detector (Figure 4.16). This was a small brass cantilever
that was soldered to a pile and instrumented with a strain gauge. Marine sealant was applied to
the surface in order to preserve the integrity of the sensor. The sensor was capable of detecting
whether soil is moving between the piles. When soil is flowing from the upstream side toward
the sheet pile wall, the sign of the strain is positive.
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Given the scale of the model (1/50 prototype), the instruments, wires, etc included in the
physical model can be large in comparison to the model features.

Therefore, these

instrumentation features can have a reinforcing effect on the system and the results. However,
considering the soil behavior and T-Wall response to the loads placed on the system, the effects
of the instruments did not likely adversely impact the resulting data acquired from the study.
4.2.3.4.

Test Results

The preliminary results of this initial pile supported centrifuge test are presented in
Figure 4.13 through Figure 4.18. As the water level on the upstream side of the wall was
incrementally raised during the test, pore water pressure beneath the upstream side ground
surface was monitored.

Figure 4.9. Soil Placement in the Model
As expected, these pore water pressures increased each time the water level increased and then
became uniform or steady as the water level was maintained. As seen from Figure 4.11, the
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elapsed time for these pore water pressures to stabilize and subsequent water level increases
varied slightly between 2 – 4 minutes (100 – 200 minutes prototype time).
Bending moments in the piles were calculated from the strain measurements acquired at
both the upstream and downstream piles, see Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14.

Referring to these

Figures, the data indicates that both rows of piles were subjected to bending toward the upstream
side of the wall. This would inherently indicate clockwise rotation of the model wall. However,
the observed rotation of the T-Wall during failure was counterclockwise.

Because the

connection of the piles to the centrifuge container and T-Wall base were both pinned, the
observed direction of the bending moments could be reasonably expected since the T-Wall was
able to rotate independently of the piles. Essentially the weight of the water above the upstream
side of the T-Wall base caused the counterclockwise rotation and subsequent bending of the piles
in the direction indicated by Figure 4.12. Therefore, the bending moment values obtained from
the strain gauge readings appear accurate and reasonable. The bending moment values obtained
from the sheet pile wall strain gauges also indicate positive bending, correlating to clockwise
rotation of the T-Wall (Figure 4.15). As with the support piles, this anomaly can only be
explained by the pinned connections at both ends of the support piles. The bending moment
values of the sheet pile were notably less than those measured from the support piles (an order of
magnitude less than the upstream piles). This tends to indicate that most of the forces resulting
from the unstable foundation soils are being transferred to and resisted by the support piles.
Referring to the results of the initial finite difference analysis (FLAC) presented in Chapter 3
(Figure 3.2), the response of the T-Wall system due to the presences of the sheet pile cut-off wall
in the centrifuge model closely resembles the sheet pile response predicted by the FLAC
analysis.
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Figure 4.10. Final Centrifuge Model Prior To Test

Figure 4.11. Water Level and Column A Pressure Transducer Data (Tessari, 2011)
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Sign Convention for Bending Moment
in the Sheet Pile Wall

Sign Convention for Bending Moment
in the Support Piles

Figure 4.12. Sign Convention for Pile Bending Moments (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.13. Pile Bending Moments – Upstream Piles (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.14. Pile Bending Moments – Downstream Piles (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.15. Water Level and Sheet Pile Bending Moments (Tessari, 2011)
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A diagram of the soil movement detectors is illustrated in Figure 4.16 and the strain
gauge data from these detectors (U1SD and U3SD) is shown in Figure 4.17. U1SD and U3SD
are located on an upstream pile at a depth of 10 ft and 15 ft (3.05 m and 4.57 m), respectively.
Again, the anticipated failure mechanism (soil movement through the piles from the upstream to
the downstream sides of the T-Wall) would have resulted in positive strains from the soil
movement indicators. However, as seen from the bending moments in the piles and final
position of the T-Wall at the conclusion of the test, this did not occur. The negative sign of the
strain indicates compression in the cantilever, i.e. bending toward the upstream side of the TWall. The counterclockwise rotation of the T-Wall causes the upstream pile group to rotate
(with respect to the base pins) toward the downstream side of the container.

Figure 4.16. Diagram of Soil Movement Detector (Tessari, 2011)
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In addition to determining the final rotation of the T-Wall at the conclusion of the test, Figure
4.18 provides another critical lesson learned from the test. The seal between the centrifuge
container and the T-Wall stem and base did not completely prevent water from migrating from
the upstream to the downstream side of the T-Wall. This water flow caused erosion of the
foundation soils around the T-Wall base and sheet pile wall. It is difficult to determine the
specific impacts of this issue on the results presented in the Figures above; however, it is clear
that this would have to be resolved for future tests.
4.2.3.5.

Lessons Learned

Although there were some performance issues during the test, this initial pile supported
T-Wall test provided useful information that was used to develop the final centrifuge model test
described.

Figure 4.17. Water level and Soil Movement Detectors
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Figure 4.18. Initial (Black) and Final (Red) Position of the T-Wall (Tessari, 2011)
First, the decision to fabricate pinned connections at both the top and bottom of the walls
resulted in failure modes not consistent to what would be expected in an actual field application;
i.e. piles are not truly pinned at the top and bottom of a concrete T-Wall. Subsequent centrifuge
models would only pin the piles to the bottom of the centrifuge container; the connection to the
base of the T-Wall would be fixed to avoid the rotations observed in this test.
Also, despite efforts to construct the T-Wall in such a manner as to avoid seepage at the
container interface, the constructed seal was not able to prevent erosion of the foundation soils
near the edge of the centrifuge container. Although the complete impacts of this erosion on the
test results are difficult to quantify, it is certainly not desirable. Therefore, the remaining tests
would keep the water off of the wall but still induce vertical hydrostatic forces expected to
destabilize the foundation soils. This will be discussed further in the following Sections.
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The instrumentation utilized for the test performed exceptionally well. The pore water
pressure transducers clearly indicated dissipation of excess pore water pressures as the water
levels on the upstream side were maintained. In addition, the measured readings were very close
to theoretical values. For example, PPT_US_6A measured approximately 1733.5 psf (83 kPa)
when the water level was at 12 ft (3.66 m) and the theoretical values were 1671.88 psf (80 kPa).
This consistency was observed throughout the pore water pressure transducer data. Bending
moment data from the strain gauges placed on the support piles and sheet pile wall displayed
expected trends regarding direction and increases in moment as the upstream water level was
increased. Although the soil movement between the piles did not occur as expected, the strain
gauges on the soil movement indicators performed well and gave reliable data considering the
actual movement of the T-Wall and support piles with respect to the foundation soils. Therefore,
a similar instrumentation plan was utilized for all subsequent centrifuge models with only slight
modifications depending on the physical limitations.
4.3.

Centrifuge Testing Plan

To ascertain the true influence of the T-Wall piles on the potentially unstable foundation
soils, a logical plan for geotechnical centrifuge testing was developed. This plan followed a
phased series of tests that compared water levels at system failure, soil deformations, and pile
bending moments. The modeled T-Walls had boundary conditions that varied from test to test
by adjusting pile spacing and inclusion or exclusion of the sheet pile wall (Table 4.3). The
justification for this testing plan and the results of each geotechnical centrifuge model test are
discussed in the following Sections.
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Table 4.3 Centrifuge Testing Plan
Test
Water
Support
Number Condition
Piles

Sheet
Pile

Testing Goal
Failure mode and water level at failure
Ability of support piles to resist unstable
forces from water level in Test 1
Impact of sheet pile wall with support piles
Failure mode and water level at failure
when pile spacing is doubled
Impact of sheet pile wall with support piles

1

In Container

None

No

2

In Container

5 ft Spacing

No

3

In Container

5 ft Spacing

Yes

4

In Container

10 ft Spacing

No

5

In Container

10 ft Spacing

Yes

4.4.

Final Centrifuge Models – Only Vertical Hydrostatic Forces

4.4.1. Justification For Models Without Water Against The T-Wall Stem

The T-Walls to be designed as part of the Greater New Orleans HSDRRS or any other
flood protection feature must be done so considering all potential forces on the T-Wall structure
and foundation soils. They can be summarized by two potential destabilizing forces


Vertical and lateral hydrostatic pressures against the T-Wall base and stem



Weight of water against the upstream ground surface (no water downstream)

When soil conditions are strong enough to support the vertical weight of the flood waters on the
upstream ground surface, the major design aspects of the T-Wall are confined to the structural
analysis of the T-Wall components, i.e. the concrete base, concrete stem, and support piles (axial
forces and bending moments). These routine calculations are well understood by civil and
structural engineers in the industry and are not the focus of this dissertation.
An adequate design of a T-Wall becomes more complex when the soil conditions are
very weak, as typically encountered in southeast Louisiana, such that the upstream soils are
unable to carry the load of the flood water. In these instances, stability analyses (either by
Spencer’s Method or Method of Planes) will indicate the potential for bearing capacity or
rotational failure of the soil beneath the T-Wall base. It is the evaluation of the T-Wall system’s
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ability to resist these forces that is the focus of this dissertation. As discussed earlier, previous
T-Wall designs accounted for these unbalanced forces by either (i) utilizing stability berms on
the downstream side, or (ii) the T-Wall’s sheet pile cut off wall.
As discussed in Chapter 3, preliminary finite difference models indicated that these
forces are resisted by the pinning effects of the support piles and that the sheet pile wall will
provide little to no resistance. In order to study this in specific detail, the first 5 of 7 final
centrifuge model tests were conducted without water against the T-Wall base or stem. The
rational for this was two-fold. First, limiting the water to only vertical pressure against the
upstream ground surface would focus the centrifuge model tests on the effects of unbalanced
forces on the T-Wall and the ability of the support piles to stabilize the system. In this way, the
superposition of bending moments in the piles due to the lateral forces on the wall would not
have to be considered. Therefore, when incremental changes were made to the centrifuge model
(for example, inclusion or exclusion of the sheet pile wall), the performance of the T-Wall
system could be evaluated knowing that only the unbalanced forces were impacting pile stresses.
Second, lessons learned from the initial pile supported centrifuge test showed that containing the
water on the upstream side of the T-Wall in the model was a great challenge. It was critical that
the erosion observed during this and previously attempted T-Wall tests be avoided so that the
data acquired from these final tests could be evaluated with confidence that the centrifuge model
was intact.
Although the effective stress of the soil is not affected by the increase in water level on a
T-Wall exposed to water levels from a storm surge, the differential water levels between the
flood and protected sides of the floodwall will increase the shear stresses in the soil. Therefore,
this destabilizing force was adequately modeled by containing the water in the loading device.
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4.4.2. Centrifuge Test #1. No Support Piles, No Sheet Pile, Surcharge Water Only
4.4.2.1.

Introduction

In order to establish a baseline centrifuge model to which future pile supported tests
would be compared to, the first test in the geotechnical centrifuge series would have no support
piles, no sheet pile wall, and the water would be restricted to the loading system. This test would
corroborate the potential failure mode of a T-Wall without piles that was established from the
Spencer’s Method slope stability analysis discussed in Section 4.2.2.
4.4.2.2.

Model Description

The setup is a departure from the previous models in that it focuses on the performance of
the foundation soil alone. The model consisted of a deep clay layer with a matrix of soil
displacement markers installed at several depths. In accordance with previous trials, the
centrifuge test is performed at 50g. The prototype dimensions and pore water pressure sensor
locations are shown in Figure 4.19. The flood side was uniformly loaded with the newly
developed loading system. It consisted of a steel box that was driven into the upper clay stratum
and lined with a high-strength flexible membrane. The structure was fastened to the centrifuge
container and left opened at both the top and bottom. Teflon sheeting was attached to the inside
walls of the loading system and had sufficient excess material at the bottom in order to allow
movement of the Teflon sheeting during soil failure. The system allowed for uniform vertical
loading of the flood side while preventing lateral loading on the T-wall. The prototype T-wall
was recreated in the centrifuge using an aluminum scale model. It was fixed at the top of the
centrifuge container in order to prevent it from displacing or rotating. Fixing the T-Wall in this
manner would not affect the results of the test since only foundation failure was being verified
during Test #1. See Figure 4.20 for a photo of the model prior to testing.
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Figure 4.19. Centrifuge Model of T-Wall and Pore Water Pressure Sensor Locations
(Tessari, 2011)

4.4.2.3.

Material Properties

The T-Wall material properties for this model were identical to those described in Section
4.2.3.2 with the exception of the support piles and sheet pile wall. The clayey foundation soils
were prepared in the same manner described in Section 4.2.1 and had undrained shear strength
properties, determined from pocket penetrometer tests, shown in Figure 4.32.
4.4.2.4.

Sensors and Instrumentation

The clay layer was instrumented with pore water pressure transducers at various locations
as shown in Figure 4.19 and labeled according to their depth and position in the container.
Additional sensors were installed at the surface of the clay in the loading device in order to
measure the flood-side water level. Soil displacement markers were installed at several depths
on the transparent side of the container. These are used to measure the movement of the clay in
the model. Figure 4.21 shows the consolidated model prior to testing.
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4.4.2.5.

Test Results

The preliminary results of the test are presented in Figure 4.22 through Figure 4.25. The
water level inside the loading system was increased in increments of approximately 5 ft (1.52 m),
see Figure 4.22. Water levels were increased once the excess pore water pressures dissipated.
Pore water pressures beneath the upstream ground surface were monitored throughout the test
and also illustrated in Figure 4.22. The clay foundation began to fail once the water level in the
loading system exceeded approximately 9.0 ft (2.74 m). At approximately 9 minutes into the test
and 3 minutes after the 9.0 ft water level was reached, an attempt was made to raise the water
level to 12 ft (3.66 m); however the clay beneath the Teflon sheeting had already failed and the
sheeting was punctured by the hydrostatic pressure.

No additional water was added to the

loading device and the test was terminated. Upon completion of the test and removal of the
loading system, the upstream ground surface and soil displacement markers were examined. A
notable failure arc was observed on the upstream ground surface having a radius of 16-20
prototype feet (4.88–6.10 m) (Figure 4.23). These initial observations indicated good correlation
to the theoretical failure surfaces predicted by the Spencer’s Method slope stability analysis.
Visual observations from video taken during the test indicated a rotational failure surface
below the base of the T-Wall. The majority of the soil displacements were observed in the upper
25 ft (7.62 m) of the foundation soils (Figures 4.22 and 4.25). Quantifying these displacements
will be critical for later calibration of the finite element soil model because the Young’s Modulus
of the soil model will be directly related to the estimated soil deformations. Unfortunately, these
displacements were not physically measured from the model at the completion of the centrifuge
tests; therefore utilization of the video and still photos taken during and after the test will be
utilized. Image distortion is a factor and needed consideration.
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Figure 4.20. Model Prior to Testing with Loading System and Fixed Wall

Figure 4.21. Consolidated Centrifuge Model Prior to Testing
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Figure 4.22. Water Height and Pore Water Pressures vs. Time
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Figure 4.23. Photo Illustrating Plan View of Failure Surface
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Figure 4.24. Photo Illustrating Post-Test Elevation View
From these images, lines can be curved due to this lens distortion (zooms generally exhibit barrel
distortion at wide angle positions) and they can be slanted when the camera is not perfectly
perpendicular to the model alignment. These issues are present in the video and still images
taken during the centrifuge test (Figure 4.25).
To correct for image distortion and confidently extrapolate soil deformation data from the
soil marks installed in the centrifuge models, a motion analysis software program known as
TEMA Motion by Image System was utilized. The software is capable of tracking specified
objects in images or video, analyzing their movement, determining object displacements in two
dimensions, and presenting results in tables in a spreadsheet format for specific evaluation. The
user can choose between a large number of subpixel tracking algorithms and track an unlimited
number of points through the image sequence (Image Systems, 2009).
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Soil Marker Legend
Pre-Test locations
Post-Test locations

Figure 4.25. Time Elapsed Elevation View (Tessari, 2011)
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In addition, a lens calibration system compensates for lens inaccuracies, which is necessary for
high accuracy and traceable results.
The TEMA tracking functions operate in two dimensions and produce 2D pixel
coordinates for each tracked target point in each image and up to 5 image sequences can be
tracked simultaneously. The image or video quality and appearance of the target could vary
which means that different tracking algorithms and a robust tracking framework was needed to
work efficiently. TEMA Motion has a number of different tracking algorithms available for
different applications. All take advantage of the tracking framework and track in subpixel
resolution. The first algorithm, referred to as Correlation, looks in each successive image or
video frame for the area that correlates most consistently with the initial point from the first
image. Due to the simplicity of the centrifuge model and the grid layout of the soil markers, this
algorithm was selected for these evaluations. Other algorithms available in the TEMA software
consider symmetry and center of gravity between subsequent images or video frames. The
TEMA software was successfully utilized to track movements of thirteen soil markers that were
visually determined to have the majority of the deformations as the soil mass began to fail.
These evaluated data points can be seen in Figure 4.26 through Figure 4.28. The duration of the
video analyzed was 5 minutes in length where the majority of the water level increases and soil
failure occurred. To make the TEMA evaluation more efficient, the video was sped up, skipping
every 4 frames, so that the actual time of data recovery was just over 60 seconds. The results of
the horizontal and vertical displacements are shown in Figures 4.29 and 4.30.
The data extrapolated from the TEMA software is very consistent to what was observed
during and at the end of the test. From Figure 4.29, the majority of the horizontal displacement
occurred when the water level was raised to 9.0 ft (2.74 m). This is also consistent with the slope
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stability analysis shown in Figure 4.5 whose analysis indicated a FOS = 1.0 at a water level of
9.7 ft (2.96 m). The largest displacements were observed between point C and F, between 400
and 800 mm, while the displacements observed for points A and B were negligible. Likewise,
the vertical displacements were also consistent to centrifuge testing observations. The largest
downward displacements were observed for point C1 (~ 180 mm) while points F1, F2, and G1
displayed the greatest upward displacements (80 – 200 mm). Further validation of the observed
displacement data is represented in Figure 4.31, where the theoretical failure surface, determined
from the slope stability analyses in Figure 4.5, is superimposed onto the centrifuge model around
the soil markers. Reasonable accuracy regarding the position of the theoretical failure surface
onto the centrifuge model image was achieved through the use of the scaling relationships given
in Table 4.4 and careful measurements from the photograph knowing the model dimensions.

Figure 4.26. Soil Displacement Markers A1 – E1
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Figure 4.27. Soil Displacement Markers A2 – E2

Figure 4.28. Soil Displacement Markers F1, F2, & G1
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Figure 4.29. Horizontal Soil Marker Displacements

Figure 4.30. Vertical Soil Marker Displacements
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Figure 4.31. Superimposed Theoretical Failure Surface
Table 4.4. Scaling Relations for Centrifuge Modeling (Taylor, 1995)
Parameter
Centrifuge Model Units
Full Scale Prototype Units
Length
1/N
1
Area
1/N2
1
3
Volume
1/N
1
4
Moment of Inertia
1/N
1
Stress
1
1
Strain
1
1
Displacement
1/N
1
Density
1
1
3
Mass
1/N
1
2
Force
1/N
1
Time
1/N
1
Velocity & Acceleration
N
1
Frequency
N
1
3
Energy
1/N
1
Elastic Modulus, E
1
1
4
Flexural Rigidity, EI
1/N
1
Strain Rate (dynamic)
N
1
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Figure 4.32. Undrained shear strength Profile for Test #1 (Tessari, 2011)

4.4.2.6.

Lessons Learned

From centrifuge Test #1, it is clear that the instrumentation utilized for the study are
working well and are reliable for further tests. The recorded data from the pore water pressure
transducers were consistent with expected values calculated from the excess head applied to the
upstream ground surface between incremental water levels. The pore water pressure transducer
data also indicated that the excess pore water pressures dissipated quickly once a higher water
load was added to the model. In general, the excess pressures dissipated on an average of 150
seconds allowing subsequent water levels to be added in approximately 200 seconds.
Considering the scaling relationships provided in Table 4.4, this would equate to an applied
water load from a storm event on the field wall of approximately 7 hours. This corresponds very
well to historic storm duration data from hurricanes along the Gulf Coast of the United States.
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The loading system successfully maintained pressures on the upstream ground surface
without imposing additional loads on the T-Wall structure. Additionally, this method of load
application produced a failure mechanism very similar to what was predicted by the theoretical
slope stability analyses. This provides confidence that future geotechnical centrifuge model tests
with the same loading procedure would induce similar stresses to the foundation soils. The
measured displacements derived from the TEMA software were also consistent in order of
magnitude, direction, and location with respect to the base of the T-Wall. This also provides the
confidence needed to perform future centrifuge model tests for comparison to this initial soil
founded T-Wall structure.
4.4.3. Centrifuge Test #2 & #3. Support Piles Spaced at 5 ft, With and Without Sheet Pile,
Surcharge Water Only
4.4.3.1.

General

Two geotechnical centrifuge tests were conducted to investigate the performance of a Twall incorporating support piles spaced every 5 ft (1.52 m), both with and without the sheet pile
cut-off wall, and water contained in the loading system described in Section 4.4.2.2. Utilizing
the lessons learned from the initial pile supported T-Wall centrifuge test results discussed in
Section 4.2.3, this T-Wall was constructed with fixed connections at the pile cap (interface of
piles and T-Wall base) and pinned connections at the pile tips (base of the centrifuge container).
4.4.3.2.

Model Description

The flood side was uniformly loaded with the system utilized in Test #1.

It was

composed of a reinforced aluminum box which was driven into the clay and lined with a highstrength flexible membrane. The box was fastened to the container and remains open at both the
top and bottom. Teflon sheeting was attached to the inside walls of the box in order to facilitate
movement of the membrane during soil failure. The system enables uniform vertical loading of
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the flood side while preventing lateral loading on the T-wall. The boundary condition created by
the T-wall was recreated using an aluminum scale model. The pile foundation system and wall
were redesigned for this series of tests where the piles were fixed at the pile cap (T-Wall base)
and remained pinned at the pile tips (connection to the centrifuge container) (Figure 4.34 and
4.35). The design and installation of the wall was simplified due to the presence of the water
loading system. Piles were spaced every 5 ft (1.52 m) along the wall with an embedment of 2 ft
(0.61 m) into the sand layer. No sheet pile wall was included in Test #2; however Test #3
incorporated a sheet pile wall that extended 20 ft (6.10 m) into the clay layer. The sheet pile
material properties were identical to those described in Section 4.2.3.
4.4.3.3.

Material Properties

The models contained a clay soil layer underlain by a sand drainage layer.

The

foundation soils were prepared in an identical manner to that described in Section 4.2.3.2 (Figure
4.47). The consolidated clay layer is very soft with the estimated undrained shear strength in the
free field ranging from 75-125 psf (3.59-5.99 kPa) in the upper mid-section. Refer to Figures
4.36 and 4.37 for foundation soils preparation.

Laser 1
Laser 2

Figure 4.33. Centrifuge Model of T-Wall and Pore Water Pressure Sensor Locations
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The undrained shear strength was consistent with those from previous tests (Figures 4.2, 4.32,
and 4.47). The field concrete T-wall was modeled with a machined aluminum plate due to the
similarity between the unit weights of aluminum and concrete. The height of the model T-wall is
equivalent to 25 prototype feet (7.62 m). The prototype sheet pile wall was idealized with a
uniform aluminum plate. The model sheet pile wall has a thickness of approximately 6 in (152.4
mm). The prototype piles were modeled with rectangular brass tube. The physical properties of
the model, prototype and field piles are presented in Table 4.2. At 50g, the axial stiffness (EA)
and bending stiffness (EI) of the prototype pile and the field pile are comparable. Refer to
Figures 4.34, 4.38, and 4.39 for wall construction images.
4.4.3.4.

Sensors and Instrumentations

Sensor types and locations were similar between Test #2 and Test #3. The clay layer was
instrumented with pore water pressure transducers at various locations as shown in Figure 4.33.
The depth and location of the pore pressure transducers were selected in such a manner so that
flood side, protected side, and free field (soil unaffected by the soil deformations) portions of the
model could be analyzed for the various strata.
This sensor layout differed from previous test since the pore water pressures transducers
were installed at three depths and three locations: 30 feet from the wall on the flood side; 30 feet
from the wall on the protected side; and 80 feet from the wall on the protected side (free-field).
The sensors were labeled according to their depth and position in the model. Additional sensors
were installed in the flood loading system in order to measure the flood water level during the
test. Laser displacement sensors were installed on the protected side of the T-Wall with the
intention of measuring the deflection of the T-Wall. The position of the laser displacement
sensors is shown in Figure 4.33.
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Figure 4.34. Pile Connections to Centrifuge Container (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.35. Sheet Pile and Support Pile Connections to T-Wall Base (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.36. Sand Layer Placement (Tessari, 2011)

Kaolin clay
Soil marker
Sand

Figure 4.37. Clay Layer and Soil Marker Placement (Tessari, 2011)
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T-Wall Stem

Figure 4.38. T-Wall Stem Construction (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.39. Final Centrifuge Model Prior to Testing (Tessari, 2011)
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As with previous tests, soil markers were placed on the clear side of the container to
highlight the potential failure surface. The brass piles and sheet pile wall were instrumented with
strain gauges in order to measure axial load and bending moment during the test. Figure 4.12
illustrates the sign convention for bending moments in the model. Two flood side piles were
instrumented with soil movement detectors as described in Section 4.2.3. Figure 4.16 illustrates
the soil movement detector and Figure 4.40 shows their location on the upstream piles.
4.4.3.5.

Test #2 Results – No Sheet Pile

The water level in the flood loading system was incrementally adjusted from 0 ft (m) to a
maximum of 31.4 ft (9.57 m). During the test, the matrix of soil displacement markers showed
movement when the water level approached 20 ft (6.10 m). During the post-test analysis, it was
noted that the movement of the soil was limited to the boundaries of the container and that the
soil beneath the majority of the T-Wall did not fail.

Sensor
SD1
SD2
SD3
SD4

Prototype Depth, ft (m)
10.95 (3.34)
15.37 (4.68)
19.40 (5.91)
23.44 (7.14)

Figure 4.40. Soil Movement Detector Locations
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This is explained by the fact that the spacing between the piles was 5 prototype feet (1.52 m);
however, the prototype spacing between the outside piles and the container was greater, 6.77 ft
(2.06 m) which is clearly evident from the post-test photographs (Figure 4.41). Of greatest
significance is the fact that the pile supported T-Wall was able to withstand the maximum water
level possible with the loading system and the T-Wall and foundation soils remained stable.
Figure 4.42 shows the flood side pore water pressure transducers in the clay layer. Note
that FS_3 is reducing at a constant rate over time and indicates that the clay is consolidating.
This sensor is very deep and almost at the boundary of the clay layer with the sand layer. In
previous tests, the deepest pore water pressure sensor corresponded to the depth of FS_2. Since
FS_1 and FS_2 stabilize at each incremental water level this indicates that the consolidation was
limited to the base of the container. The sensors were located approximated 30 prototype feet
(9.14 m) from the T-wall on the flood side.

Figure 4.41. Post Test Photograph – Edge Effects (Tessari, 2011)
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The soil detector strains are shown in Figure 4.43. The top two sensors (SD1 and SD2)
showed very small strains while the bottom two (SD3 and SD4) were nearly unaffected. These
soil movements are consistent to what was observed in Test #1 and the predicted failure surface
from the slope stability analysis discussed in Section 4.2.2. Sensors SD3 and SD4 are at or
below the expected failure surface and potential soil movement while SD1 and SD2 are within
the theoretical failure surface. Although the strains recorded from SD1 and SD2 were greater
than SD3 and SD4, they were quite small. Figure 4.44 shows the wall angle and top of wall
displacement as derived from the laser sensors. The data from the laser sensors are somewhat
unreliable since the wall was constructed with a slight eccentricity causing it to rotate slightly
during spin-up – skewing the final data. Also, a lighting fixture interfered with the laser sensors
during the test and obscured data past 20 prototype feet (6.1 m). However, data to this point of
interference indicated that the wall remained relatively stable.

Figure 4.42. Test #2 Flood Side Pore Water Pressure Readings (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.43. Test #2 Water Height and Soil Movement Detectors (Tessari, 2011)
Figure 4.45 shows the bending moment versus depth in the instrumented flood side piles.
The maximum positive bending moment was observed at a depth of 10 ft (3.05 m) below the
ground surface. The point of contraflexure is located at a depth of 25 ft (7.62 m) where the
bending moment was observed in the opposite direction. In the initial pile supported centrifuge
test discussed in Section 4.3.2, the point of maximum moment was located at 25 ft and did not
have a point of contraflexure. The difference between these experienced bending moments can
be directly attributed to the rigid connection of the piles to the T-Wall base in Test #2.
Considering the end conditions of the support piles, the direction of loading due to the
unbalanced forces expected during very high water levels, and observing the sign convention for
bending moments shown in Figure 4.12, these results appear consistent with the expected pile
response. Likewise, the protected-side piles experienced lesser bending moments than the flood
side piles and were in the opposite direction (Figure 4.46).
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Figure 4.44. Test #2 Water Height and Wall Rotation Via Laser Sensors (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.45. Test #2 Bending Moments – Flood Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.46. Test #2 Bending Moments – Protected Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.47. Test #2 Undrained shear strength Profile (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.48. Centrifuge Model – Post Test #2 (Tessari, 2011)

4.4.3.6.

Test #3 Results – With Sheet Pile

The foundation soil for Test #3 was constructed in the same manner as described in Test
#2 (Figure 4.56) for the undrained shear strength profile. The water level in the flood loading
system was incrementally adjusted, and the T-Wall system with the sheet pile wall in place was
able to withstand essentially the same water levels as Test #2 (from 0 ft to a maximum of 33.7
ft). The videos showing the transparent side of the container and the matrix of soil displacement
markers show that at large water loads the entire system translates and rotates slightly. The pile
spacing for this test was 5 prototype feet (1.52 m); however, as with Test #2, the spacing
between the outside piles and the container is 6.77 prototype feet (2.06 m).

Post-test

observations and photographs (Figure 4.49) did not indicate the same failure at the interface
between the model T-Wall and the centrifuge container because the sheet pile was able to
prevent soil failure.
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Figure 4.49. Post-Test Photograph – Sheet Pile Impact to Edge Effects (Tessari, 2011)
Figure 4.50 shows the flood side pore water pressure transducers in the clay layer. As
with Test #2, pore water pressure readings for the deeper transducer (FS_3) indicated that the
clay near the sand boundary was still consolidating. However, the rate of consolidation did slow
down as a result of the thin sand stratum becoming saturated with no way for the water to exit
the system. Since FS_1 and FS_2 stabilize at each incremental water level this indicates that the
consolidation was limited to the base of the container.
The soil detector strains are shown in Figure 4.51 and indicated very similar strains, in
magnitude and trend. As in Test #2, sensors SD1 and SD2 showed very small strains while SD3
and SD4 were nearly unaffected. Since the presence of the sheet pile wall would only benefit the
stability of the foundation soil, these results were expected and consistent with the theoretical
failure surface illustrated in Section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.50. Test #3 Flood Side Pore water Pressure Readings (Tessari, 2011)
Figure 4.51 shows the wall angle and top of wall displacement as derived from the laser
sensors.

The eccentricity of the wall caused it to rotate slightly during spin-up, although

considerably less when compared to Test #2. Initial flood loading caused the wall to rotate back
to a vertical position, translated slightly from the installation. Loading past 15 feet (4.57 m) of
water causes the wall to rotate and translate further toward the protected side. The overall
displacements of the wall were minimal indicating the T-Wall with the sheet pile in place was as
stable as the T-Wall without the sheet pile (Test #2). It is also important to note that at a water
level of approximately 30 ft (9.14 m), there was an immediate movement of the wall. This
seems to indicate a release in stress either in the foundation soils, the support piles, and/or the
sheet pile wall. This will be addressed in more detail during the discussion of the sheet pile wall
data. Also, despite some noise from the gauge data, the trend of plotted results is reasonable.
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Figures 4.53 and 4.54 show the bending moment versus depth in the instrumented flood
side and protected side piles. The maximum positive bending moment was observed at a depth
of 10 ft (3.05 m) for the flood side pile and at the pile cap for the protected side pile. In similar
nature to Test #2, the point of contraflexure for the flood side piles was located at a depth of ~26
ft (7.92 m). Considering the end conditions of the support piles, the direction of loading due to
the unbalanced forces expected during very high water levels, and observing the sign convention
for bending moments shown in Figure 4.12, these results appear consistent with the expected pile
response. Likewise, the protected side piles experienced lesser bending moments than the flood
side piles and were in the opposite direction (Figure 4.46). More notably, the magnitude and
trend of the bending moments was almost identical to Test #2, indicating the sheet pile wall had
little effect on the stresses in the support piles.
Figure 4.55 demonstrates the bending moment in the sheet pile wall. Strain gauges
SW_1 and SW_2 are located at depths of 6 and 10 prototype feet (1.83 and 3.05 m), respectively.
The bending moment in the sheet pile was relatively small compared to those measured from the
support piles (an order of magnitude less than those measured from the flood side piles).
When the water level was raised to 30 ft (9.14 m), this bending moment was not
sustained as the T-Wall rotated toward the protected side – refer to the previous laser sensor
discussion. The only notable impact of the presence of the sheet pile wall, comparing Test #2
and Test #3, is the bending moment trend in the protected side piles. The magnitude of the
bending moments was essentially the same, but the location of those maximum moments varied.
This can be explained by the strain incompatibility between the sheet pile wall and the soft clay
foundation. When the stiffer sheet pile wall is in place, soil stresses on the protected side are
transferred through this stiffer member in lieu of soil-to-soil stress transfer.
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Figure 4.51. Test #3 Water Height and Soil Movement Detectors (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.52. Test #3 Water Height and Wall Rotation Via Laser Sensors (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.53. Test #3 Bending Moments – Flood Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.54. Test #3 Bending Moments – Protected Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.55. Test #3 Bending Moments - Sheet Pile Wall (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.56. Test #3 Undrained Shear Strength Profile (Tessari, 2011)
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4.4.3.7.

Lessons Learned

In Test #1, the foundation soils were unable to withstand a water level on the flood side
greater that 9.0 ft (2.74 m). However, when the support piles were installed at a 5 ft (1.52 m)
spacing, the T-Wall was very stable when subject to this loading. This is evident from the
observed wall displacements and relatively small bending moments in the support piles when
11.5 ft (3.50 m) of water was applied to the loading system. Even as the water was raised to the
maximum expected level of approximately 32.0 ft (9.75 m), the T-Wall and foundation soils
remained stable. Inclusion of the sheet pile wall in Test #3 made little difference in the observed
performance of the T-Wall as evident from the similarities in support pile bending stresses and
soil movement detectors from the two tests. This indicates that the support piles provide the
majority of the resistance to the unbalanced forces felt in the foundation soils from the flood side
loading.
4.4.4. Centrifuge Test #4. Support Piles Spaced at 10 ft, No Sheet Pile, Surcharge Water
Only
4.4.4.1.

General

The successes of Test #1 through Test #3 certainly indicated the potential for a flood side
surcharge force to cause an unstable foundation and more importantly proved the resistive
benefits of the support piles in stabilizing the foundation soils. However, more could still be
learned. In order to more quantitatively understand the available resistance of these support pile,
failure of the system would need to occur. Therefore, the next two geotechnical centrifuge tests
(Test #4 and Test #5) were conducted to investigate the performance of a T-wall incorporating
support piles spaced every 10 ft (3.05 m). The test described in this section was conducted
without the sheet pile cut-off wall and as with Tests #1 through #3, water was contained in the
loading system described in Section 4.4.2.2. Given the successes of Test #2 and #3, this T-Wall
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was also constructed with fixed connections at the pile cap (interface of piles and T-Wall base)
and pinned connections at the pile tips (base of the centrifuge container).
4.4.4.2.

Model Description

The physical model for Test #4 was nearly identical to Test #2 in all aspects other than
the pile spacing, which was increased for this test from 5 to 10 ft (1.52 to 3.05 m). The models
consist of a deep clay layer (see Figure 4.63 for undrained shear strength profile) with a matrix of
soil displacement markers installed at several depths on the transparent face of the container.
Nevada sand was used as a drainage layer at the base of the model. As with previous models,
this centrifuge test was built to 1/50 prototype sized and performed at 50g. The prototype
dimensions and pore water pressure sensor locations were the same as Test #2 and shown in
Figure 4.33. The flood side was uniformly loaded with the loading system used in Test #2 and
#3; however it was slightly modified to allow up to 45 prototype feet (13.72 m) of floodwater
and reinforcement was added in order to minimize deformations at high pressures (Figure 4.57).
The addition of the reinforcement created a 25 prototype-inch (635 mm) gap between the water
load and the base of the wall, not depicted in the Figure. The T-Wall dimensions and material
properties were the same as those described for Test #2.
4.4.4.3.

Sensors and Instrumentation

The sensor/instrument types and locations were identical to those of test Test #2 (Section
4.4.3).
4.4.4.4.

Test #4 Results

The water level in the flood side loading device was incrementally adjusted from 0 ft (m) to a
maximum of 31.6 ft (9.63 m) as it was raised in Test #2. Although the piles for Test #4 were
spaced every 10 ft (3.05 m), the prototype spacing between the outside piles and the container
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was the same as Test #2, 6.77 ft (2.06 m). With the outside spacing now less than the spacing
between piles, and with the reduction in pile resistance to the unbalanced forces, the post-test
analysis indicated that movement of the soil was fairly uniform across the T-Wall, even at the
wall/container interface. Refer to the post-test photograph in Figure 4.58.
Figure 4.59 shows the data from the flood side pore water pressure transducers in the clay
layer. The deepest transducer, FS_3, was observed to be reducing at a constant rate over time and
indicates that the clay was consolidating during the test. This has been consistent throughout all
of the pile-supported tests. Pore water pressure transducer FS_2 did stabilize at each incremental
water level, indicating that the consolidation was limited to the base of the container. Transducer
FS_1 was damaged during the test and its data not presented in this dissertation.

Figure 4.57. Modified Loading System Prior to Testing (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.58. Test #4 Post Test Plan View (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.59. Test #4 Flood Side Pore water pressure Readings (Tessari, 2011)
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The soil detector strains are shown in Figure 4.60 and were located at the same depths as
illustrated in Figure 4.40. Interesting trends were observed when studying the data in detail. As
with previous tests, SD3 and SD4 displayed negligible strains indicating they were still below
the induced failure plane. Also the top two sensors (SD1 and SD2) showed strains nearly twice
those recorded during Test #2. It should first be noted that at a water level less than 8 ft (2.44
m), the measured strains in SD1 and SD2 are nearly the same between Test #2 and Test #4. The
slightly higher values from Test #4 can be attributed to the slightly lower undrained shear
strength values (Figures 4.47 and 4.63). However, once the water level exceeded 8 ft (2.44 m),
the strain readings from Test #4 were notably higher than Test #2. This tends to correspond well
to the results of Test #1 and the theoretical slope stability analysis which indicated that the
foundation soils would become unstable with a water level around 9.0 ft (2.74 m). Therefore, the
increased strains observed from Test #4 can be attributed to the increased pile spacing and
subsequent over stressing of the soil mass. Further evaluation of the data presented in Figure
4.60 shows that the increased strains observed in SD1 and SD2 are no longer sustained once the
water level exceeded 19.8 ft (6.04 m).

This is indication that the soil is beginning to flow

through the piles at this water level and that failure of the foundation soils has begun. This will
be further corroborated by video images of the soil markers and rotation of the T-Wall structure.
Figure 4.61 and Figure 4.62 show the bending moments versus depth in the flood and
protected side piles, respectively. As the flood side ground surface was exposed to water surface
levels near or less than the expected failure level, 9.0 – 9.7 ft (2.74 – 2.96 m), the bending
moments were very small for the flood side piles and negligible for the protected side piles. As
the water level increased to between 9.3 and 19.8 ft (2.83 and 6.04 m), the flood side piles began
to bend more than the protected side piles. Once the water level exceeded the height of 19.8 ft
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(6.04 m), also established as the potential water level at failure from the soil movement detector
evaluation, the protected side pile begin to experience excessive bending moments.

The final

failure surface can be clearly seen in post-test elevation photograph (Figure 4.64).
It should also be noted that, despite efforts to completely fix the piles to the T-Wall base,
some rotation of the piles with respect to the floodwall structure was evident on the flood side
piles. In Figure 4.61, it is evident that the maximum moment did not occur at the top of the pile
(at the intended fixed connection); however this was evident in the protected side piles. Design
of future T-Wall models for the geotechnical centrifuge should be completed with this in mind.
Although the laser detectors were set up for this test, issues with lighting and reflection
from the T-Wall’s aluminum plate did not allow for reliable data. However, observations of the
video from the test did indicate that the T-Wall stem had minimal rotation or deflections. This
indicates that despite the fact that the soil mass failed, the T-Wall structure stayed intact.

Figure 4.60. Test #4 Water Height and Soil Movement Detectors (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.61. Test #4 Bending Moments – Flood Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.62. Test #4 Bending Moments – Protected Side Pile (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.63. Test #4 Undrained shear strength Profile (Tessari, 2011)

Figure 4.64. Test #5 Post-Test Elevation View (Tessari, 2011)
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4.4.4.5.

Lessons Learned

In Test #1, the foundation soils were unable to withstand a water level on the flood side
greater that 9.0 ft (2.74 m). In Test #2, the T-Wall was able to withstand water levels in excess
of 30 ft (9.14 m) when support piles were installed with 5 ft (1.52 m) spacing without inducing
any notable failure surface. In Test #4, with the pile spacing double that of Test #2, the T-Wall
system began to experience unrecoverable soil deformations once the water level exceeded
approximately 19.8 ft (6.04 m). This was evident from the observation from the video, soil
detectors, and pile bending moments. Soil failure did occur, as evident from the post-test
photographs, and in a manner where soil flowed between the piles from one side of the T-Wall
structure to the other. It is evident that the ability of the T-Wall’s support piles to stabilize the
foundation soils from unbalance forces is directly dependent on not only the soil properties but
the spacing of the piles perpendicular to the direction of the unbalanced force.
4.4.5. Centrifuge Test #5. Support Piles Spaced at 10 ft, With Sheet Pile, Surcharge
Water Only
4.4.5.1.

General

The last centrifuge model in the series of tests that would maintain the flood side water in
the loading device was conducted. Centrifuge Test #5 was identical to Test #4 in all aspects
except this test would incorporate the 20 ft (6.10 m) long sheet pile cut-off wall. The successes
of Test #4 indicated the likelihood of foundation failure when the water level reached
approximately 20 ft (6.10 m).

Again, more could still be learned by gaining further

understanding of the impacts of including the sheet pile cut off wall. Would inclusion of this
wall reduce the observed bending moments in the support piles? Would the system be able to
withstand water levels greater than the T-Wall without the sheet pile wall? Given the successes
of Test #2 through #4, this T-Wall was also constructed with fixed connections at the pile cap
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(interface of piles and T-Wall base) and pinned connections at the pile tips (base of the
centrifuge container). The sheet pile wall utilized the same as, installed like, and instrumented in
an identical fashion to Test #3.
4.4.5.2.

Model Description

The physical model for Test #5 was nearly identical to Test #3 in all aspects other than
the pile spacing, increased for this test from 5 to 10 ft (1.52 to 3.05 m). The models consist of a
deep clay layer (see Figure 4.65 for undrained shear strength profile) with a matrix of soil
displacement markers installed at several depths on the transparent face of the container. Nevada
sand was used as a drainage layer at the base of the model. As with previous models, this
centrifuge test was built to 1/50 prototype sized and performed at 50g.

The prototype

dimensions and pore water pressure sensor locations were the same as Test #2 and shown in
Figure 4.33. The flood side was uniformly loaded with the loading system used in Test #4 that
allowed up to 45 prototype feet (13.72 m) of floodwater and added reinforcement to the Teflon
sheeting to minimize deformations at high pressures (Figure 4.57). The T-Wall dimensions and
material properties were the same as those described for Test #4. The field concrete T-wall was
modeled with a machined aluminum plate due to the similarity between the unit weights of
aluminum and concrete. The height of the model T-wall is equivalent to 25 prototype feet. The
prototype sheet pile wall was idealized with a uniform aluminum plate. The model sheet pile
wall has a thickness of approximately 0.5 feet prototype. The prototype batter piles were
modeled with rectangular brass tube. The physical properties of the geotechnical centrifuge
model, prototype T-Wall system, and field T-Wall support piles are presented in Table 4.2. At
50g, the axial stiffness (EA) and bending stiffness (EI) of the prototype pile and the field pile are
comparable.
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Figure 4.65. Test #5 Undrained Shear Strength Profile (Tessari, 2011)

4.4.5.3.

Sensors and Instrumentation

The sensor/instrument types and locations were identical to those of test Test #2 (Section
4.4.3).
4.4.5.4.

Test #5 Results

The water level in the flood side loading device was incrementally adjusted from 0 ft to a
maximum of 43.2 ft (13.17 m). This model T-Wall was able to handle significantly more water
load than all previous tests before failure.
Figure 4.66 shows the flood side pore water pressure transducers in the clay layer; and as
with the previous 3 tests, the clay stratum nearest the sand layer is reducing at a constant rate
over time and indicates ongoing consolidation. The upper pore water pressure transducers
stabilized at each load increment validating the rate of excess pore water pressures dissipation.
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Figure 4.66. Test #5 Flood Side Pore water pressure Readings (Tessari, 2011)
The soil detector strains are shown in Figure 4.67. Each sensor was installed at a depth identical
to previous tests (Figure 4.40). As with previous tests, the strain detectors below a depth of 20 ft
(6.10 m) exhibit negligible strain when the water level is below 19.8 ft (6.04 m). The top two
sensors (SD1 and SD2), however, did indicate measurable strains and were very comparable to
those observed from Test #4. Initially, when the flood side water level was below about 8.0 ft
(2.43 m), the measured strains were negligible for both gauges. This correlates well with the
theoretical water surface elevation giving a slope stability FOS = 1.0 in Section 4.2.2. As the
water level increases to about 14 ft (4.27 m), the strains become notable as the support piles
begin to resist the unbalanced forces in the foundation soils.

In addition, SD1 and SD2

experience almost identical strains up to this water level indicating uniform soil pressure against
the support piles above SD3.
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Figure 4.67. Test #5 Soil Detector Strains (Tessari, 2011)
When the water level in the loading device reached 19.8 ft (6.04 m), the second sensor (SD2) at a
depth of 15.37 ft (4.68 m) no longer displayed increases in strain with increases in water level.
This is indicative of soil flowing around the flood side piles at this depth as the capacity of the
soil-structure interaction between the clay and piles is exceeded. The upper sensor (SD1) at
depth 10.95 ft (3.34 m), however, does display additional increases in strain as the water level in
the loading device increases to 43.2 ft (13.17 m). This observation can be attributed to the fixed
connection of the piles to the T-Wall base and the proximity of SD1 to the top of the piles. It is
important to notice that although SD1 experiences increased strains at water levels greater than
19.8 ft (6.04 m), the gauges are not able to maintain these strains as the water level in the loading
device is kept constant over a given period of time (about 5 minutes or 6 prototype hours). In
addition, catastrophic failure appears to occur at a water level of about 30 ft (10.05 m) where
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increases in water level no longer result in increases in observed strains. This is a further
validation that the soil is beginning to flow around the piles and that foundation failure has
already occurred, see Figure 4.68 and Figure 4.69 for post-test failure surface. Observation of
the strain data for the lower strain gauges (SD3 and SD4) show notable strains in the opposite
direction once the water level reaches approximately 34.0 ft (10.4 m). Observing the post-test
photograph of the piles in Figure 4.70, it is clear that the top of the piles were permanently bent
during the test. Therefore, with the pinned connection of the piles at the bottom of the container,
the wall is able to rotate in such a manner that the bottom portion of the piles were pressed into
the protected side soil mass (Figure 4.72). This caused the negative readings in the lower strain
gauges, indicating catastrophic failure of the T-Wall system at a water surface level greater than
34.0 ft (10.4 m).

Figure 4.68. Test #5 Post Test Plan View (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.69. Test #5 Post Test Elevation View (Tessari, 2011)

1.0 inches

Figure 4.70. Test #5 Bent/Failed Pile (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.71. Test #5 Final Deformed T-Wall (Tessari, 2011)
Figure 4.72 and Figure 4.73 show the bending moments versus depth in the flood and
protected side piles, respectively. As the flood side ground surfaces was exposed to water
surface levels near or less than the expected failure level, 9.0– 9.7 ft (2.74 – 2.96 m), the bending
moments were very small for the flood side piles and negligible for the protected side piles. As
with Test #4, when the water level was increased to between 9.3 and 19.8 ft (2.83 and 6.04 m),
the flood side piles began to bend more than the protected side piles. However, this is also the
water level at which the impact of the sheet pile wall becomes apparent. Figure 4.74 represents
the bending moments along the flood side piles both with and without the sheet pile cut-off wall
at critical water levels in the loading device. The bending moment results make apparent that the
presence of the sheet pile wall had little impact on the stresses and bending moments in the flood
side piles. This is a logical result from the centrifuge tests since the stresses in the piles are a
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result of soil movement from the flood side toward the protected side. Therefore, the unbalanced
forces resulting from water levels greater than the anticipated maximum level (stability analysis
FOS=1.0), will impart nearly identical pressures and bending moments regardless of the presence
of the sheet pile wall. Figure 4.75 represents the bending moments along the protected side piles
both with and without the sheet pile cut-off wall at the same critical water levels. These bending
moment results indicate that the presence of the sheet pile wall has a more pronounced impact on
the bending moments in the protected side pile. Once the water level exceeds the anticipated
water level to induce failure, the observed bending moments in the protected side piles are
noticeably less than they were when the sheet pile was not included in the T-Wall structure.
When the water levels matched and exceeded 4.63 m and 4.51 m for Test #4 and Test #5
respectively, there is a notable divergence in the bending moments in the protected side piles.

Figure 4.72. Test #5 Bending Moments – Flood Side Piles (Tessari, 2011)
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Figure 4.73. Test #5 Bending Moments – Protected Side Piles (Tessari, 2011)
This trend continues until the water level exceeds approximately 9.0 m. At this point,
catastrophic failure has already occurred in both tests and similar pressures and bending
moments are expected in the protected side piles.
Further evaluation of the support pile bending moments is presented in Figure 4.76 where
the difference in the flood side and protected side bending moments are presented for the
selected critical water levels.

Two important facts are derived from these results.

First,

regardless of the presence of the sheet pile wall, the flood side piles always experience greater
bending moments than the protected side piles. Again, this is consistent with expectation
considering the nature of the system loading. Second, it is apparent that at lower water levels,
the difference it the bending moments is essentially the same for a T-Wall either with or without
a sheet pile wall in place. However, once the water level exceeds the anticipated failure level,
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there is a notable difference in the performance of the support piles. With the sheet pile wall in
place, the difference between the flood and protected side bending moment is greatly reduced.
Again, this is consistent until catastrophic failure of the T-Wall occurs, at which point,
comparisons such as these have little meaning to the study.
Attention is now focused on the data acquired from the strain gauges on the model sheet
pile wall (Figure 4.77). The performance of the sheet pile wall is very consistent to what has
been observed for the support piles in this test. Prior to reaching a water level of 9.3 ft (2.83 m),
the recorded strains are negligible and increasing a relatively small rate. However, once the
water level is increased past this point of anticipated failure, the strains increase at a noticeably
higher rate. This trend continued until a water level of 34 ft (10.4 m) was reached. At this level,
strains in the sheet pile (and corresponding bending moments) are no longer sustained by the
wall. This is indicative of the failure evident from the soil detector and bending moment data.
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Figure 4.74. Bending Moments – Flood Side – With and Without Sheet Pile (SP)
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Figure 4.75. Bending Moments – Protected Side – With and Without Sheet Pile (SP)
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Figure 4.76. Difference in Flood and Protected Side Bending Moments
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4.4.5.5. Lessons Learned

Much was learned from geotechnical centrifuge Test #5 when the model sheet pile wall
was incorporated, especially when compared to the T-Wall performance from Test #4 (without
the sheet pile wall). It is first evident that the effects of the unbalanced forces and unstable soil
mass on the flood side piles is not impacted by the presence of the sheet pile wall. These piles
take the “brunt” of these soil pressures and must be designed accordingly.

The T-Wall

experienced various phases of stresses from complete stability to catastrophic failure as the water
level in the loading device was increased throughout the test.
Essentially the individual tests can be divided into three phases. Phase 1 is when the
water level was below the elevation of the anticipated failure, 9.3 ft (2.83 m), and could be
referred to as the phase where the T-Wall and foundation soils are expected to be stable. Very
little soil movement and the measured bending stresses in the piles are observed in this phase.
Phase 2 is described as the period during the test where unbalanced forces exist and the soilstructure interaction between the foundation clays and the T-Wall support piles are capable of
resisting these forces. Increased soil movement is observed/measured and the T-Wall support
piles begin to experience notable bending stresses.

The sheet pile wall experiences some

bending stress during this phase; but they are an order of magnitude less than those experienced
by the support piles. All stress observed in Phase 2 were within acceptable limits and the system
was not in jeopardy of failure. The last phase is Phase 3 and is described as the period during the
test when the ability of the soil/T-Wall system is no longer capable of resisting the unbalanced
forces from the excessive water levels in the loading device. Water levels in Phase 3 result in
catastrophic failure of the system where the soil mass undergoes significant displacements and
the support piles experience bending moments beyond unacceptable levels.
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Figure 4.77. Test #5 Bending Moments – Sheet Pile Wall (Tessari, 2011)
Although the sheet pile wall did experience some bending stresses during the test, they
were relatively small compared to the flood and protected side piles. As the soil mass imposes
pressures and stresses on the flood side piles, these forces are apparently transferred to the base
of the T-Wall. These pressures are likely to cause even nominal deformations of the T-Wall
structure, and subsequently increasing bending stresses in the protected side piles. When the
sheet pile wall is incorporated to the system, these effects are still present though reduced. This
is likely from the increased stiffness of the T-Wall structure and the reliance of the lateral
capacity of the soil on the protected side of the sheet pile wall.
In summary, the greatest impact on the T-Wall system’s ability to resist the unbalanced
forces from the flood side water loading is the spacing of the support piles. The inclusion of the
sheet pile wall has essential no impact on the flood side piles. The protected side piles, on the
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other hand, experience some reduction in bending stresses as the sheet pile wall undergoes some
bending of its own.
4.5.

Chapter Summary

This Chapter presented the performance of a soft clay foundation and T-Wall system
under various loading conditions during a series of geotechnical centrifuge tests. The results of
these will be instrumental, along with the finite element analyses presented in the following
Chapter, in developing an updated design methodology for pile supported T-Walls.
The initial two centrifuge tests were conducted to determine baseline conditions of the
models. The primary lessons learned from these model tests (with and without piles) were:


The properties of the model foundation soils were similar to the conditions
experienced in southeast Louisiana where the HSDRRS is being constructed.



Failure of the foundation soils could be anticipated at reasonably low water levels.



It would be difficult to construct the model such that the interface of the T-Wall base
and stem to the centrifuge container would prevent water leaking from one side to the
other. This issue would compromise the results of the test.

From these lessons learned, a new prototype T-Wall was designed and a final testing plan
for the study was developed. This testing plan incorporated 5 centrifuge tests that would
observed the performance of a soil founded T-Wall, T-Walls with and without a sheet pile cutoff wall, T-Walls with different spacing of the support piles, and both preventing and allowing
lateral hydrostatic pressures to be imposed on the T-Wall stem and base.
All five tests kept the lateral hydrostatic pressure off of the T-Wall in an attempt to avoid
the seepage and erosion problems seen during the initial tests due to the interface of the wall and
container. Because the goal of this dissertation was to study the performance of a T-Wall’s
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foundation when unbalanced forces are present on the flood side of the floodwall, this was a
logical and successful solution to the model design. This was further illustrated by the success of
the first tests (wall with no piles) that developed a failure surface very similar to the theoretical
slope stability failure surface.
The remaining centrifuge test observed the impacts to the T-Wall performance as the
sheet pile cut-off wall was included or excluded and the support pile spacing (s/b) were altered.
These four tests illustrated several notable facts:


The presence of support pile on typical HSDRRS pile spacing (s/b = 4.1) resisted the
anticipated failure surface and that observed from Test #1.



The presence of the sheet pile wall did not affect the bending stresses in the flood side
piles; however, did somewhat reduces those stresses in the protected side piles.



The presence of the sheet pile wall did not substantially increase the T-Walls ability
to retain higher water levels. The water level at catastrophic failure was essentially
the same either with or without the sheet pile in place.



The spacing of the support piles has a direct effect on a T-Walls ability to retain
higher water levels. The closer the spacing, the greater the water level the T-Wall
was able to retain. As the spacing was increased (2x the original test), the critical
water level was noticeably lower. At the spacing of s/b = 4.1 the soil had less ability
to “squeeze” through the support piles than when the spacing was increased to s/b =
8.2. Figure 4.78 illustrates the difference in the flood and protected side pile bending
moments at the two different pile spacings without the sheet pile wall. When the
piles are spaced more closely (Test #2), the flood side piles tend to experience the
greatest bending stresses and the protected side piles see notably less.
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This is

consistent with the findings from the finite difference analyses presented in Chapter
3, see Figure 3.11, where the flood side pile bending moments were nearly twice
those predicted for the protected side piles. However, when the pile spacing was
doubled (Test #4), the flood and protected side piles experienced nearly identical
bending moments, likely from the soil’s increased ability to flow-through the pile
spacing and impose additional stresses on the protected-side piles.
In conclusion, the centrifuge model test corroborated the hypotheses that the T-Wall
support piles resist the unbalanced forces due to flood side loading conditions. This is in contrast
to the design methodology used by the USACE prior to August 2005, which assumed that 100%
of this unbalanced force would be resisted by the sheet pile cut-off wall. These results are
further supported in the FEA described in the Chapter 5.
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Figure 4.78. Test #2 and #4 Bending Moment Comparison
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5. CHAPTER 5
VALIDATION OF THE PHYSICAL MODELS USING FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSES
5.1.

3D Finite Element Program and Available Soil Models

Over the last few decades, the finite element analyses (FEA) have been increasingly
utilized in the design and analysis of geotechnical systems. FEA can provide information on
stability and displacements over time and, in many situations, can provide practical and valuable
data used to corroborate limit equilibrium based calculations.
The PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION software is a reasonably new finite element program
for geotechnical applications in which various soil models can be used to simulate soil behavior
in three dimensions. Foundations form the interaction between an upper structure and the soil;
and for pile foundations, soil-structure interaction plays an important role in the generated soil
mass deformations and resulting pile stresses. The program allows 3D finite element meshes to
be generated (from course to very fine) with two types of element options (6 node or 15 node).
Element nodes are assigned properties that account for soil stratification, structural elements, and
defined working planes. The program also allows for mesh refinements needed for increased
resolution in the zones where pile supports exist in the model.
Three major soil models are available in PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION. The elasto-plastic
Mohr-Coulomb model is the simplest model with respect to the stress-strain behavior of the soil
mass.

The model involves five essential soil parameters, i.e. the Young’s Modulus (E),

Poisson’s Ratio (), drained and undrained shear strength parameters  and Su, and the angle of
dilatancy (). The stress states at failure for the Mohr-Coulomb model can be reasonable with
effective strength parameters (drained conditions). For undrained conditions, the results may be
somewhat realistic where the effective stress paths may be incorrect. In these cases, care should
be taken with the undrained shear strength parameters utilized in the model and in evaluating the
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results from the FEA. This issue can be reasonably accounted for by modeling the undrained
shear strength as a “Su only” material and setting  to zero. The primary disadvantage to this
modeling approach is that the model does not automatically alter the soil’s undrained shear
strength during consolidation. The Mohr-Coulomb model is typically recommended for a first
analysis of complex geotechnical problems or the basis for numerical analyses when detailed soil
properties, described in the following two models, are not available.
The more advanced soil model available in the program is the Hardening Soil (HS)
model; however, this HS model is isotropic and therefore does not account for softening due to
soil dilatancy or anisotropy. Limiting states of stress are a function of the basic soil parameters
of friction angle (), undrained shear strength parameter (c), and the dilatancy angle (), as well
as detailed soil stiffness parameters, i.e. the triaxial loading stiffness (E50), the triaxial unloading
stiffness (Eur), and the oedometer loading stiffness (Eoed). If the latter two stiffness coefficients
are unavailable, they can be determined from empirical equations related to E50 as long as triaxial
test data is available. The primary benefit to the HS model is that more accurate stress paths are
established since they are dependent on these stiffness moduli.
The third model is the Soft Soil Creep (SSC) model and typically utilized when
consolidation effects for long term loading conditions are important. This model can overpredict the range of elastic soil behavior and ultimately the prediction of excessive deformations.
5.2.

Soil Model and Soil Parameters Utilized for the FEA

The soil undrained shear strength parameters for the foundation soils prepared for the
geotechnical centrifuge were acquired via pocket penetrometer tests (Chapter 4). Therefore the
accuracy of these parameters is limited to the accuracy of this simple device and the care taken in
acquiring the data. However, RPI has prepared numerous foundation soils like the ones prepared
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for this study and have achieved consistent results. Even for this study, the undrained shear
strength values for the 5 centrifuge model tests were extremely consistent, see Figure 5.1. The
standard deviation () in the values in the upper 3 strata above the anticipated failure surface
elevations were all 1.0 kPa or less (Table 5.1). Therefore, since the basis for this study is one of
parametric nature, it is reasonable to assume that the differences in the physical model results
were not a function of varied soil parameters. The soil unit weight values established in the
laboratory were done with representative model soil samples and are considered reliable.
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Figure 5.1. Average Undrained shear strength Values for Tests 1-5

Table 5.1. Standard Deviation of the Undrained Shear Strength Values
Depth [m]
Average Su [kPa]

0
5.8
0.57
-2.59
3.2
0.35
-5.33
4.2
0.99
-7.62
8.4
1.65
-37.5
16.3
0.68
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The next decision to be made prior to building the FEA model of the centrifuge tests in
PLAXIS was which of the three available soil models would be used. Given the short prototype
loading times for the centrifuge models with respect to consolidation rates for normally
consolidated clays, the soft soil model would not be appropriate for these analyses. That leaves
the Mohr-Coulomb and HS models for evaluation. Although the HS model is a more robust
model considering undrained stress strain behavior in a more realistic fashion, the stiffness
parameters required to model the foundation soils were not available for the FEA. These values
are typically established from triaxial test results (stress-strain curves) and oedometer (or
consolidation) tests. Unfortunately, these values are not available from the centrifuge model test
soils. Even if samples were extracted from the free field zone (area where induced stresses were
negligible) of the centrifuge model for triaxial testing, this would not provide increased
reliability in the undrained shear strength parameters. Laboratory samples used for triaxial
strength testing are typically 38 mm in diameter and 76 mm high (Terzaghi et al., 1996); but
samples of this length taken from a centrifuge model would equate to a prototype sample height
of 3.8 m. Therefore, a triaxial sample test would provide average undrained shear strength
values for significant portions of the model foundation soils. Considering the over simplification
or “over averaging” of the foundation soil properties from triaxial tests and the depth specific
strength parameters achieved from the pocket penetrometer tests, it was decided that the latter
would be utilized. This limits the available soil model for the FEA to Mohr-Coulomb because
more detailed soil stiffness values are not available from the laboratory tests.
The determination of the Young’s Modulus for the FEA was derived from empirical
equations available in literature. For saturated clays under undrained conditions, such as those
present during the centrifuge model tests, the Young’s Modulus is typically seen in the range of
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50 to 1500 times the undrained shear strength (Mitchell, 1993). This multiplier is generally a
function of plasticity and overconsolidation ratio. For soft, normally consolidated soils such as
those used in the experimental models, a range of 250 to 500 times the undrained shear strength
is common (Lamb and Whitman, 1969). Therefore, the initial Young’s Moduli assumed for the
FEA was 250Su and the resulting FEA data compared to the results of centrifuge Test #1. The
value was then adjusted (increased) until good correlation was achieved between the centrifuge
model and numerical model. The results are described in the following Section.
5.3.

FEA Comparisons with Centrifuge Model Tests

5.3.1. FEA Results From Test #1

The first of the 6 final centrifuge model tests was designed and conducted to establish a
soil failure mechanism for a T-Wall without piles. Therefore, the most critical data to establish
from the FEA for comparison with the physical model are soil deformations in the x and y
directions, “flood to protected side” and depth respectively. Because the TEMA evaluation of
the soil markers provided the most reliable soil deformation data from the centrifuge models, the
same points in space were evaluated from the FEA, see Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Soil Marker Locations
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The lettered columns and numbered rows in Figure 5.2 correspond to the soil markers and
locations shown in Figure 4.26 through Figure 4.28 from Test #1. The soil properties for the
FEA model for Test #1 are shown in Figure 5.1. Figures 5.3 through Figure 5.8 show the results
of the parametric study conducted by comparing FEA soil displacement results from the
observed displacements from the centrifuge Test #1. The parameter adjusted for each of the
FEA models was the elastic soil stiffness coefficient or Young’s Modulus (E). All other soil
properties were kept constant during each of the FEA models, including the Poisson’s ratio ().
The Shear Modulus (G) was adjusted with varying Young’s Modulus according to Hooke’s law
of isotropic elasticity in Equation 5.1.
G

E
21   

(Eq. 5.1)

Where: E = Young’s Modulus
 = Poisson’s Ratio (assumed to be 0.45)
Vertical and horizontal displacements were observed separately due to the decision to utilize the
Mohr-Coulomb soil model would likely result in some deviations between the centrifuge and
FEA models regarding the displacements due to the anisotropy behavior of the soil. Based on
the guidance from Lamb et al, 1969, FEA were conducted calculating four values for E: 250Su,
350Su, 450Su, and 500Su. The maximum water level at failure for is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Water Levels at Failure for Parametric Study
Analysis No.
E
Max Water Level, ft (m)
1
250Su
8.25 (2.51)
2
350Su
8.25 (2.51)
3
450Su
8.75 (2.67)
4
500Su
8.75 (2.67)
The maximum water level at failure for each of these analyses were not only consistent with one
another, but also consistent with the results of the limit equilibrium analysis and the centrifuge
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model Test #1 which established maximum water levels of 9.7 ft (2.96 m) and 9.0 ft (2.74 m)
respectively.
First observing the horizontal displacement from the FEA, this data appears consistent
with expectation of an incrementally changing soil stiffness, i.e., as the modeled soil stiffness
was increased, the resulting soil displacements decreased. According to Figure 5.3 and Figure
5.4, a soil modulus equal to 350Su resulted in the closest correlation to the centrifuge model Test
#1. While the magnitudes of the calculated horizontal deformations from the numerical model
for this stiffness coefficient match relatively well with the centrifuge, the location with respect to
the T-Wall are slightly different. Adjusting the FEA curve for E = 350Su to 8.3 ft (2.53 m)
toward the protected side provides for a close match to the measured horizontal displacements.
The vertical displacements from the FEA did not match quite as well with the centrifuge
test.

The FEA tended to overestimate the vertical displacements on the flood side and

underestimate them on the protected side (Figures 5.5 and 5.6).

Although, the FEA

displacements do appear to be more consistent with the anticipated and observed mode of failure,
i.e. given the rotational failure surface, vertical displacements on the flood and protected sides of
the T-Wall could be similar. Considering the simplicity of the soil model used in PLAXIS and
the lower magnitudes of displacement compared to the horizontal values, the results are
reasonably accurate. Therefore, considering the close relationship of the most critical model data
(horizontal displacements, vertical displacements, and maximum water level at failure) between
the centrifuge Test #1 and the corresponding FEA, the Mohr-Coulomb model appears to have
sufficient accuracy for this study. In addition, the values for soil stiffness for the other 4 FEA
models will be reasonably assumed to be 350Su.
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Figure 5.3. Parametric Study – Horizontal Displacements – Soil Marker Row 1
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Figure 5.4. Parametric Study – Horizontal Displacements – Soil Marker Row 2
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Figure 5.5. Parametric Study – Vertical Displacements – Soil Marker Row 1
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Figure 5.6. Parametric Study – Vertical Displacements – Soil Marker Row 2
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Figure 5.7. Parametric Study – Horizontal Displacements for E = 350Su
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Figure 5.8. Parametric Study – Vertical Displacements for E = 350Su
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5.3.2. FEA Results From Test #2 & #3
5.3.2.1. Basic Model Assumptions

Just as the centrifuge models for Test #2 and #3 were designed after the prototype
T-Wall, the FEA models designed with the PLAXIS 3D Foundation software were built to
mimic the same prototype T-Wall, see Figure 5.9. This allowed for one-to-one comparisons of
the results and the potential for validation of the observed T-Wall performance.
The FEA model boundary conditions and plan view dimensions were first constructed to
mimic the centrifuge models. The foundation soils were then established based on the average
undrained shear strength profile illustrated in Figure 5.1, an average unit weight of 99.88 pcf
(1560 kg/m3) for the clayey soils and 122.5 pcf (1962 kg/m3) for the sand stratum, and a Young’s
Modulus of 350Su were selected. The T-Wall structure was then modeled with the prototype
floodwall dimensions utilizing the material properties for concrete shown in Table 5.3. The TWall stem and base were modeled as floor and wall elements, respectively. PLAXIS allows the
user to select between two different pile types, volume piles and embedded piles. Volume piles
are assumed to be displacement and/or driven piles the take up a user-defined volume and as
such the soil-pile interface is a direct function of these dimensions. Volume piles are generally
used to model driven pile but can only be designed as vertical piles. Embedded piles are
typically used to model bored piles and drilled shafts where installation effects are negligible.
The embedded piles in the software can be modeled with any batter and there is flexibility for the
user to specify exact pile dimensions, properties, and soil-pile interface effects. Therefore,
embedded piles were selected for all T-Wall FEA modeled with PLAXIS 3D Foundation. See
Table 5.3 for specific input properties. The sheet pile cut-off wall was modeled as a wall
element in PLAXIS with specific properties of a PZ-27 sheet pile section.
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Figure 5.9. FEA/Centrifuge Model Dimensions

Table 5.3. FEA Material Properties
Wall Element
Wall Stem
Wall Base
Embedded Piles Sheet Pile Wall
Property
6
6
E
4.5x10 psi
4.5x10 psi
2.9x107 psi
2.9x107 psi
150 pcf
150 pcf
490 pcf
490 pcf

0.30
0.30
0.32
0.32

Width
2.0 ft
10.0 ft
14.59 in
0.5 ft
Depth
50.0 ft
50.0 ft
13.64 in
50.0 ft
Length
25.0 ft
2.5 ft
44.44 ft
20.0 ft
Batter
--------1H:2V
----Note: Dimensions above are in related to the following model coordinate dimensions from 5.9:
Width: x-dimension; Depth: z-dimension; Length: y-dimension
Because the water loading in the centrifuge model was accomplished by filling the
loading device with water, this loading was modeled as a flood side surcharge load in PLAXIS.
The FEA model was also constructed with soil-pile interactions in-tact for the full length of the
embedded piles and sheet pile wall. Unfortunately, the PLAXIS software had difficulty in
solving the initial state equations due to a lack of sufficient memory for a finite element mesh
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finer than “Medium”. Therefore, a “Course” mesh was generated; but the mesh was further
refined in the zones around the embedded piles. First a 2-dimensional mesh was generated in the
plan view and the 3-dimensional mesh was then extrapolated from the 2D mesh, see Figure 5.10
and Figure 5.11. The resulting mesh, although courser than desired, created successful finite
element analyses in the PLAXIS software. Two water levels were evaluated for these numerical
models. The first water level was selected at 9.0 ft (2.74 m) which correlated to the water level
at incipient failure for the centrifuge model without piles. The second water level was established
(through a trial and error process) as the highest possible surcharge load that resulted in a stable
T-Wall/foundation soil in each of the four remaining the FEA models. The lowest of these four
water levels was selected as the second surcharge load for the FEA for Test #2 through Test #5
to allow for one-to-one comparisons of the T-Walls performance.
PLAXIS 3D FOUNDATION allows the user to construct the problem in various phases
chosen by the user. For the Test #2 model, the initial phase of the model created the foundation
soils, the second phase constructed the T-Wall structure including the support piles and sheet pile
wall (with soil-structure interface), and the final phase was application of the flood side water
load.
5.3.2.2. FEA Comparison to the Physical Model Test #2
5.3.2.2.1. Results for Water Level at 2.74 m

Figure 5.12 illustrates the final FEA floodwall system. The initial FEA model was run by
mimicking 9.0 ft (2.74 m) of water in the loading device, resulting in a flood side surcharge load
of:
q  62.5

lb
lb
 9.0 ft   562.5 2  25.2kPa 
3
ft
ft
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(Eq 5.2)

The resulting deformed mesh is illustrated in Figure 5.13.

This initial plot of the T-Wall

system’s performance under this relatively low loading pressure correlates very well to
centrifuge Test #2. The deformations shown in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 have been scaled up
by 50x for illustrative purposes. The actual maximum deflections of the soil mass were only
1.23 in (31.3 mm) in the x-direction and 0.72 in (18.4 mm) in the y-direction.
Observing the video evidence and photographs during centrifuge Test #2, little
displacement was detected when the water level in the loading device was at 9.0 ft (2.74 m). The
FEA predicted displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions would correspond to actual
measured movements of the soil markers from the centrifuge test that are 1/50 of those
displacements (i.e. .025 in and .014 in respectively). This is consistent with observations during
the centrifuge test and wall displacements measured from laser detectors shown in Figure 4.44.
Bending moments in the support piles estimated from the FEA model indicated more
bending in the flood side piles than the protected side pile. Figure 5.16 compares the flood and
protected side pile bending moments from the centrifuge and FEA models. For comparison
purposes, the sign convention of the protected side bending moments represented in this Chapter
have been switched from what is shown in Figure 4.12. The maximum bending moment in the
flood side piles are almost identical between the measured values from the centrifuge test and the
FEA model (78 kN-m and 87 kN-m, respectively). Both models indicate notably less bending
stresses in the protected side pile, although the maximum bending moments from the centrifuge
test were about 1/3 those predicted from the FEA model. Ultimately, however, all of the bending
stresses were well below the ultimate bending capacity of the HP 14x73 piles (utilizing steel with
a yield stress of 50 ksi and section modulus of 108 in3) that were modeled.
M ult   ult  S  50ksi  108in 3  225kip  ft  305kN  m
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(Eq. 5.3)

50 ft

Figure 5.10. Test #2 – Refined 2D Mesh

Figure 5.11. Test #2 – Refined 3D Mesh
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Figure 5.12. Test #2 – Final Constructed T-Wall

Figure 5.13. Test #2 – Final Deformed Shape – Water at 9.0 ft
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Figure 5.14. Test #2 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 9.0 ft

Figure 5.15. Test #2 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 9.0 ft
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Figure 5.16. Test #2 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 9.0 ft
Despite the moderate disparities in the protected side pile bending stresses, the centrifuge and
FEA models generally predict a similar T-Wall response to the 9.0 ft (2.74 m) water loading.
5.3.2.2.2. Results for Water Level at 6.10 m

Both the centrifuge and FEA models show that the support piles have the ability to resist
unbalanced forces at a water level of 9.0 ft (2.74 m). This is evident by the fact that the Test #2
models are stable under that loading while the soil supported wall (Test #1) was not. As a matter
of fact, the Test #2 centrifuge model was able to withstand 31 ft (9.45 m) of water in the loading
device without failure. However, as will be seen later in this dissertation, the Test #4 model had
a maximum water level of 20 ft (6.10 m); therefore, as stated in Section 5.3.2.1, this level of
water will be used in the second FEA model for Test #2. The resulting surcharge load is:
q  62.5

lb
lb
 20.0 ft   1250 2  59.9kPa 
3
ft
ft
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(Eq 5.3)

As seen in the centrifuge test, the FEA model showed that the T-Wall system (including the soil
mass) had sufficient stiffness such that failure of neither the T-Wall members nor the soil mass
was reached with this surcharge load. The total displacements of the soil mass estimated by the
FEA model, though greater than seen for the 9.0 ft (2.74 m) water load, were still quite minimal,
see Figure 5.17. The predicted maximum deflections of the soil mass were only 2.53 in (64.4
mm) in the x-direction and 1.38 in (35.0 mm) in the y-direction.

Figure 5.17. Test #2 – Total Displacements – Water at 20.0 ft
The increased pressure from raising the water level had a considerable increase in soil
displacements; however, the soil mass was still stable. The FEA predicted displacements in the
horizontal and vertical directions would correspond to actual measured movements of the soil
markers from the centrifuge test that are 1/50 of those displacements (i.e. 0.051 in and 0.028 in
respectively). This is also consistent with observations during the centrifuge test and from the
wall displacements measured from the laser detectors illustrated in Figure 4.44.
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Bending moments in the support piles estimated from the FEA model indicated more
bending in the flood side piles than the protected side piles. Figure 5.18 compares the flood and
protected side pile bending moments from the centrifuge and FEA models. The maximum
bending moment in the flood side piles are almost identical between the measured values from
the centrifuge test and the FEA model (318 kN-m and 330 kN-m, respectively).
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Figure 5.18. Test #2 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 20.0 ft
From Figure 5.18 it is clear that even at higher water levels, the flood side pile experiences
greater bending stresses than the protected side pile. As a matter of fact, these differences
become notably greater.

The protected side piles only experienced approximately 1/6 the

ultimate bending moment capacity of the piles; and the bending moments in the flood side piles
were only about 1/2 the ultimate bending moment capacity of the piles (610 kN-m). Although
the observed and predicted bending moments in the flood side piles exceeded this theoretical
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ultimate state, the piles showed no signs of permanent damage when the centrifuge model was
deconstructed.
Ultimately, the centrifuge and FEA models predicted essentially the same behavior of the
T-Wall system with no sheet pile wall and support piles spaced every 5 ft (1.52 m). The
floodwall was stable at water levels significantly greater than what induced ultimate failure for a
T-Wall without support piles. Test #1 reached its ultimate state at a water level of only 9.0 ft
(2.74 m) while Test #2 had not reached its ultimate state at a water level of 20.0 ft (6.10 m).
5.3.2.3. FEA Comparison to the Physical Model Test #3

Centrifuge Test #3 was constructed in an identical fashion to Test #2 with the exception
that the sheet pile cut-off wall, typically utilized in T-Wall design and construction, was installed
for that test. For the corresponding FEA analysis, it too was modeled exactly as the FEA model
for Test #2; however, a wall element was added having the same material properties and
dimensions as a PZ-27 sheet pile, see Section 5.3.2.1. As with the FEA models for Test #2, the
FEA for Test #3 was also conducted at two water levels, 9.0 ft (2.74 m) and 20.0 ft (6.10 m). In
both cases, the water level in the centrifuge loading device was modeled in PLAXIS 3D
Foundation as surcharge loads described in Section 5.3.2.2.
5.3.2.3.1. Results for Water Level at 2.74 m

In constructing this FEA model, it became more complex than the model for Test #2 by
including the 20 ft (6.1 m) long sheet pile cut-off wall. This increased complexity caused the
software program PLAXIS 3D Foundation to have difficulty in solving the initial state equations
due to a lack of sufficient memory with the refined course finite element mesh (used for the Test
#2 model). Therefore, for the Test #3 FEA model, an unrefined course mesh was generated.
First a 2-dimensional mesh was generated in the plan view and the 3-dimensional mesh was then
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extrapolated from the 2D mesh, see Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. The resulting mesh, although
courser than desired, created successful finite element analyses with the PLAXIS software as
seen from the correlation to the centrifuge model observations. Observing the video evidence
and photographs during centrifuge Test #3, very little displacement was seen when the water
level in the loading device was at 9.0 ft (2.74 m). Likewise, the FEA model also predicted very
minimal soil displacements (Figure 5.21) with the low water level of 9.0 ft (2.74 m), 1.64 in
(41.7 mm) in the x-direction and 1.54 in (39.0 mm) in the y-direction, see Figure 5.22 and Figure
5.23. The FEA displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions would correspond to
actual measured movements of the soil markers from the centrifuge test.

This is consistent with

observations during the centrifuge test and from the wall displacements measured from the laser
detectors illustrated in Figure 4.52.

Figure 5.19. Test #3 – Unrefined 2D Mesh
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Figure 5.20. Test #3 – Unrefined 3D Mesh

Figure 5.21. Test #3 – Final Deformed Shape – Water at 9.0 ft
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Figure 5.22. Test #3 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 9 ft

Figure 5.23. Test #3 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 9 ft
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It should also be noted that the estimated displacements from the FEA were larger for the Test #3
analysis than those from Test #2. The difference in the x and y displacements between the two
model is approximately 0.41 in (10.4 mm) and 0.82 in (20.8 mm), respectively. This minor
difference can be explained by the fact that the mesh utilized for Test #2 was finer than the Test
#3 mesh due to the refinement.
Figure 5.24 compares the flood and protected side pile bending moments from the
centrifuge and FEA models. Bending moments in the support piles estimated from the FEA
model indicated essentially the same bending in the flood side piles than the protected side pile.
In addition, the maximum bending moment in the flood side piles are almost identical between
the measured values from the centrifuge test and the FEA model (83 kN-m and 85 kN-m,
respectively). Unlike the Test #2 results, only the centrifuge model indicated less bending
stresses in the protected side pile; however, strain gauge readings were not available (due to
malfunction during the test) near the top of the pile were bending stresses were at their
maximum. So it is possible that the protected side pile bending stresses from the centrifuge
model are similar to those estimated from the FEA model. Ultimately, all of the bending stresses
were very similar to those observed and predicted from the Test #2 evaluation and well below
the ultimate bending capacity (610 kN-m) of the HP 14x73 piles.
5.3.2.3.2. Results for Water Level at 6.10 m

The second FEA model for Test #3 was conducted with a surcharge load of 1250 psf
(59.9 kPa) to replicate the 20 ft (6.10 m) of water in the loading device. As seen in the
centrifuge test, the FEA model also showed that the T-Wall system (including the soil mass) had
sufficient stiffness such that failure of neither the T-Wall members nor the soil mass was
reached.
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Figure 5.24. Test #3 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 9 ft
Figure 5.25 through Figure 5.27 illustrate the estimated system deformations and soil
displacements from this FEA model. The total displacements of the soil mass estimated by the
FEA model, though greater than seen for the 9.0 ft (2.74 m) water load, were still minimal and
did not indicate failure at the 20 ft (6.10 m) water level. The resulting displacements from the
FEA model were 2.06 in (52.3 mm) in the x-direction and 2.09 in (52.9 mm) in the y-direction.
The FEA displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions would correspond to actual
measured movements of the soil markers from the centrifuge test that are 1/50 of those
displacements (i.e. 0.041 in and 0.042 in respectively). These displacements are very similar to
those observed and predicted in the centrifuge and FEA models for Test #2. This tends to
indicate that the sheet pile cut-off wall, even at higher water levels (i.e. as high as 31 ft), has little
influence on the behavior of the foundation soils and the T-Wall system under those loading
conditions.
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Figure 5.25. Test #3 – Final Deformed Shape – Water at 20.0 ft

Figure 5.26. Test #3 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 20.0 ft
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Figure 5.27. Test #3 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 20.0 ft
Figure 5.28 compares the flood and protected side pile bending moments from the
centrifuge and FEA models for the 20 ft (6.10 m) water level. The maximum bending moment
in the flood side piles are almost identical between the measured values from the centrifuge test
and the FEA model (262 kN-m and 282 kN-m, respectively). From Figure 5.28 it is clear that at
higher water levels, the variation in bending stresses between the flood and protected side piles
become more pronounced. The protected side piles experienced approximately 2/3 the bending
moment induced into the flood side piles. More notably, the bending moments of all piles are
less than those observed and predicted for Test #2 (318 kN-m and 330 kN-m) and less than the
ultimate bending moment capacity of the piles (610 kN-m).
This could be the result of the sheet pile wall impacting the stability of the system and
absorbing some of the unbalanced forces associated with the higher water level. Figure 5.29
illustrates the estimated bending stresses in the sheet pile wall from the FEA model.
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Figure 5.28. Test #3 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 20 ft
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Figure 5.29. Test #3 – Sheet Pile Bending Moment Comparison
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80.000

As expected, the predicted bending stresses from the FEA model were greatest at the sheet pile
wall’s fixed connection to the T-Wall base and near zero at the tip. In addition, the bending
moments observed from the centrifuge model show good correlation to the FEA predicted
moments. Although the centrifuge model showed greater bending stresses when the water level
was at 9.0 ft (2.74 m), the measured values were almost negligible (less than 15 kN-m).
Observing the difference in support pile bending moment between Test #2 and Test #3 proved to
be quite valuable. Figure 5.30 shows that the average difference in bending moments with and
without the sheet pile on the flood side of the T-Wall was approximately 52 kN-m near a depth
of -4.0 m. From Figure 5.29, the bending moment induced in the sheet pile wall at the same
depth is approximately 30 kN-m (22,127ft-lbs). This indicates that at higher water levels, the
sheet pile wall sustained some of the bending stresses from the unbalanced force, nearly equal to
the difference in the flood side bending moments with and without the sheet pile wall.
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Figure 5.30. Test #3 – Impact of Sheet Pile Wall – Flood Side – Water at 20 ft
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Observing the protected side bending moments in Figure 5.31, it is clear that the presence of the
sheet pile wall has little impact on these piles. The difference in maximum bending moment in
the protected side piles was only about 4 kN-m.
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Figure 5.31. Test #3 – Impact of Sheet Pile Wall – Protected Side – Water at 20 ft
Although the impact of the sheet pile wall appears to be minimal, the presence of the wall did
tend to reduce the flood side bending moments by about 15%. Meanwhile, the sheet pile wall
experienced some bending stresses from the unbalanced force.

The actual percent of the

unbalanced load sustained by the sheet pile wall can be calculated as:
M max 
w

wl 2
2

(Eq. 5.5)

2 M max 2  22127 ft  lb

 110.6lb / ft
l2
(20 ft ) 2
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Converting the unbalanced force at the 20 ft water level from Table 4.1 to a uniform load
distributed load along the sheet pile wall:
Pult 

Fub
L

Pult 

14700lb
 735lb / ft
20 ft

(Eq. 5.6)

The percentage of unbalanced forced sustained by the sheet pile wall (sheet pile factor (Fsp)) was:
Fsp 
5.3.2.4.

w 110lb / ft

100%  15%
Pult 735lb / ft

(Eq. 5.7)

Lessons Learned

Overall, the FEA models for both Test #2 and Test #3 correlated well with the measured
behavior of the T-Wall system in the centrifuge tests. Both models showed that the T-Wall
system without the sheet pile wall and with support piles spaced every 5 ft (1.52 m) substantially
stabilized the wall.

At higher water levels, the bending moments in the flood side piles

incrementally increased while the protected side piles were less affected. Regardless of the
water level, the flood side piles experienced greater bending stresses than the protected side
piles. Including the sheet pile wall had little influence on the behavior of the system. The
bending stresses in the protected side piles were essentially unchanged when the sheet pile wall
was installed; however, the flood side piles had reduced bending moments by approximately
15%. As it turns out, the sheet pile wall sustained approximately 15% of the unbalanced force
with measured bending moments of approximately 22.2 ft-kips (30 kN-m).

The ultimate

bending moment capacity of a typical PZ-22 sheet pile is approximately 75.4 ft-kips (102 kN-m).
Therefore, although the sheet pile wall sustained some of the bending stresses from the
unbalance forces present at the water level of 20 ft (6.10 m), the were minimal compared to the
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ultimate capacity of the sheet pile and minimal in comparison to the bending stresses
experienced by the support piles.
5.3.3. FEA Results From Tests #4 & #5
5.3.3.1. Basic Model Assumptions

Tests #4 and #5 from the geotechnical centrifuge were designed and constructed identical
to Test #2 and #3, respectively, with the exception that the pile spacing was increased to 10 ft
(3.04 m) in lieu of 5 ft (1.52 m) in order to achieve failure during loading. Such pile spacings are
typically related to the width of the pile by the ratio s/b, where s is the distance between piles
(center to center) and b is the pile width. For this dissertation, the distance of 5 ft and 10 ft
between pile resulted in pile spacing (s/b) of 4.1 and 8.2, respectively.
Allowing the soil mass to fail through the piles at a given load would provide the data
necessary to establish the true flow through resistance of the soil as a function of soil undrained
shear strength and pile spacing.

Reviewing Chapter 4, it is evident that this notion was

successful (system failure was achieved with the increased pile spacing). This Section of the
dissertation will compare the centrifuge results from Test #4 and #5 to the corresponding
PLAXIS finite element analyses.
As with the FEA from Test #2 and #3, the boundary conditions and material properties
for the numerical model were established to exactly mimic the prototype model for the
geotechnical centrifuge models, see Figure 5.9 and Table 5.3. The T-Wall was modeled with
properties of a typical concrete floodwall, the piles were modeled as steel H-Piles, the cut-off
wall was modeled as a PZ-27 sheet pile, and the foundation soils modeled based on the results
from the RPI post-testing soil parameters. Because the water loading in the centrifuge model
was accomplished by filling the loading device with water, this loading was modeled as a flood
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side surcharge load in PLAXIS. The FEA model was also constructed with soil-pile interactions
in-tact for the full length of the embedded piles and sheet pile wall. As with the FEA for Test #2
and #3, the PLAXIS software had difficulty in solving the initial state equations due to a lack of
sufficient memory for a finite element mesh finer than “Medium”. Therefore, a “Course” mesh
was generated; but the mesh was further refined in the zone around the embedded piles. Two
water levels were evaluated for these numerical models. The first water level was selected at 9.0
ft (2.74 m) which correlated to the water level at incipient failure for the centrifuge model
without piles. The second water level was established (through trial and error) as the highest
possible surcharge load that resulted in a stable T-Wall/foundation soils in the FEA model.
5.3.3.2. FEA Comparison to the Physical Model Test #4
5.3.3.2.1. Results for Water Level at 2.74 m

For the Test #4 model, the initial phase of the model created the foundation soils, the
second phase constructed the T-Wall structure including the support piles and sheet pile wall
(with soil-structure interface), and the final phase was application of the flood side water load.
The initial FEA model was run by simulating 9.0 ft (2.74 m) of water in the loading device,
resulting in a flood side surcharge load of:
 lb 
lb
q  62.5 3   9.0 ft   562.5 2  25.2kPa 
ft
 ft 

(Eq 5.8)

The resulting deformed mesh is illustrated in Figure 5.34. This initial plot of the T-Wall
system’s performance under this relatively low loading pressure correlates very well to the
centrifuge Test #4. The displacements shown in Figure 5.35 and 5.36 have been scaled up by
50x for illustrative purposes. The actual maximum deflections of the soil mass were only 1.39 in
(34.7 mm) in the x-direction and 0.79 in (20.1 mm) in the y-direction. This indicates that the
foundation soils were still quite stable under this loading condition.
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Figure 5.32. Test #4 - 2D Refined Mesh

Figure 5.33. Test #4 - 3D Refined Mesh
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Figure 5.34. Test #4 –Deformed Mesh for 2.74 m of Water (50:1 Scale)
Although specific soil marker displacement data is not available for this test, inspection of the
video taken during centrifuge Test #4 also indicated negligible movement of the soil mass under
this initial loading condition.
The deformed shape of the T-Wall structure is another important aspect of the
floodwall’s performance to compare to the centrifuge test. At this low water level, neither the
centrifuge observations nor the FEA model indicated notable movement of the T-Wall stem or
base. The FEA model predicted only 1.2 in (30.5 mm) at the top of the wall and 0.11 in (2.8
mm) at the wall base. These prototype displacements would be nearly undetectable during the
centrifuge test due to the 1:50 scale. Throughout this parametric study, as the pile spacing is
varied, water loads increased, and the sheet pile wall is included or removed, variations in
bending stresses in the support piles are certainly anticipated.
opportunity to verify the results through the finite element analyses.
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This provides an excellent

Figure 5.35 Test #4 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 9 ft (50:1 Scale)

Figure 5.36. Test #4 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 9 ft (50:1 Scale)
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Figure 5.37. Test #4 – Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 9 ft
From the FEA model, bending moment versus depth for both the flood and protected side piles
were plotted and are illustrated in Figure 5.37. Again, the measured and calculated bending
moments from the centrifuge and FEA models correlate very well in both magnitude and shape
with respect to location of maximum moment, direction of bending, and location of zero moment
(cross-over point).
Due to the nature of the loading, i.e. no lateral or horizontal stresses on the flood wall
structure and only vertical surcharge loading on the flood side, the condition at failure was one
such that the soil mass was moving through the support piles once the flow-through resistance
was exceeded. The deflected shape shown in Figure 5.34 was expected and resulted in the flood
and protected side piles bending in the same direction

In addition, these measured bending

stresses (maximum of 82.2 kN-m) are extremely low in comparison to the ultimate bending
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moment capacity of 450 ft-kips (610 kN-m) for an HP 14x73 pile. This correlates very well with
the anticipated bending stresses at such a low water level (2.74 m) where failure is not
anticipated. The FEA model also resulted in a more traditional bending moment behavior for
piles with a true fixed condition. Unlike the centrifuge model Test #4, bending moments for the
FEA model were near their maximum at the top of the piles where they were modeled as fixed.
5.3.3.2.2. Results for Maximum Water Level

When the water level was raised to about 20 ft (6.1 m) in the centrifuge model, failure of
the soil mass beneath the T-Wall began to occur. As described in Chapter 4, this was evident
from the centrifuge video, deformations in the soil movement detectors observed during the test,
and recorded bending stresses in both the flood and protected side piles. Likewise, the FEA
model experienced a similar failure mode at a similar water level. The same FEA model used for
the initial model was modified to determine the maximum possible water level for the Test #4 TWall by incrementally increasing the flood side surcharge load until the model failed during the
analysis phase. The maximum water level possible in the FEA model, prior to catastrophic
failure, was also 20 ft (6.1 m) or a flood side pressure of 1250 lb/ft2 (59.9 kPa). At this water
level the soil mass reached unrecoverable strains and any increase in water level caused the soil
mass to fail before the FEA equations could be solved.
The resulting deformed mesh is illustrated in Figure 5.38 where the plot of the T-Wall
system’s performance under this critical water loading pressure shows displacements over 7
times greater than those determined from the model with only 9 ft (2.74 m) of flood side water.
The displacements shown in Figure 5.39 and Figure 5.40 have also been scaled up by 50 times
for illustrative purposes. The actual maximum deflections of the soil mass were only 3.90 in
(98.9 mm) in the x-direction and 7.02 in (178.3 mm) in the y-direction.
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Figure 5.38. Test #4 –Deformed Mesh – Water at 20 ft (50:1 Scale)
However, observations from the Test #4 video did show significant soil displacements at the
maximum water load. Referring to Chapter 4, the soil movement detectors during the centrifuge
continued to show the critical failure surface at or near a depth of 20 ft (6.1 m) with some
minimal displacements below that depth. Displacements from the FEA model indicate a similar
critical failure surface at a depth of 25 ft (7.62 m) (Figure 5.39). The FEA seems to predict
greater displacements just below this critical depth than the centrifuge model; however, this is
also expected considering that the limit equilibrium analysis (Table 4.1) estimated the critical
failure surface for this water level to be 25 ft (7.62 m) deep.
From this modified FEA model for Test #4, bending moment versus depth for both the
flood and protected side piles were plotted and are illustrated in Figure 5.41. As with the lower
water level, the measured and calculated bending moments from the centrifuge and FEA models
correlate very well in both magnitude and shape with respect to location of maximum moment,
direction of bending, and location of zero moment (cross-over point).
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El. -25.0 ft

Figure 5.39. Test #4 –Horizontal Displacements – Water at 20 ft (50:1 Scale)

Figure 5.40. Test #4 –Vertical Displacements – Water at 20 ft (50:1 Scale)
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Figure 5.41. Test #4 – Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 20 ft
From Figure 5.41 it can been seen that although the centrifuge model produced bending
moments approximately 30% higher than those predicted from the FEA model (at the maximum
locations), both the centrifuge and FEA models clearly show that without a sheet pile cut-off
wall, the bending stresses are nearly identical for the flood and protected side piles. Referring to
Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17, note that for the passive loading of the T-Wall’s pile foundation
(soil displacing across the piles) that the flood side pile would be considered the “lead” pile and
the protected side pile as the “trailing” pile. The opposite nomenclature is generally assumed for
actively loaded piles (piles displacing into the soil). From Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19, the group
efficiency for the trailing (protected side) piles can be conservatively assumed to be 1.0 for a pile
spacing (s/b) greater than 8.0. In other words, if the spacing between the flood and protected
side piles is greater than 8, no group reduction should be considered. For the centrifuge model
T-Wall, the prototype spacing between the flood and protected side piles at the connection to the
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floodwall base is about 6.5 ft (1.98 m). For prototype HP 14x73 piles, this correlates to a pile
spacing (s/b) of:
s
6.5 ft

 5.34
b 14.59in
12
However, since the flood and protected side piles are battered (1H:2V) away from one another,
at a depth of about 3.5 ft (1.07 m), the spacing between the piles will be approximately 10.0 ft
(3.05 m). Therefore, beyond a depth of 3.5 ft, the pile spacing (s/b) will be greater than 8.0 and
no group reduction expected. This also correlates well with the centrifuge and FEA models that
demonstrated equal bending stresses in the flood and protected side piles.
The maximum measured bending moments from the FEA and centrifuge models were
210 kN-m and 325 kN-m, respectively. These values are very much in line with typical limit
equilibrium design values. Again, the maximum allowable moment for an HP 14x73 pile is 450
ft-kips (610 kN-m); therefore, these piles experience significant bending stresses at the
maximum water level, but not quite enough to fail the piles in bending. As with the Test #4
results at the lower water level, the bending moments in the piles were not their maximum at the
pile cap (T-Wall base) as expected for a truly fixed connection.
Finally, it is important to understand true flow-through resistance of the soil-structure
interaction between the soil and the embedded piles based on these models. As seen from the
centrifuge tests, this factor will be a function of the pile spacing (s/b) perpendicular to the
direction of the unbalanced force, which for Test #4 is:
s 10.0 ft

 8.22
b 14.59in
12
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The flow-through interaction factor is a function of pile displacement (and yield strain), pile
diameter, as well as pile spacing (Bransby et al., 1999). The initial pile load-transfer stiffness
increases as the pile spacing is reduced and it becomes more difficult for the soil to squeeze
between the T-Wall support piles. This is certainly evident from the ability of the T-Wall with
support piles spaced every 5 ft (1.52 m) to withstand higher water levels than when the pile
spacing was doubled to 10 ft (3.05 m). During the centrifuge Test #4, the maximum water level
prior to failure was established as 19.8 ft (6.03 m) in Chapter 4. Considering a pile spacing of 10
ft (3.05 m) and the theoretical unbalanced load of 14,700 lb (65.4 kN), the resistance factor Nf
from the test results can be established from:
Pult  R f N f S u
Where: Pult =
Nf =
Su =
Rf =

(Eq 5.9)
Structure flow-through resistance
flow-through interaction factor
soil undrained shear strength
group reduction factor for pile spacing parallel to the load

For simplicity, the average undrained shear strength above the observed critical failure surface at
a depth of 20 ft (6.1 m) can be reasonably assumed for Su. The group reduction factor was
considered to be 1.0 based on previous discussions. The structure flow-through resistance at the
moment just prior to soil mass failure is the unbalanced force distributed along the pile from the
base of the T-Wall to the bottom of the critical failure surface.
Pult 

14700lb / ft
 735 psf  10.7 kN / m 2
20 ft

From Figure 5.1, the average undrained shear strength of the soil above the failure surface is:
Su 

(121.8 psf )(8.5 ft )  (67 psf )(9 ft )  (87.4 psf )(2.5 ft )
20 ft

 92 .8 pf  4 .4 kPa
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Resolving Eq 5.9 results in a flow-through factor of:

Nf 

Pult
735 psf

 7.9
R f S u 1.0  92.8 psf

This flow-through factor of 7.9 is directly related to a pile spacing of 8.2 for this model T-Wall.
5.3.3.3. FEA Comparison to the Physical Model Test #5
5.3.3.3.1. Results for Water Level at 2.74 m

Using an unrefined course mesh, first a 2D mesh was generated in the plan view and the
3D mesh was then extrapolated from the 2D mesh. The resulting mesh, although courser than
desired, created the necessary basemap for the finite element analyses.
Observing the video evidence and photographs during centrifuge Test #5, little
displacement was seen when the water level in the loading device was at 9.0 ft (2.74 m).
Likewise, the FEA model also predicted very minimal soil displacements (Figure 5.42) with the
low water level of 9.0 ft (2.74 m), 1.74 in (44.4 mm) in the x-direction and 1.60 in (40.7 mm) in
the y-direction, see Figures 5.43 and 5.44.
The FEA displacements in the horizontal and vertical directions would correspond to
actual measured movements of the soil markers from the centrifuge test that would be nearly
undetectable due to the 1/50 scale.

In addition, at this low water level, the predicted

displacements from the FEA model are nearly identical to those predicted from the Test #3
model. This is certainly reasonable given the negligible unbalanced force corresponding to a
water level of 9.0 ft (2.74 m).
It should also be noted that the estimated displacements from the FEA were larger for the
Test #5 analysis than those from Test #4. This difference in the x and y displacements between
the two model was also observed in the comparison between the Test #2 and Test #3 models.
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Figure 5.42. Test #5 – Final Deformed Shape – Water at 9.0 ft

Figure 5.43. Test #5 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 9 ft
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Figure 5.44. Test #5 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 9 ft
Again, this minor difference can be explained by the fact that the mesh utilized for Test #4 was
finer than the Test #5 mesh due to the refinement.
Figure 5.45 compares the flood and protected side pile bending moments from the
centrifuge and FEA models. Bending moments in the support piles estimated from the FEA
model indicated essentially the same bending in the flood side piles than the protected side pile.
In addition, the maximum bending moment in the flood side piles are very similar between the
measured values from the centrifuge test and the FEA model (99 kN-m and 80 kN-m,
respectively). Unlike the Test #4 results, where centrifuge model indicated less bending stresses
in the protected side piles, the FEA model predicted nearly identical bending moments in the
flood and protected side piles. The bending moment values for both models were very similar to
the results from Test #3 and Test #4, indicating that at this low water level, neither the presence
of the sheet pile nor the pile spacing impacted the behavior of the T-Wall system.
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Figure 5.45. Test #5 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 9 ft
Ultimately, all of the bending stresses were very similar to those observed and predicted from
previous tests and well below the ultimate bending capacity (610 kN-m) of the HP 14x73 piles.
5.3.3.3.2. Results for Water Level at 6.10 m

The second FEA model for Test #5 was conducted with a surcharge load of 1250 psf
(59.9 kPa) to simulate 20 ft (6.10 m) of water in the loading device. As observed in the
centrifuge test, the FEA model also showed that the T-Wall system had very similar behavior
with the sheet pile wall in place as without with 20 ft (6.10 m) of water in the loading device.
Figures 5.46 through 5.48 illustrate the estimated system deformations and soil
displacements from this FEA model. The total displacements of the soil mass estimated by the
FEA model, though greater than seen for the 9.0 ft (2.74 m) water load, were still minimal and
did not indicate failure at the 20 ft (6.10 m) water level.
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Figure 5.46. Test #5 – Final Deformed Shape – Water at 20.0 ft

El. -25.0 ft

Figure 5.47. Test #5 – Horizontal Displacements – Water at 20.0 ft
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Figure 5.48. Test #5 – Vertical Displacements – Water at 20.0 ft
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Figure 5.49. Test #5 – Pile Bending Moment Comparison – Water at 20 ft
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200.00

The resulting displacements from the FEA model were 4.31 in (109.5 mm) in the x-direction and
2.87 in (72.9 mm) in the y-direction. These displacements are very similar to the Test #4
observations (centrifuge and FEA models).
Referring to Chapter 4, the soil movement detectors during the centrifuge continued to
show the critical failure surface at or near a depth of 20 ft (6.1 m) with some minimal
displacements below that depth. Displacements from the FEA model indicate the same critical
failure surface at a depth of 25 ft (7.62 m) as the Test #4 FEA (Figure 5.39). The FEA seems to
predict greater displacements just below this critical depth than the centrifuge model.
However, this is also expected considering that the limit equilibrium analysis (see Table
4.1) estimated the critical failure surface for this water level to be 25 ft (7.62 m) deep. This tends
to indicate that the sheet pile wall, even at higher water levels, has little influence on the
behavior of the foundation soils. Figure 5.49 compares the flood and protected side pile bending
moments from the centrifuge and FEA models for the 20 ft (6.10 m) water level. The maximum
bending moment in the flood side piles are almost identical between the measured values from
the centrifuge test and the FEA model (177 kN-m and 181 kN-m, respectively).
Figure 5.49 clearly shows that at higher water levels, the sheet pile wall has less impact
on the bending moments in the support piles at pile spacing (s/b) of 8.2. At the same water level
with a pile spacing of 4.1 (Test #3), the flood and protected side piles had an average maximum
bending moment of 272 kN-m and 82 kN-m, respectively. Test #5 reveals nearly the same
bending moments for the flood and protected side piles. As seen in all other tests, the support
pile bending moments from Test #5 are less than ultimate bending moment capacity of the piles
(610 kN-m).
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Figure 5.50 illustrates the estimated bending stresses in the sheet pile wall from the FEA
and centrifuge models. As expected, the predicted bending stresses from the FEA model (at the
20 ft water level) were greatest at the sheet pile wall’s fixed connection to the T-Wall base and
near zero at the tip. Bending stresses in the sheet pile wall were almost negligible at the 9ft
water level, especially from the FEA model. The bending moments observed from the centrifuge
model show very good correlation to the FEA predicted moments for the higher water level;
however the centrifuge observations indicated greater bending stresses than predicted by the
FEA model. Although the centrifuge model showed greater bending stresses when the water
level was at 9.0 ft (2.74 m), the measured values were almost negligible (less than 8 kN-m).
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Figure 5.50. Test #5 – Sheet Pile Bending Moment Comparison
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Recalling the behavior of the T-Wall system from Test #2 and Test #3 with a pile spacing
(s/b) of 4.1, the reduction in flood side pile bending moments could be attributed to the presence
of the sheet pile wall. Making the same comparison between Test #4 and Test #5, it is apparent
that at a greater pile spacing (s/b) of 8.2, the flow-through of the soil is greater. This ultimately
indicates that the sheet pile wall has a greater impact on the bending stresses in the support piles
as the pile spacing is significantly increased. Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52 show that the average
reduction in flood and protected side bending moments were 70 kN-m and 108 kN-m,
respectively.

The measured and observed differences in these bending stress were quite

consistent between the centrifuge model results and the 3D finite element analyses established
from PLAXIS.
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Figure 5.51. Test #5 – Impact of Sheet Pile Wall – Flood Side – Water at 20 ft
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Figure 5.52. Test #5 – Impact of Sheet Pile Wall – Protected Side – Water at 20 ft
The actual percent of the unbalanced load sustained by the sheet pile wall can be calculated from
Eq. 5.5 and conservatively assuming that the sheet pile will support the 70kN-m of bending
stress reduced from the flood side piles (USACE EM 1110-2-2906, 1991):
M max 
w

wl 2
2

(Eq. 5.10)

2M max 2  70kN  m

 3.76kN / m
l2
(6.1m) 2

Converting the unbalanced force at the 20 ft (6.1 m) water level from Table 4.1 to a uniform load
distributed load along the sheet pile wall:

Pult 

Fub
L

Pult 

14700lb 65.4kN

 10.72kN / m
20 ft
6.10m

(Eq. 5.11)
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Therefore, the percentage of unbalanced forced sustained by the sheet pile wall, referred to as the
sheet pile factor (Fsp) was:

Fsp 
5.3.3.4.

3.76kN / m
w

100%  35%
Pult 10.72kN / m

Lessons Learned

Overall, the FEA models for both Test #4 and #5 correlated well with the measured
behavior of the T-Wall system in the centrifuge tests. Both models showed that the T-Wall
system without the sheet pile wall and with support piles spaced every 10 ft (3.05 m)
substantially stabilized the wall. This is evident from the ability of the pile supported T-Wall
systems to withstand between 20 ft (6.1 m) and 31 ft (9.74 m) of water without failure as
opposed to the non-pile supported T-Wall whose soil foundation failed at a water level just over
9.0 ft (2.74 m).

At higher water levels, the bending moments in the flood side piles

incrementally increased while the protected side piles were less affected. Regardless of the
water level, the flood side piles experienced greater bending stresses than the protected side
piles. Including the sheet pile wall had more of an influence on the behavior of the system when
the pile spacing (s/b) was increased to 8.2. The bending stresses in the protected side piles were
essentially unchanged when the sheet pile wall was installed; however, the flood side piles had
reduced bending moments by approximately 35%. The ultimate bending moment capacity of a
typical PZ-22 sheet pile is approximately 102 ft-kips (170 kN-m). Even assuming that the sheet
pile cut-off wall would take 70 kN-m of bending stresses from the unbalanced forces present at
the water level of 20 ft (6.10 m), they were minimal compared to the ultimate capacity of the
sheet pile wall.

In addition, they were minimal in comparison to the bending stresses

experienced by the support piles.
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5.4.

Chapter Summary

This Chapter presented the validation, by finite element analyses, of the findings of the
geotechnical centrifuge tests conducted for a T-Wall system constructed on a soft clay
foundation under various loading conditions and two different pile spacings (s/b). The results of
these finite element analyses in conjunction with the centrifuge model results presented in
Chapter 4 will be vital in developing an updated design methodology for pile supported T-Walls.
Just as the initial two centrifuge tests were conducted to determine baseline conditions of
the models, the FEA boundary conditions and material properties were also fine tuned, through a
set of parametric analyses, until the FEA results provided sound correlation to the initial
centrifuge Test #1. The Mohr-Coulomb soil model, although not the most robust available, was
ultimately utilized for the FEA models given the limited soil data available from the RPI lab.
Despite the simple soil model, very good correlation was achieved from the Test #1 centrifuge
test and the FEA model utilizing the PLAXIS 3D Foundation software. This provided the
baseline justification to continue forward with the numerical modeling of the other 4 centrifuge
tests.
In the FEA model, the prototype T-Wall was modeled as a concrete floodwall with a stem
25 ft (7.62 m) tall and 2 ft (0.61 m) thick, a base slab 10 ft (3.05 m) wide and 2.5 ft (0.76 m)
thick, steel HP 14x73 piles, and a PZ-22 steel sheet pile cut-off wall. The wall was modeled to
be 50 ft (15.24 m) wide to mimic the prototype size of the T-Wall constructed in the centrifuge
model.

All structural elements in the FEA model had full interface elements with the

surrounding soil. Because the water in the centrifuge tests was accomplished through the
loading device, the water was modeled in PLAXIS as a surcharge load on the flood side of the
wall with the same prototype location and dimensions as used in the centrifuge.
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All five FEA models corroborated the geotechnical centrifuge test results quite well.
Essentially, the FEA models provided the validation of the physical model results with extremely
close correlations related to soil displacements and bending moments in the support piles and the
sheet pile wall.
Three main elements were altered during the parametric study of the centrifuge models
(Test #2 through Test #5):



The sheet pile wall was either included or excluded.



The pile spacing (s/b) was adjusted from 4.1 to 8.2 (5ft spacing to 10 ft spacing).



T-Wall behavior at two different water levels were compared (9 ft and 20 ft)

These numerical models for these four tests illustrated several notable facts:



The presence of support piles on typical HSDRRS pile spacings (s/b = 4.1) resisted
the anticipated failure surface and that observed from Test #1.



The presence of the sheet pile wall had a minimal effect on the bending stresses in the
flood side support piles at the closer pile spacing (about a 15% reduction). The
reduction in bending stresses was more pronounced at the wide pile spacing (about a
35% reduction).



The presence of the sheet pile wall did not have a notable effect on bending stresses
in the protected side support piles at the closer pile spacing. The reduction in bending
stresses was more pronounced at the wide pile spacing (about a 35% reduction).



The presence of the sheet pile wall did not substantially increase the T-Walls ability
to retain higher water levels. The water level at catastrophic failure was essentially
the same either with or without the sheet pile wall in place.
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The FEA model corroborated the findings from the centrifuge test that the spacing of the
support piles has the greatest effect on the T-Walls ability to retain higher water levels. The
closer the spacing, the greater the water level the T-Wall was able to retain. As the spacing was
increased (2x the original test), the critical water level was noticeably lower. At the spacing of
s/b = 4.1 the soil had less ability to “squeeze” through the support piles than when the spacing
was increased to s/b = 8.2, see Figure 4.77.
Finally, it is important to note the global stability failure mechanism observed from these
finite element analyses. Figure 5.53 and Figure 5.54 show the extrapolated failure surfaces from
the FEA models based on the total displacement contours for Test #1 (no piles) and Test #4 (with
piles) at their critical flood side water levels. At the estimated critical failure surface elevation
for Test #1 (-21.0 ft), the displacement contours clearly represent a classical circular failure
surface.

[ft]

Figure 5.53. Test #1 – Estimated Failure Surface – Water at 9 ft
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*10-3 [ft]

Figure 5.54. Test #4 – Estimated Failure Surface – Water at 20 ft
However, observing the contours at a depth of -25 ft for Test #4, the failure surface appears to be
notably more horizontal beneath the T-Wall base and across the support piles. This indicates that
the shear resistance of the piles to the unbalanced forces will tend to force potential failure planes
horizontally along the critical surface in the zones beneath the T-Wall base. This horizontal
failure plan was also observed in the video evidence from the centrifuge Test #4 at the water
level of 20 ft (6.10 m) and greater. Lastly, study of the displacement vectors in Figure 3.5 from
the initial 2D finite difference models also predict this horizontal failure surface beneath the TWall base and across the support piles.
In conclusion, the FEA models correlated very well with the centrifuge model test. The
result of these models corroborates the hypotheses that the T-Wall support piles resist the
unbalanced forces due to flood side loading conditions and that the sheet pile wall has little
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impact. This is in contrast to the design methodology used by the USACE prior to August 2005,
which assumed that 100% of this unbalanced force would be resisted by the sheet pile cut-off
wall. The resulting design methodology, presented in the following Chapter, will effectively
utilizing the findings of the physical and numerical models described in the preceding three
Chapters.
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6. CHAPTER 6.
DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR T-WALLS WITH UNBALANCED FORCES
6.1.

Introduction

The design methodology presented here evaluates the improvement in global stability by
including the allowable shear and axial force contributions from the foundation piles together
with the soil shear resistance when unbalanced forces are present. This will focus on the
reinforcing effect the piles have on the foundation soils when unbalanced forces are present that
was established through the geotechnical centrifuge tests and FEA validations described in the
previous two Chapters. The procedure will also provide a methodology to determine allowable
shear and axial forces for the piles. This design procedure would serve as a supplement to
existing Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System design criteria and EM 1110-22906, Design of Pile Foundations.
The design procedure requires an assumed initial pile layout (determined with the current
USACE procedures); however, slope stability analyses neglect the presence of the piles and
lateral/vertical hydrostatic forces acting directly on the wall.

The contribution of the piles is

initially ignored to establish the unbalanced force to be resisted by the piles. The hydrostatic
forces acting directly on the wall are ignored in the foundation soils stability analyses because
those forces are completely resisted by the axial and bending capacity of the support piles. The
unbalanced force must then be computed to achieve the required slope stability factor of safety.
A portion of the unbalanced force is applied to the pile cap (T-Wall base slab) and a structural
pile group analysis must then be completed.
The initial pile group design is verified by applying all forces to the T-Wall (dead weight,
uplift, hydrostatic, unbalanced forces, etc) to the foundation piles. The unbalance force is
converted from a line load to an equivalent distributed load. The pile group analysis can be
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accomplished through readily available commercial software programs (Ellis, 1997). The axial
and shear responses for each pile must then be compared with the allowable pile loads
determined from static field load tests or theoretical pile capacity curves. Limiting axial and
lateral loads according to load test data helps minimize deflection to tolerable limits (USACE
EM 1110-2-2906, 1991). Computed T-Wall deflections as well as pile bending moments and
shear forces should be checked to verify that they are within allowable limits.
6.2.

Design Steps

6.2.1. General

For any design, the subsurface soil profile must be properly identified. This includes at a
minimum stratigraphy, material properties, and groundwater conditions. Material properties for
T-Wall designs should include, but may not be limited to, unit weight, undrained shear strength
(drained or undrained depending on loading condition), and horizontal soil modulus.

To

complete the T-Wall design, proper pile group reductions must also be considered and can be
found in resources such as EM 1110-2-2906, Design of Pile Foundations. No reductions are
recommended for cyclic loading for HSDRRS T-Wall designs due to:

 Analyses to date indicate that wall and soil loadings are transmitted axially to the
foundation piles and changes in the lateral soil stiffness do not significantly impact
the design (USACE, 2008).

 The Young’s Modulus of the soil between the T-Wall base and the critical failure
surface is reduced in this design procedure based on the global stability. Where
global stability factors of safety are below one, the soil stiffness in this zone should
be neglected. Where the factors of safety are greater than required, full soil stiffness
should be used. The soil stiffness should be linearly proportional between these
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limits when the computed factor of safety is between one and the required factor. In
this way the soil stiffness is already being reduced and further reduction would be
inappropriate.

 HSDRRS T-walls are typically above normal water levels and not routinely
subjected to wave or tide fluctuations associated with numerous loading cycles.
6.2.2. Step 1. Initial Slope Stability Analysis

The critical non-circular failure surface from a slope stability analysis should be
determined for loading to the hydraulic Still Water Level (SWL) and to the Top of Wall (TOW)
using a software program capable of performing Spencer’s Method with a robust search
procedure (hereinafter termed Spencer’s Method). Numerical models suggest that non-circular
surfaces will dominate the foundation behavior for pile supported T-Wall – apparent from the
soil displacements forced along a nearly horizontal plane across the support piles (Chapter 5,
Section 5.4). However, designers should consider the geometry, soil parameters, load cases, etc.
when finalizing these critical failure surfaces. Situations may arise where minor deviations from
this requirement may be considered during design. For the purpose of discussion, the horizontal
distance along this non-circular failure plane will be referred to as the neutral block. The neutral
plane should have a minimum dimension of the greater of 0.7 H or the base width of the T-Wall
or structure. H is defined as the vertical distance from the failure surface to the intersection of
the failure plane with the ground surface (Figure 6.1). These requirements have been established
by the USACE New Orleans District and are included in the 2010 edition of the HSDRRS
Design Guidelines.
This criterion has been established based upon historic knowledge of observed levee
performance (Caver, 1973; Duncan et al.. 1987; Wright, 2006), results from centrifuge and FEA
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models that show horizontal soil displacements across the support piles, and the fact that
theoretical failure surfaces with a neutral plane length less than 0.7H would be steeper than a
circular failure surface and not kinematically feasible.

WATER
LOAD

EARTHEN BERM

SOIL
LOAD
TOE

½ Lu
HEEL

Lu
CRITICAL
FAILURE
SURFACE

H
0.7 H (min)
NEUTRAL PLANE
UNBALANCED
FORCE

Figure 6.1. Typical T-Wall Schematic
The slope stability analysis (also referred to herein as a global stability analysis) should
be performed with only water loads acting on the ground surface flood side of the heel of the Twall since these are the loads that the foundation must resist to prevent a global stability failure.
The stability analysis should not include any of the water, soil, or surcharge loads acting directly
on the T-Wall structure since these loads will be transferred directly to the support piles into the
deeper soil layers and are accounted for during the structural design of the T-Wall members.
Global stability analysis should include the appropriate ground surface and foundation
soil conditions on the protected side of the wall. Designers should consider any planned or likely
variations (e.g. borrow pits, drainage canals, etc.) in these protected side conditions. If the
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conditions on the protected side of the cause the T-Wall to not satisfy required global stability
factors of safety, earthen improvements should be considered (i.e. inclusion of protected side
stability berms, realignment of pits or canals, etc.) before the structural alternatives discussed in
this design methodology are considered. For reference, the required slope stability FOS for the
HSDRRS system are summarized in Table 6.1. Specifics regarding these analysis conditions and
required FOS can be found in the USACE HSDRRS Design Guidelines (USACE, 2008).
If the factor of safety of the critical failure surface is greater than what is required, the
designer should complete the T-Wall design by conducting a pile group analysis and consider
only the water and soil loads applied directly to the structure (Figure 6.1) and proceed to Step 3.
If the lowest factor of safety is less than required, then proceed to Step 2.
Table 6.1 Simplified HSDRRS Slope Stability Factors of Safety
Required Minimum Factor of Safety
Analysis Condition
Spencer Method
MOP
End of Construction

1.3

1.3

Design Hurricane (SWL)

1.5

1.3

Water at Project Grade (levee)
Water at Construction Grade (ovebuilt to
account for future settlement)
Extreme Hurricane (top of I-Wall)

1.4

1.2

1.2

N/A

1.4

1.3

Extreme Hurricane (top of T-Wall)

1.4

1.2

Low Water (hurricane condition)

1.4

1.3

Design Hurricane (at a Utility Crossing)

1.5

1.5

6.2.3. Step 2. Unbalanced Force Computation

The unbalanced forces (for both loading to SWL and TOW) necessary to achieve the
required factors of safety shall be determined by completing slope stability analyses using
Spencer’s Method. The method for determining the critical unbalanced force presented in this
Section is based on the initial assumptions for determination of the unbalanced forces for the
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prototype T-Wall utilized in Section 4.2.2. The resulting unbalanced forces on the prototype
wall for various flood side water levels provided consistent and reasonable values as they related
to the observed and theoretical performance of the centrifuge and PLAXIS models illustrated in
Chapters 4 and 5. These favorable correlations between theoretical unbalanced forces and the
performance of the physical and numerical models are the basis for the justification for the
proposed method for unbalanced force determination.
The unbalanced force should be determined by applying a horizontal line load at a
location having an X-coordinate at the heel of the wall. The Y-coordinate should be located at
an elevation that is half-way between the ground surface at the heel of the wall and the lowest
elevation of the critical failure surface beneath the wall base from Step 1 (Figure 6.1). The
unbalanced force should be determined through a trial and error process where the load is varied
until the required factor of safety is achieved. Initially, the failure surface found in Step 1 should
be reanalyzed including the unbalanced force (modeled as a line load in the software) so that the
largest unbalanced force is determined for the required factor of safety. The largest unbalanced
force may not necessarily coincide with the failure surface with the lowest factor of safety. For
example, in determining the critical unbalanced forces for the prototype T-Wall (Chapter 4),
deeper failure surfaces had higher factors of safety than the critical surface; however, due to the
increased driving forces, the unbalanced forces were greater than what was determined for the
critical failure surface. Therefore, multiple failure surfaces at various elevations should be
analyzed to determine all possible unbalanced forces. The critical unbalanced force will be the
largest unbalanced force established from this trial-and-error analysis. This unbalanced force,
along with the corresponding critical failure surface, should be noted for utilization in subsequent
steps.
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6.2.4. Step 3. Pile Capacity

Allowable axial pile capacities for a single pile should be determined via the methods
presented in Chapter 2 and should be determined for tensile and compressive piles accordingly.
Allowable axial loads may also be found using data from pile load tests and applying appropriate
factors of safety. According to the HSDRRS Design Guidelines, no cyclic reductions need to be
applied to the capacities.
Geotechnical engineers have reported for many years that the axial capacity of driven
piles may change over time after initial pile installation. This increase in skin friction capacity of
driven piles in clayey soils is commonly referred to as set-up (Yang et al., 2006), and any
decrease typically termed relaxation. Soils around a driven pile are significantly disturbed and
remolded during pile installation and excess pore water pressures are developed in saturated
clayey soils. When pile driving is complete, and time is allowed to pass, these excess pore water
pressures dissipate and consequently skin friction capacity increases in a manner that is inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the pile (Pestana et al., 2002). Accordingly,
larger diameter piles may take longer to regain pile capacity increases due to set-up (Wang and
Reese, 1989).
As seen from the results of the centrifuge tests and FEA models, although the support
piles will resist the unbalanced forces present at higher water levels, soil displacements and
structural deformations will occur and excess pore water pressures will develop at the design
water levels. Therefore the soil around the piles will be disturbed and remolded much like the
phenomenon that occurs during pile driving. During critical loading situations, i.e. during a
storm event for HSDRRS T-Walls, the bond between the soil and the piles achieved during pile
set-up would be compromised as pore water pressure increase and the soil displaces around the
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piles. Ultimately relaxation of the skin friction capacity of a T-Wall’s support piles will occur
and the ultimate axial capacity of those pile negatively impacted by the flow-through of the soil
around the piles. Although the piles are still laterally supported by the presence of the soil, the
skin friction capacity calculated via EM 1110-2-2906 cannot be fully relied upon during design
or field performance.
Until this can be studied further, this approach, although somewhat conservative, will
ensure that the piles have adequate axial capacity during critical loading events.

When

unbalanced forces are present, theoretical axial pile capacity curves developed for such T-Walls
should ignore skin friction capacity above the critical failure surface. In addition, when field
compression or tension load tests are conducted to establish ultimate pile capacities, the skin
friction capacity around the pile above the critical failure surface can be eliminated during the
pile load test through:



casing installation to the depth of the critical failure surface, excavation of soil within the
casing, and driving the test pile inside of the empty casing



conducting a tension load test of a pile driven to the depth of the critical failure surface



subtracting the theoretical skin friction capacity of the pile above the critical failure
surface from the pile capacity determined from the field load test

6.2.5. Step 4. Initial T-Wall and Pile
6.2.5.1. Equivalent Unbalanced Force Calculation

All required load cases should be evaluated using a pile group analysis method or
software and preliminary pile and T-wall designs should be completed comparing computed pile
loads to the allowable axial capacities determined in the previous step. For a given T-Wall
design, more than one unbalanced force and failure surface combination from Step 2 should be
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used to determine which combination results in the most critical design case (i.e. greatest
bending stresses and axial forces in the support piles). In order to determine the additional axial
loads in the support piles due to the unstable foundation soil, the unbalanced force should be
converted to an equivalent force (Fcap) and applied to the T-Wall base. It can be calculated
computing equivalent moments at the location of the maximum moment (pt A in Figure 6.2) in
the pile below the critical failure surface. The location of maximum pile moment is derived from
the relative stiffness factor (R) for long slender piles which provides the maximum depth along
the pile where soil resistance will exits (Prakash and Sharma, 1990).


L
Fub  u  R   Fcap L p  R 

 2

Fcap

L

Fub  u  R 
 2


Lp  R

Where: Fub =
Lu =
Lp =
R =
E =
I =
Es =

(6.1)

(6.2)

unbalanced force computed in Step 2.
distance from top of ground to the critical failure surface
distance from bottom of footing to critical failure surface
Relative Stiffness Factor = (EI / Es) 1/4
Modulus of Elasticity of Pile
Moment of Inertia of Pile
Modulus of Subgrade Reaction below critical failure
surface.

As stated earlier and illustrated in Figure 6.1, any portion of the unbalanced force above the base
of the T-Wall will be directly supported by the T-Wall structure. Therefore, the equivalent force
should exclude the portion of the unbalanced force present above the base of the T-Wall. The
calculated equivalent force is therefore multiplied by the ratio of Lp over Lu. Ultimately, the
equivalent force is established as:
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Fcap

  Lp

   R   L
2
 p
 Fub  
 L p  R   Lu





(6.3)

Equivalent
Unbalanced
Force, Fcap

Unbalanced
Force, Fub
Lu

Uniform
Distributed
Unbalanced
Force, fub

Lp

R

A

Elevation of
Critical Failure
Surface

Figure 6.2. Determination of Equivalent Force

6.2.5.2. Support Pile Lateral Resistance

In the determination of the resulting pile stresses (axial forces and bending moments), the
subgrade modulus, Es, should be based on the global stability factor of safety, see Section 6.1, to
account for lack of support from the less stable soil mass located above the critical failure
surface. When the global factor of safety without piles is less than 1.0, Es should be input as a
value essentially equal to zero, such as 0.00001, since commercially available software programs
cannot typically run with an Es set at exactly zero. For conditions where the factor of safety is
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between 1.0 and the required factor of safety, Es should be computed by multiplying the
percentage of the computed factor of safety between 1.0 and the required factor of safety by the
actual value of Es. For example, if the FS = 1.0 or less, Es is input as 0.00001. If the FS = 1.2,
the required factor of safety is 1.5, and the estimated value of Es below the foundation is 5.0 kPa,
the actual Es should be input as:

Es 

1.2  1.0  5.0kPa  2.0kPa
1.5  1.0

(6.4)

This will account for the fact that with higher factors of safety the soil will be able to resist a
proportional amount of the lateral forces associated with wall deformations. Although Es is
reduced, designers should assume that the full pile length is braced when the FOS is greater than
or equal to 1.0.

One value of Es should be used throughout the length of the piles with no

distinction in values between the leading and trailing rows. This assumption, as with the
horizontal failure surface, is based on centrifuge and numerical models suggesting soil
deformations and displacements will be uniform across the support piles.
6.2.5.3. Group Reduction Factors – No Unbalanced Force

To complete the pile design, proper group reduction factors (Rg) should be considered for
the pile group analyses for load cases where the global factor of safety is at or above what is
required from Table 6.1, i.e. no unbalanced forces are present.
Reduction factors in this Section are for lateral movement of the piles through the soil
due to loading on the wall and are applied differently than the factors in Section 6.2.5.4 which
are for movement of the soil through the piles from water surcharge on the soil. This procedure
has been taken from Chapter 6 of the Group 7 software technical manual (Ensoft, 2008). By this
procedure, the final reduction factor to be applied to any single pile is a multiplication of its
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reductions due to the group effects from each of the piles that surrounds it. The total reduction or
interaction factor, Rg, is computed through equation 6.5.
R g  R ga  R gbt  R gbl  R gs

(6.5)

Rga , Rgbt , Rgbl , and Rgs are factors that depend on the location of each surrounding pile relative
to the location of the pile for which the reduction factor is computed. More than one of each of
these factors may be needed depending on the location of the pile (Ensoft, 2008). The relative
location of the reduction factors to the pile for which reduction factors are being computed are
shown in Figure 6.3. Typically, piles should be spaced no less than 3.75 pile diameters apart in
order to prevent pile interference problems (USACE, EM 1110-2-2906, 1991). The factors are
defined in the following paragraphs.

Leading Piles

Direction of
Loading

Leading or
Trailing Piles

Trailing Piles

Rga
Rgbl

Floodside

sa

Rgbt

Rga

Rgs (typ)

sb

Figure 6.3. Group Reduction Factors for T-Walls with No Unbalanced Force
For spacing perpendicular to the loading direction (Ensoft, 2008):

Rga = 0.64(sa/b)0.34 ; or = 1.0 for sa/b > 3.75

(6.6)

Where: sa = center-to-center spacing of piles perpendicular to the
direction of loading (parallel to the wall face). Normally
piles should be spaced no closer than 5 feet on center.
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b = pile diameter or width
For spacing parallel to the loading direction:
For leading (flood side) piles:
Rgbl = 0.7(sb/b)0.26 ; or = 1.0 for sb/b > 4.0

(6.7)

For trailing piles, the reduction factor, Rgbt is:
Rgbt = 0.48(sb/b)0.38 ; or = 1.0 for sb/b > 7.0
Where: sb

b

(6.8)

= spacing between piles parallel to the direction of loading
(perpendicular to the wall face. Note: sb can be measured
5 pile diameters below the bottom of the cap, making pile
rows trailing others battered in the opposite direction to
normally be able to be considered as leading piles.
= pile diameter or width

6.2.6. Step 5. Evaluation of Flow-Through Capacity – Unbalanced Forces Exist

Storm surge loading on the soil beyond the relieving base width of the T-wall
superstructure results in unbalanced forced in the foundation soils and resulting passive loads on
the support piles where the soil tends to push against and through the piles. This should be
analyzed differently than typical lateral pile loadings where piles are actively loaded toward the
supporting soil mass (Poulos et al., 1997). The foundation piles should be checked for resistance
to flow through, which is a function of pile spacing (perpendicular to the unbalance force),
magnitude of load, number of pile rows, and soil undrained shear strength. Given the body of
knowledge relayed in Chapter 2 and the results from the centrifuge and numerical models
presented in Chapters 4 and 5, pile spacing perpendicular to the load should generally be limited
to no more than eight times the pile diameter (or width for square of H-Piles) to ensure shear
resistance along the piles is achieved. To resist flow-through, the passive load capacity of the
piles (Pall) is checked against the unbalanced force.
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In addition, this analysis will define the

upper limit of possible loading on the flood side row of piles and may lead to redistribution of
the unbalanced force during the final structural design phases. The procedure for performing this
analysis is set up to evaluate this per monolith (portion of the T-Wall between structural joints)
or by pile spacing (for uniformly spaced piles).
6.2.6.1.

Step 5a. Compute Flow-Through Capacity (Pall) of the Piles

 Pall 



.



n  p ult R gbt

(6.9)

FS

Where: n = number of piles in the row perpendicular to the unbalanced
force within a monolith.
For monoliths with uniformly spaced pile rows, n = 1.

pult = the peak load-transfer (in units of force), as computed by
the integral of ultimate unit load-transfer, pult, over the
length of piles above the slip surface.
Rgbt = group reduction factor for pile spacing parallel to the load
FS = Factor of Safety = 1.5

 p ult  

Lp

0

p ult dx

(6.10)

This equation can be simplified as the summation of pult over the height Lp, as defined in Section
6.2.5.1. For single layer soil pult should be multiplied by Lp. For layered soils, pult for each layer
should be multiplied by the thickness of the layer and added over the height Lp.
In conventional soil mechanics, most problems involving load capacity of soils are
handled by consideration of ultimate strength characteristics. Likewise, when predicting the
behavior of passively loaded long piles, estimation of flow-through capacity for various loading
conditions should also be based on static ultimate soil resistance. If soft clay is confined so that
plastic flow around a pile occurs only in horizontal planes (as has been determined to be the case
regarding soil behavior at the critical failure surface of pile supported T-Walls subjected to
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unbalanced forces), the ultimate resistance per unit length of pile (pult) should be expressed as
(Matlock, 1970):
pult = (NpSub)

(6.11)

Where: Su = undrained soil shear strength
b = pile width
Np = flow-through factor
When there are multiple soil strata between the base of the structure and the critical failure
surface being analyzed, Su should be calculated as the weighted average of Su of each stratum
above that failure plane. The non-dimensional factor (Np) has been considered, studied, and
presented in many early geotechnical papers and reports (Broms, 1964; Matlock, 1970;
McClelland, 1958; Meyerhof, 1951; Reese, 1958; Skempton, 1951; Tschebotarioff, 1962). In
addition, more recent studies involving passive loading of piles were summarized in Chapter 2 of
this dissertation. Consensus of these studies indicates that, for soft clay soils flowing around a
pile at considerable depths below the ground surface, the flow-through factor can be reasonably
assumed to be 9. Considering the lessons learned from the physical and numerical models
presented in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation as they related to the theoretical unbalanced
force established in Section 4.2.2, the pile spacing should be considered when selecting the flowthrough factor. This range of values for Np also correlates well with the findings from previous
studies summarized in Chapter 2 and Figure 2.19. The flow-through factor should therefore be
assumed as:
Np = 7.0 for sa/b = 8.2
= 9.0 for sa/b = 4.1 or less
Where: sa = pile spacing perpendicular to the unbalanced load
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(6.12)

It is important to note that at shallow depths, the behavior of the soil may be different
since the soil will tend to fail by shearing forward and upward due to the fact that the overburden
pressures will be considerably less near the ground surface. The soil resistance should then be
expected to vary between the ground surface and some depth (xr) which has been termed as the
depth of reduced resistance (Matlock, 1970). Within this upper zone, resistance to flow-through
will be a function of the overburden pressure (x) and by the resistance developed by soil
deformations around the piles.

Reese (1958) and Matlock (1970) suggested the following

equation to determine soil flow-through factor (Np):
N p  3

x
Su

J

x
b

(6.13)

= depth below ground surface to the location where pult is
calculated
x = overburden pressure
J = coefficient - from experimental studies (Ensoft, 2008)
= 0.50 for soft clays
= 0.25 for medium clays

Where: x






The first term expresses the estimated reduced resistance at the ground surface, the second term
estimates the increase with depth due to increases in overburden pressures, and the last term is
related to the geometric effects of the soil resistance even if weightless soil existed around the
piles. The final flow-through factor selected for design should be the lower of the values
determined from equations 6.12 and 6.13.
For piles in a line, reduction factors should be applied as indicated in equation 6.10 to
account for reduced ability for closely spaced piles to resist lateral soil movement. Group
reduction factors, Rf, are calculated as shown below. Note that leading and trailing piles will be
opposite of those defined in Section 6.2.5.2 because the soil moves into the piles rather than the
piles into the soil. Therefore, leading piles are considered as the piles on the flood side of the
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floodwall (T-Wall) and the trailing piles are those installed on the protected side as indicated in
Figure 6.4
For leading (flood side) piles (Ensoft, 2008):
Rf = 0.7(sb/b)0.26 ; or = 1.0 for s/b > 4.0

(6.14)

For trailing piles, the reduction factor, Rf, is (Ensoft, 2008):
Rf = 0.48(sb/b)0.38 ; or = 1.0 for s/b > 7.0

(6.15)

See Figure 6.4 for pile size and spacing dimensions. No reduction is considered for the
pile spacing perpendicular to the load. Group effects should not be considered between pile rows
battered in opposite directions (battered away from each other) because the spacing will
significantly increase with depth, thus eliminating group effects. Therefore, Rf will typically be
1.0 for T-Walls when evaluating pult between flood side and protected side piles provided the
piles are battered in opposite directions.
A trailing row staggered from a leading row may be treated as a leading row, but
additional rows should be treated as trailing.

The spacing between the lead piles and the

staggered piles (row spacing), in the direction of the load, shall be equal to or less than the
column spacing of the leading piles.
6.2.6.2.

Step 5b. Compute The Unbalanced Force (Fp) on the Piles

In the determination of the unit unbalanced force in Chapter 4 and the correlation to the
performance of the centrifuge and numerical models in Chapters 4 and 5, the design unbalanced
force was established through a 2D analysis. This analysis estimated the unbalanced force, Fub,
from the 2D slope stability analysis. The design unbalanced force was then compared to the
observed resistance of the centrifuge and numerical models by normalizing this force, fub, over
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the length of the piles between the bottom of the T-Wall base and the elevation of the critical
failure surface (Lp), see Chapter 5. The resulting 2D analysis established a sound relationship
between the design unbalanced force and the flow-through resistance.

Leading

Trailing

1

2

3

T-Wall
Base

Direction of
Unbalanced
Load

wsa

s
b

Figure 6.4. Pile Size and Spacing Diagram
Therefore, the design unbalance force should be computed as:
F p  wm f ub L p

(6.16)

Where: wm = Monolith width.
For monoliths with uniformly spaced pile rows:
wm = sa
f ub 

Fub
Lu

(6.17)

Where: Fub = Net unbalanced force per foot from Step 2
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If layered soils exist, this check can be made by summing Pall over the length of the pile
from the bottom of the T-Wall base to the lowest elevation of the critical failure surface, Lp, (i.e.,
Pall)and comparing it to fub multiplied by Lp.
6.2.6.3.

Step 5c. Compare the Unbalanced Force to the Flow-Through Capacity

The results from the initial finite difference analysis presented in Chapter 3 as well as the
conclusions from the centrifuge and numerical models presented in Chapters 4 and 5 clearly
indicate that the flood and protected side piles experience almost identical bending moments
when the effects of the sheet pile wall were ignored. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume
that half of the design unbalanced force would impact the flood side pile and half would impact
the protected side pile. Although the sheet pile wall did experience some bending stresses and
somewhat reduce the bending stresses in the protected side piles, this “half and half” assumption
is quite reasonable and only somewhat conservative with respect to the protected side pile
designs. Therefore, when unbalanced forces are present, the number of piles can be considered
adequate to resist flow-through if Pall for the flood side piles equals or exceeds ½Fp. If ½Fp
exceeds Pall for the flood side piles, then Pall should be determined for all rows of piles. If Pall
for all rows of piles is greater than or equal to Fp, the design is adequate against flow through. If
this Pall is less than Fp, then the pile foundation will need to be modified. This criterion may be
achieved by either decreasing transverse pile spacing and/or increasing pile rows.
6.2.7.

Sheet Pile Design

Sheet pile cut-off walls are routinely included in T-Wall designs to control seepage
and/piping from the flood side to the protected side of the floodwall. The sheet pile tip elevation
should be determined in accordance with the HSDRRS Design Guidelines.
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When unbalanced forces exist, sheet pile cut-off wall shall be extended 5’ below the
critical failure surface determined in Step 2.

This has been incorporated by USACE

headquarters as an additional level of safety in the T-Wall designs. The sheet pile cut-off wall
provides an added benefit of confining the mobilized soil due to the unbalanced forces. With the
sheet pile wall extended below the critical failure surface, the support piles can be considered
braced for their entire length and about both axes during critical loading conditions, regardless of
factor of safety.
The sheet pile should, at a minimum, meet the specifications of a PZ-22. As discussed in
Chapter 5, the support piles are capable of resisting the unbalanced forces without the presence
of a sheet pile cut-off wall (results from models of Test #2 and Test #4). It was also discovered
that when the sheet pile cut-off wall is incorporated to the T-Wall system, and an unbalanced
force is present, these walls could experience as much as 15% to 35% of the unbalanced force.
However, since the sheet pile wall is a non-structural member, plastic deformation of the wall
could be acceptable since its primary purpose of seepage and piping control would still be
achieved. Therefore, at the designer’s discretion, the bending moment capacity of the sheet pile
wall could be checked against a portion of the unbalanced force through the following equations.
The calculated maximum moment should be compared to the allowable moment in the selected
sheet pile (USACE EM 1110-2-2502, 1989).
M all   all  S
Where:

Mall =
all =
ult =
Rf =
S =

(6.18)
Allowable bending moment
ult*Rf
yield stress of the steel
Reduction factor
Sheet Pile Section Modulus
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M max 

Where:

w sp l 2

(6.19)

2

Mmax= Max moment in sheet pile from unbalanced load
l
= Sheet pile length
wsp = distributed unbalanced force in sheet pile

w  f ub  N sp
Where:

(6.20)

fub = unit unbalanced force from equation 6.16
Nsp = Sheet Pile Factor
= 0.15 for sa/b = 4.1
= 0.35 for sa/b = 8.2

6.3. Chapter Summary

The proposed design methodology presented in this Chapter incorporates lessons learned
from literature review, the initial 2D finite difference model of a typical pile supported T-Wall
on typical foundation conditions in southeast Louisiana, the 5 geotechnical centrifuge models
conducted by RPI, and the finite element analyses that corroborated those centrifuge models.
The methodology established a step by step procedure that utilizes limit equilibrium theories that
are commonly accepted in the geotechnical and structural engineering communities of practice.
By implementing parametric evaluations of the foundation soils under various loading
conditions, the critical unbalanced force can be reasonably estimated using slope stability
analyses with Spencer’s Method. The designers can then determine the ability of the soilstructure interaction between the support piles and the surrounding soils to withstand these
unbalanced forces with an assumed T-Wall pile geometry. Applying these forces to the support
piles and T-Wall base, the final pile design can completed, understanding that the elevation of
the critical failure surface and initial factor of safety for global stability will impact the ultimate
axial capacity of the support piles. Lastly, the physical and numerical models presented in this
dissertation indicate that although the support piles have the capability to resist unbalanced
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forces, the presence of the sheet pile wall (for seepage cut-off) will in fact also resist a portion of
those forces. Utilizing commonly accepted design procedures, the cut-off wall can be adequately
analyzed to ensure it meets all current design criteria and factors of safety.
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7. CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1. Summary and Conclusions

This dissertation presented different studies on determining the behavior of pile
supported T-Walls when unbalanced forces existed due to significant flood side hydrostatic
forces and unstable foundation soils conditions. The studies incorporated the results from 2D
finite difference analyses, 50g geotechnical centrifuge models, and 3D finite element analyses.
All models (physical and numerical) were designed to reproduce common soil conditions in
southeast Louisiana as well as typical T-Wall geometry and pile foundation layouts. A new
design methodology for pile supported T-Walls that effectively accounts for unbalanced forces
suggests that these forces are resisted by the support pile (not the sheet pile wall) based on
lessons learned from this dissertation as well as previous studies. The numerical analyses and
physical models showed that new methodology was based on sound engineering practice.
Previous T-Wall design methods utilized by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
others in the geotechnical engineering community of practice assumed that any and all
unbalanced forces would be supported by the sheet pile cut-off wall. In cases where anticipated
water levels were high (i.e. greater than 20 ft), these unbalanced forces could be greater than
20,000 lbs/ft (292 kN/m) and the resulting sheet pile wall could extend over 60 ft (18.3 m) below
the base of the T-Wall. In addition, the calculated bending moments in the sheet pile walls
exposed to such unbalanced forces could require sections as large as a PZ-35 or AZ-48. These
design assumptions significantly increased the cost and construction durations of T-Wall
projects. The design methodology presented here accounts for the soil-structure interaction
between the support piles and the surrounding soil to resist these unbalanced forces utilizing a
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flow-through analysis. Therefore, the sheet pile wall only needs to be designed for possible
seepage or piping.
Initial 2D finite difference analyses were conducted on a model T-Wall that was 15 ft
(4.57 m) tall, had three rows of support piles (one flood side and two protected side), and
constructed on a normally consolidated clay foundation typically found in southeast Louisiana.
The models were analyzed for water to the top of the wall both with and without the sheet pile
cut-off wall in place. Results of these models indicated that the bending stresses in the support
piles were essentially unaffected by the presence of the sheet pile wall and that the sheet pile cutoff wall experienced little to no bending stresses associated with the unbalanced forces. This
evidence, which deviated from the previously accepted design philosophy, justified the need for
more in-depth study.
Subsequent to the findings of the 2D finite difference analysis, the USACE procured the
expertise of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) to conduct geotechnical centrifuge tests
on a T-Wall model similar to one under design by the USACE for the Hurricane and Storm
Damage Risk Reduction System (HSDRRS) at the time. After incorporating some lessons
learned from two initial centrifuge model tests, a final testing plan was developed that would
parametrically study the T-Wall’s performance through five centrifuge tests.


Test #1. 25 ft (7.62 m) tall T-Wall (prototype dimensions) with no support piles,
no sheet pile cut-off wall, and water contained in a loading device on the flood side
ground surface (to model the effects of storm surge on the foundation soils).



Test #2. Same T-Wall as Test #1 but incorporating one row of support piles on the
flood and protected side, modeled after HP 14x73 piles, and spaced (prototype
dimensions) every 5 ft (1.52 m) for a pile spacing (s/b) of 4.10.
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Test #3. Same T-Wall as Test #2 but incorporating a sheet pile cut-off wall
modeled after a PZ-22 sheet pile extending 20 ft (6.1 m) beneath the T-Wall base.



Test #4. Same T-Wall as Test #2 but the pile spacing (s/b) was increased to 8.20
for a total spacing of 10 ft (3.1 m).



Test #5. Same T-Wall as Test #3 but the pile spacing (s/b) was increased to 8.20
for a total spacing of 10 ft (3.1 m).

The first centrifuge test indicated that the foundation soils were incapable of supporting a
water level in the loading device greater than approximately 9.0 ft (2.74 m) – which was
consistent with the limit equilibrium estimates of 9.7 ft (2.96 m) established from the Spencer’s
Method stability analyses. Test #2 and Test #3 were both capable of retaining water greater than
31.0 ft (9.45 m) without significant displacement of the subsurface soils. This not only indicated
that the support piles were capable of resisting the unbalanced forces without the sheet pile wall,
but that a pile spacing of 4.10 was more than adequate to stabilize the foundation soil. The
maximum water level was found to be approximately 20.0 ft (6.1 m) when the pile spacing was
increased to 8.20 for Test #4. This validated the hypothesis that the pile-soil interaction was
capable of resisting unbalanced forces without the presence of the sheet pile cut-off wall. It also
established the fact that this ultimate flow-through resistance was a function of the pile spacing,
i.e. the flow-through resistance is inversely proportional to the pile spacing.
The theoretical unbalanced load from Spencer’s Method for 20.0 ft (6.1 m) of flood side
water was approximately 14,700 lbs/ft (214.5 kN/m). Observed bending stresses in the support
piles were well below allowable values. These bending stresses were not significantly affected
by the presence of the sheet pile wall in Test #5. The T-Wall system in Test #5 was able to
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withstand greater water levels than Test #4, but it was clear from the results of all 5 centrifuge
tests, that the support piles are capable of resisting the unbalanced forces.
The PLAXIS 3D Foundation software was utilized to conduct the finite element analyses
(FEA) to corroborate the findings of the five geotechnical centrifuge tests. Due to the limited
laboratory test data on the kaolin clay foundation prepared by RPI, a Mohr-Coulomb soil model
was utilized for these analyses. Fifteen node elements were utilized in the models; however, due
to the complexity of the T-Wall models (likely due to the number of structural members such as
the piles and sheet pile wall) only a course mesh could be incorporated into the FEA models.
Despite the simplified soil model and course 3D mesh, good correlation was achieved between
the geotechnical centrifuge model and the FEA.
Once the Mohr-Coulomb model was selected, the soil parameters to be used for each of
the numerical models were established. This was accomplished through a parametric study
where all soil properties used in the Mohr-Coulomb model (Su, ’, , Es, and G) were varied until
the FEA results closely matched the soil displacements and T-Wall behavior observed from the
centrifuge Test #1. There was little deviation in the values of shear strength and unit weight
determined in the RPI laboratory from all five centrifuge tests; and therefore, average values for
these parameters were utilized for all five FEA models. The selected soil modulus was estimated
as 350Su which is consistent with widely accepted values ranging from 250Su to 500Su.
Estimated soil displacements, T-Wall deformations, support pile bending moments, and
sheet pile bending moments from the FEA were all similar to the observations from the physical
models. These analyses were key aspects of validating the design methodology presented in
Chapter 6. Because only two separate pile spacings (s/b) of 4.10 and 8.20 were evaluated during
this study, it is recommended that pile spacings are limited to 8.20 to confidently rely on the
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flow-through resistance verified in this dissertation. Also, the maximum recommended value for
the soil resistance to flow-through was given as a range estimated to be between 7Su to 9Su.
These values were based on the results from the centrifuge tests and corroborated by the FEA
models. Although the sheet pile cut-off wall is not necessary to resist unbalanced forces, it was
determined from this study that it may take as much as 15% to 35% of the unbalanced force,
since the presence of a sheet pile wall is still required for seepage and piping concerns.
The study presented in this dissertation aimed to highlight the significance of the soilstructure interaction between support piles and the surrounding soil with respect to a T-Wall’s
ability to resist unbalanced forces. It was demonstrated that with typically utilized pile spacings,
i.e. s/b < 8.20, these support piles can withstand significant unbalanced forces. Even though the
sheet pile wall may experience some bending stresses at higher water levels, it is not necessary to
stabilize the overall system. Therefore, the sheet pile wall only need be designed for seepage
cut-off and/or piping around the wall.
The soil parameters utilized in the physical and numerical models presented in this study
are representative of normally consolidated subsurface soils commonly encountered in southeast
Louisiana and other areas throughout the world.

In addition, the soils prepared in the

geotechnical centrifuge, and subsequently modeled in the finite element analyses were
conservative with respect to their unit weight and undrained shear strength and therefore
considered a lower bound solution. Because the finite element analyses presented here closely
matched the observations of the centrifuge models, there is confidence that further numerical
models of similar nature will accurately approximate field conditions. Therefore, the results of
this study and the recommended design methodology can be reasonably applied to a variety of
foundation conditions. Engineers are encouraged to perform additional numerical modeling
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when situations are encountered that significantly vary from what was presented here to
corroborate the design methodology for those site specific conditions.
7.2. Recommendations for Future Work

Validation of the proposed design methodology could be improved by incorporating the
findings of two additional geotechnical centrifuge tests currently underway at RPI. Due to
construction issues with the centrifuge model, leakage at the interface of the model floodwall and
the centrifuge container caused concern for reliable results.

For this reason, the five tests

presented in this study contained the flood side water in a loading device. The two latest tests
being conducted at RPI allow these hydrostatic forces to act on the wall without the risk of
leakage and erosion of the soil substrate. This is being accomplished through the use of a rubber
membrane at this structural interface. The first test will utilize only support piles with a support
pile spacing of 8.20 and no sheet pile wall. The second test will incorporate the sheet pile wall to
the same T-Wall configuration of the first test. While the study presented in this dissertation
effectively established how a T-Wall’s foundation components resist unbalanced forces, more
could be learned regarding a T-Wall’s anticipated mode of failure by allowing the vertical and
lateral hydrostatic forces to act on the T-Wall structure.
Many T-Walls designed on foundation soils similar to those found in southeast Louisiana
are typically constructed on virgin ground with little need for added embankment fill on or
around the floodwalls. However, conditions may occur in these areas (and have occurred for TWalls part of the HSDRRS) where significant embankment fill is placed around these floodwalls.
Because of the added overburden over highly compressible soils, significant consolidation
settlement can be expected. Recent HSDRRS designs have estimated settlements beneath TWalls greater than 4 ft (1.22 m). Therefore, the support piles must be designed to compensate
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for downdrag forces associated with these settlements. For vertical piles, the impacts to the axial
capacity of the support piles are well documented; however, incorporating battered piles beneath
T-Walls presents a new challenge for geotechnical and structural engineers. The expected
settlements around these battered piles can induce additional bending moments in these piles. In
addition, foundation settlements beneath T-Walls would also impart downdrag loads on the sheet
pile cut-off wall. These forces will be transferred to the T-Wall base and increase the estimated
axial forces in the support piles. This complex interaction of downdrag forces, induced bending
stresses in batter piles, and effects on the sheet pile wall could use further study so that the
behavior of the T-Wall system is better understood for all potential loading conditions.
Lastly, these same downdrag effects can impact the forces induced on the sheet pile cut
off wall. It is certainly possible for potential downdrag forces to be substantially deep within the
foundation soils and depending on the seepage or piping requirements, the sheet pile cut-off wall
could also be reasonably deep. Therefore, downdrag forces against this sheet pile wall have the
potential to impose significant loads on the T-Wall base slab and subsequently down the support
piles in the form of increased axial compressive forces. Also, these downdrag forces have the
potential to pull the sheet pile wall from the T-Wall base if the tension connection is not properly
designed. Current standards for designs of such structures have limitations in their ability to
properly account for these downdrag forces (Briaud et al., 1998). In addition, because the
elevation of the critical failure surface for the T-Walls studied in this dissertation were limited to
between 20 and 25 ft (6.10 and 7.62 m), further study on the imposed bending stresses on the
sheet pile wall for shallower and deeper failure surfaces would be beneficial. These studies
could be used to establish and updated design methodology for the sheet pile wall and the T-Wall
system as a whole.
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